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COMMUKfCATIONS.
were

member of

fully

must be

of Oommon Schools.

and much work to be left undone
which ought to be performed. Such has been
my experience. My labors have no cessation
from the year’s beginning to its end, save the
occasional respite of a few days, to gather
strength for their renewal. Three fourths of
this time has been spent away from home in
visitiDg schools, conducting institutes, and
lecluring upon topics of education, or in examining the Returns made to the Secretary’s
office and prepariug an epitome of the same
for my Report. The preparation of the Statistical Tables, in itself a work 0f several
weeks for one person, has been done
by my
own hand, or by clerks
paid from my own
pocket. I do not complain that the State, in
its spirit of economy, while
furnishing to all
other departments of the public service
any
number of clerks which may be
needed, pw
vides none for mine.”
.■
Again he says:

conversing not long since, with a
the Legislature, who Is a very ef-

and advise with superintending school committees on the selection of text books adapted
to the wants of schools, and on the method of
ascertaining the qualifications of teachers, and
of visiting aud examining schools; inquire into the most approved modes oi teaching, and
the best means of training aud qualifying
teachers for their duties; examine the returns
made by superintending school committees to
the office of the secretary of state, and obtain
from them such facts and statistics as may be
useful, aud in general procure information
from every available source for the Improvemeat oi common scuooib.

Sect. 64.

By correspondence with teachofficers, and others, and by public

school
addresses from time to time in different parts
the
of
stale, he shall endeavor to disseminate
the information he has acquired,.and awaken
a more general interest in public education.
Sect. 65. He shall prepare blank forms
for all returns required by law, or deemed by
him necessary, to be made by school officers
and teashers. which shall be printed and distributed by the secretary of state to the superintending school committees on the first
day of October, annually.
Sect. 66. He shall annually, prior to the
session of the legislature, make a report to the
governor and council of the result of his inquiries and Investigations, and of the facts obtained from the school returns, with such suggestions and recomendations as in his judgment will best promote the improvement of

schools.
Sect. 67. He shall* receive a salary of
twelve hundred dollars, quarterly, and render

discipline
Orono, Feb. 2,1804.

account ofhls travelling and other necessary expenses Lo the governor and council, to
be by them audited and paid out of the treasury of state.
Sect. 68.. He shall annually hold in each
county a teacher’s convention, to continue in
session one week at least; give due notice
thereof to all teachers and persons proposing
to become such, and invite their attendance.
He shall attend and have charge of each convention, and employ suitable instructors and
lecturers to give instruction and addresses,
with the view to aid the teachers and qualifying themselves for a more successful discharge
of their duties.
Sect. 69. To defray the expenses of the
conventions, two thousand dollars shall be annually appropriated, to be expended by the
snperintendent, who shall reader an account
thereof to the governor and council to be examined and audited by them.
an

1861 in tho State, 4,010
school-houses, at an estimated value of $1>
250,000. The number of children between
four and twenty-one years of age was 249,061.
The number of teachers employed was 7,921.
And the aggregate expenditure for school
purposes was $742,952,01. There were beside,
69 chartered literary institutions, in active
operation in the State. Will any one contend that this work is of so inferior a nature
as to require no general supervision ? that its
aims and objects require nothing of the kind?
It requires something more than the examination oi teachers, the erection of proper and
commodious school houses, the selection of
suitable text books, and the thousand regulations that are left to everybody, consequently
in

were

regarded. Agents are selected indiscriminately from all classes, governed by

are never

narrow interests, and the same is often true ol
Committees, in mauy places. Now with nc
higher officer in charge, what will-be the result? A diversity of plans, a variety ol
schemes, and no practical system for conducting this important work. It has been proposed to establish an agent in each county, who
is to have sort of a general supervision, with a
salary barely sufficient to pay his expenses, on
a yearly visit.
Now how much is to be expected from such an arrangement? These
agents will not feel it their duty to labor very
assiduously without pay, and they will get an
impression that the educational interest is on
the decline, and that very little is to be ex
pected of them. Riilroad corporations, In
surance companies, &c., Had it for their pecu-

niary benefit to have a superintendent, and
with a smaller capital, than
pay him liberally,
is invested for school purposes. Are not the
necessities
one over

State?
a

pressing

as

through

The Philanthropist sighs over the fearful list oi
human woes, incurable diseases, and premature
deaths, whioh have been caused by inhaling the

of offices is very

injurious,

lish

it, than

a

dozen,

eight

common

Lucifer

Snlphur in

the manufac-

or

causes.

Humanity Drops a Tear
of Borrow, over the unnumbered onuses of wdlflental deaths, oaused by the use of these easily ig4Qed,
inflammable events. A truthful inscription upon
tbousands of little tombstones would be,—

This Child

was

Burned to Death

BT LUCIFER MATCHES.
more

a

LIFE INSURANCE CO.
bmcE

84,388,349 09
DISBURSE V EOT B.

Paid losses by death,
Paid on account of deposit for minors, sundry
accounts unsettl'd Dec.
81,1868, and war con-

8315,26J 00

tributions,
Paid lor redemption ot
dividends,
annuities,
and surrendered and
cancelled policies,

9,494 63

Picture

is

Incomplete,

dark as it Is, without referenoe to the annual loss ot
valuable property, whioh mey safely be stated at
millions of dollars.
Bead the daily journals, or enquire of any Insurance Company, lor a veriiiostion of this statement.

FIRE

WE

MUST

HAVE,

Lucifer Match, dangerousas it is, has been
regarded as a ver? great convienoe, when contrasted with the primitive modes of ignition, the rubbing of dry sticks together, or even the still more
useiul advince upon that mode, the old fbshioned
aud the

TINDER BOX, FLINT AND STEEL.
While tolerating the T noifers (clearly as a cboioe

evilB,) scientific chemists have, for more than a
quarter of a century, been experimenting upon tbo
difficult problen of the production of instantaneous
light and fire, in combination with two important
requisites.—
First, Freedom fromoffensive'and injurious odors.
Second, The injuring of perfect safety in its daily
use as a match composition. The honor of the discovery belong to a

salaries, printing,

SCANDINAVIAN CHEMIST.
who has produoed, to bless mankind, the long-looked for Alchemy, aud if it is true that he -who mokes

two blades of grass grow where but one grew before, is a public beoeiactor, will not the meed of a
world's gratitude be awarded to him whoBe persechemical
vering efforts have resulted in
combinations, the practical application of whioh in
daily use will be the annual saving of thousands oi
lives and millions of treasure.

producing

A MATCH

INODOROUS

AND

all will admit, is a valuable discovery,
the qualities of the new match.

No

Sulphur

SAJJK,

and those are

Phosphorus

or

enter into its composition. Satisfied of Its groat value ami superiority over all others, the dis inguished
lnvf ntor was awarded the Prize Metal by the Committoo of the International Exhibition at the Crystal palace, in London, while all other matches were
evcludf d from the building.
In order that tho

Mr

Weston, our present popular superintendent ,

169,267 88

OF

PEOPLE

AMERICA

may share with those of Eur pe the blessings of tbfs
invention, arrangements have been made .fortbe
working of the patent here, and an association
formed under the name of

The Universal
who

now

Safety Match Co.,

offer to oltizena

of the United States
4.

A Domestic

i

•/

Match, Inodorous £pd Safe«.

A.1TD FOR

OUTDOOR USB,

A Safety Flaming Fuse

13

Wind Defier,
extinguish.

or

which neither wind nor rain can
A fair trial will verify our statements.

1\
14.401 28- 724,698 64

Jan26eod2w

HORSES

WANTED i
subscriber will be at the following places, at
the time mentioned and purebaoe ail that are
offered, suitable for the service, and pa> what they

THE
are

worth.

At Bridgton, Tuesday, February 7th,
At Norway, Wednesday, February 8th,
At Buckfield, Thursday, February 9th,
At Lewiston, Friday, February 10th.
Horses must be from 15 to 16 hands high; from

5 to 9 years old, and in good fieth.
E. E SAVAGE.
lebddtd
Augusta, Feb 2,1865,

Dissolution.
partnerhip
THE
style and

heretofore existing

under the

of Bradley, Moulton k Rogerr,
wa« dissolved by the decease of Mr.
Moulton, ou
the 25th of September last.
name

Notice,
Copartnership
day
copartnership

farmed a
W« have this
under
tho name and style ol Bradley, Cooiidge g Rogers,
dealers
Grain
and
a I wholesale
Provisions,
88 Commercial it,

in[Flour,
Ihomae

Block, Portland, Me.
Kobzrt Bradlbv,
Davis W. Coolipqb,
Alphhos G. Roobbu.
Port land,.lan'y fid, 1866.
janldlm

at

BY

91

66

i-

L

Wanted to Pnrckase;
HOUSE, situated in the Western part of
ABBICK
the eity. Possession to be had May 1st ft 66.

Address Box No. 70, P.rt'and P. O., suting locality, prloe fco., for three weeks.
declSdwtf
~~

BF-The public
specially informed that the
spacious, convenient and well-known Hallowell
Houee, in the oentre of Hallowell, two miles from
Augusta, and four miles from Togus Spring, has
beeu refurnished, and is open for the reception oi
company and pennanentlboarders.
Every attention will be given to the comfort ol
guests.

the usual oonvenienees of
amply provided.
Hallowell, Feb. 1 186*.

and all

ofyears,

European Plan.

are

spacious,

for Sale.
ohxnge his plaos
Shop. Furniiu-e,
anu c,mplete in all its

Soldiers in Southern
Prisons.

PERSONS

convenient and

well

21 dlOi

Portland.^

JUST

RECEIVED!!

expended

Sales Room, 137 1-3 Riddle St„
Where Machine Findings of all kinds are constantly

CLIFFORD,
8 Lime street.

Aid for the National Freedmen.
made by which all

contributions for the National Freedmen's ReARRANGEMENT
with
lief Association will be forwarded

promptly,

New York. Commodities s> oulfl be
securely packed, and directed toC. C. Leigh, Nos.
1& 3 Mercer street, New York, Care of George R.
Davis. Portland, Maine.
Contributions in Money to Eben Steele, Esq., Port.und. Me.
WM. GEO. HAWKINS,
Seo’y of Ex. Comm, of N. F. R. Association.
January 2d, 1866.
Jan8d8m

Copartnership Notice.
undon-igned have this day formed a copartnership under the name and style of FLING fc
WH1TTEMORK, and have taken the store formerly
oooupied by Hen y Fliag, N*. 91 Commercial street,
whore they intend doinga Commission and Whole-

THE

sale business in Teas, Tobaoco, W. I. Goods, Groceries and Provisions.
00
HENRY FLING.
STEPHEN WH1TTEMORE.
dtf
Portland, July 8,1864.

Dissolution.
heretofore existing under the
Brothers, is this

copartnership
firm
oi Davis A Cloyed
THE

Davi§,
H Oloyks,

F
G. H. CLOYE8.

the best

experienced workmen.

Sewing' Machine

Co.,

jyo. 187 1-3 Middle Street, Portland,

Is

.

being organized

now

Maj.

ANY

at

Washington unde?

We

filed in said Court, viz
A Libel against the Brig Charles Wesley.
se zed by the Colleoter of the District of r'oriland
and Fa1mouth on the twon y seventh
day of January instant, at Portland in said District
A Libel against On* Barrel and Ten Demijohns of Santa Cruz
Rum, seize! b/ the Co lcc'or
nf the District of Portland and Falmouth on the
twenty seventh day of January instant, at Portland
in said District.
A Libel against On* Barrel op Sugar and
Three Barrels op Molasses, seized by too Collector of the Dutr ot of Portland and Falmouth, on
the tweniy-first day of January, instant, at Portland, m saia District.

for breaches of the laws of

the United States, as is more particularly set forth
in said Li el«; that a bearing ard trial will be had
thereon, at Portland, in said Dist iot, on the Second
Tuesday of February next, where any rereons interested therein may appear, and showoausp, if any
can ba shown, wherefo e the same should not be decreed forfeit, and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland this thirty first day of Janu-

F. A. QUINBT, U. S. Dept. Marshal,
District of Maine.

TO FURNITURE DEALERS!

Spring-Bed

AND FOLDING

Bottom* I

OOT8.

-AKD

NOTICE.
ac-

companied with Invoices

for the United
JOHN PORTEOUS,

Agent.

them

Using

And know they are the thing

G. L.

vers

8I’RINa MOUNTAIN, LEHIGH, HKZUTON,
SUGAR LOAV- OLD COMPANY LEHIGH, nOCUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS, DIAMOND fttut*
TER and BLACK HEATH.' These Coal **re rl the
very beat quality, well screened and 1 iekel and
warranted to yl,* satisfaction.
Also for sale beet of

SARD AND

Agent*,
North,

WOOD,

BOUNDS a SON.

..

WARKBN’S
FIRE

AND

FELT

adlan Produce,
Granite Block.

inrOKVFD

WATERPROOF

COMPMITIOE,

E. HER BEY, Agent.
larft dtf
Ho. IS Onion

Alexander D.

Carriage Manufacturer,
Portland,

hand and mad* to

on

Reeves,

Draper,

K11BALL,

ments.

POBTLAND,

Hootch

Oanvatt,

ML.

Bath, No.

200 58So a5’££]?iuS^g^ )

Bale Boom*,' 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Bottom, Matt l
900 do Nory Find
Juneltf
Dolivorod la Portland or Motto*.
■«th, April 10, MM,
M.

PEARSON.

Plater,

SILVER

j

_s

pH dll

WILLIAM A* PEARCE,

MANUlTAOTUKlli OF

PL.UMBE R!

WARE,

*

um o>

939 Congress St., Opp. Court House,
Portland, Me.
TOTAll kinds of Ware, such as Knives, Forks,
Cake Baskets, Casters, Ac., plated in the
and

leptadt

JAMES T. PATTEN A CO.

Sleighs,

Preble street, (Near Preble House,)

Aiso, Repairing

ST.,

-yon SAAB BT-

■AUDrAorumaa or

and

Street.

Manufacture, to order and la the beet
meantr, MSltary and Nary Uullonna, and Boys Gar-

Me.

8rdcr-_JuaelMtf

Carriages

Sc

__

BTCarrlage* tad Sleigh*

P.

Tailor

08 EXCHANGE

LEMONT,

Preble Street,

^

MOM MLAT BOOMS.

POBTLAND.

K.

AKD

Daily

SOFT

deliver sd to oay port of the elty.
Ovnop CouunoiAL 8*., head of Franklin Wharf
.,
feblH dly

of

Street,

E.

Re-Jiniehing Old Silver

w^e._augdddm

New Bedford Copper Oomp’y.
undersigned, agents of the above Company,
THE prepared
to tarnish suits of

or

Nov

Force

Pump* and Water Cloeet*.

NO. 194 EXCHANGE
STREET,
PORTLAND, MR.

Warm, Cold aid lliower bwlki, Wash
Bowls, Brass A Silver Plated Cocks,

skilifhl workmen characterize Tuoker’B Establishment
Aidresi Hiram Tucker, llT and 119 Court it.,
Boston.
norUdtf

abort notice and delivered at any port
required.
_

e
....
oept 6.—dtf

REGENERATOR!

Will sorely

8ounr, Diroiorr, and
all humors of the eealp.

REST.

be formed into Companies and Regiments as fast as they arrive; persoai preferences being regarded when praoticaMe.
This Corps will %e provided with the best arms in
the possession of tne Government, and the men will
be allowed to retain them at ihe expiration ot service. All applications for commissions must bo addressed to th Adjutant General of the Army, and

PERMIAN

mate,

marchlOdtf

Is the most peiieot Hair Renewer in ass.
should use Peruvian Hair Rzoznbrator.
Beware qf Imitations! Call for Peruvian Ha r Regenerator and receive no other.
Jones & Kav wholesale agents, 170 Washington st,
Boston; Also Weeks k Potter, Carter, .Rust k Co
and others. At wholesale by Sheppard k Co. Portland. At refail L. C. Gilson. 14 Market Square,
Short & Waterhouse, oor Congress 4r Middle at..
Crossman k Co., and J. R. Lunt,and dealers genernov 24— d3m*
ally.

Osnal

SPLENDID ASS OR" HUNT Of

Bank.

———

This Bank is prepared to receive inbsoription. to
the new 7 3-10 loan in suu > of <59 and upwards,
paying interest from date of subscription to August
15th, the date of the new loan.
The notes are eonvertable at the.end of three
year, into speoie paying 6 per cent. 6-20 bonds.
One-oighth per oent. will be allowed on all amount!
of klboo and over.
B. C. BOMEKBY,
Fowland
ng. 1,1884.dtt
Cashier.

For

men
May

be

and

Boys

found at

SMITH’S,

Mo. 171 Fore Street.
Also a fine stock of Cloth6, sunh
American Moscow and C2stor

Beavers,

as

Cassimeres &

Gorman and

Doeskins,

Work.

We would inform our flriends end the public that
we intend to
keep the best the market affords, and
oan sell at the lowest rales.
Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
fit at all times. We would also call attention to our
nice Custom

an ex-editor of this oity, hereser /foea» for a reasonable comof any news
Boston, in New York or elsewhere, who

pensation,
publishes
journals
Maine, in
would liko to enjoy the ready correspondence of an
experienced writer and j umalist at the Capital of
this State. He flatters himse f that his acquaintance
with the local t. subnotions and the publio measures
a d the publio men of the State and C uu
ry, as well
as his long experience in
typographical and editorial labors, give him an advantage in this
retpect
which
in

few others possess
He knows bow to write
‘•copy" lor the primer that will require no revision
alter it passes out of bis ha"d«.
He is also a good

and expeditious

proof" reader, and is williogto

who
puolhher
in

gap-e with anv
vices at home or abroad,

e

-ROB-

Mice Custom

News-paper Correspondence.

under* hij
THEbyundersigned,
to the

may desire his sercapacity.
WILLIAM A.' DREW.
»
*
*
o
Augusta, Jtn'y 2, 1066.
fan5dtf

S LE 1 GUS,

The latest styles of carriage, and sleight constantly ob bund, and made to order.
The new and elegant "M n lor" sleighs are now
on exhibition, and those
wishing to purchase are invited to*oall and examine.
Repairing done with neatness and dispatch.

oure.

Beady-Made Overcoats,
Undercoats, Pants, Vest*,
And I*annulling Good*,
which will b. sold low for Cash, at the old
stand of Lewis & Smith.

All *f

Sept 20—dtf

ABIEL M. SMITH, 171 Fere St.

Leave Your Demands for Collection
At B 13. VERRILL’S
LAW AND COLLECTION

,*

the Ibroat and lung., acd it work, like a charm Is
quie.ing children when teething. Try It. Prepared
E.E, HAY W*KD. Hadley
W PmttifB fc Co., Agent..
Jacl6deod5w

Ice House to Let.
Ioi House on Center street, whioh ha.
b- en u^e l 30 yeors for the storage oi tee by Mr.
David Hob nson will be let a. it i. oransw tuilding will be budt to suit the occupant. Thi. i« a very
desirable locality tor a Stable koeper, or that tu almost any oth"r jusinees, and a long lease wnl be
given, 11 desired. Pie eeapplyto
EDWARD NUTTER, 92 Middle It.
Jan24eod3w

THE

_

OFFICE,

No. U7 Middle St., Portland.

Janl8;i

Box

A
ant

Board.
GENTLEMAN and lady, or three Rertlemen,
oan

be aooommodated with board with pleasrooms, at 21 Free street.
Jan7d3w*

manufactory.

making, and

are

to make,
at
WEWooden Bottet of ail kindsprepared
Steam Plantro

our

ing Mills, loot uf Crow, between Pore and Commsrciai streets._
WINSLOW, DOTEN & Co.
febTeodlm

PORTLAND, MR.

TRUNKS, VALISES,
AND

Traveling Bags
MaaaOutmred

I

tad ibr sale

WHOLESALE

DURAN
HO.

A

16ft

and

RETAIL

BRACKETT.

MIDDLE BTBEET.

All orders la the otty or from the
oooatry promptlT allad-

_eeptSMtl

PARTICIPATION.

Office No. 183 Kiddle Street.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Pres.

subscriber having purchased the Stock of
Coal and Wood, and taken the stand reoentiy
ooonpied by Messrs. Sawyer If Whitney, head of
Mams Wharf, are now prepared to snpply their
form* r patrons and the pufcUo
generally, with *
flne assortment of

TH.i

WJSLL PICKKD AMD 8CBBWMMD

Company Lehigh,
Sugar Loaf Lehigh,
Hazelton Lehigh,
Locust Mountain,

...

ithht,

White ana Ked Ash,
Diamond and Lorbeny,
Together with the best quality oi

Cumberland

Coal !

A Superior Coalfor Black smithe.

and

Soft

The Cabinet

Organs

RANDALL, Mo A LUSTER
Portland, Judo 13.13fl4.—<Hy

MASON St HAMLIN

▲r« the best instruments of their olass in the world.
Nearly all the moat prominent artiste in the country
hay. given written testimony to this effect, and these
instruments are In oonstant nae In tbe coneerts el
the most distinguished artists—as Uottschalk and
others—m well aa in the ..ms In the prtnolpsl cities, whenever tech instruments are required. Prioe
•MhTheae instruments may he found
ut the Musis Eooms of the aubeorlber, where they
will be sold at the manataetarers' pilaus
H. I. EDWARDS,
No.8191 Stewart’s Block, Congress st.

Wealth.
Economyjs
respectfhily
subscriber

A

CO.

tieorge Darling,

MERCHANT,

Pork Packer ft Provision
And Curer of Extra
Railroad Hotel

Dealer,

Family Hams,

Buildings,

Campus Martins,

Detroit, Mick.

N. B —t’arficu’ar a’tention paid to the
purchase
of dogs llour, lalijw, Grata, So., So .forihe Has
ftnd would
respotiuliv refer to, u refer-

ern nuiket,
ences,

First wa ioual Bank of Detroit,
F. 1 reauin A Co bankers, Detroit.
,
Mjore, boote A Co.,
Merchant, Detroit,
Et*<lM. C*ct'l R. R. Co., Detroit,

wJ.'

* Beebe, Com. Meroh's
Bun

Chicago, 111.

gorCour* roopy.

Skates I Skates I
Skates, Gents. Skates, Boys' Skates,
Norwich (lippor Skates, Blondin Skates,

LADIKS’

Douglas’s

Pat. Ankle Support Skates,

WILLIAM’S & MORSE SKATES,

Repair Gentlemens’ Garmenta

straps.

THB LARGEST ASSORTMENT
of 8KATH3, and at as LOW PRICK8, to be
found in the city.
Please oal! and examine before'purchasing.
Nov. 1—evdtf CHA8. DAT, Jr., US Middle 8*.

Dnaonirrion,

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES
Bo that Money erne b. Booed tn thou War liases.
Ang

i. E. STORY, Ho. a Exchange 8t.

27—dtf_
HATCH

&

FROST,

3r*i*o<liio© Dealers,
No. 16 Lime Street.

SSM35N POBTLAND, ME
The highest market price, paid for
kinds. Oonsignmnnta solicited.
Deo 1—Sn»d

preduoe ol oh

8H* J0S1AH HtALD.
IDHNTimT ,
CMgrm ta*t. wmt tf Tuple Strut

S». 2M

POBTLAND.
Opt

MAINE.

7—dtf_

DANFOBTH & CLIFFORD
soooseaosa to

HATCH, CLIFFORD
Produce
Commission
AB9 DBALBBS

BUTTER,

A CO.

Merchant*,

IX

EGGS,

CHEESE,

Hants, Beane, Dried

And other celebrated Makere.

Skate

informs his Mends

in general that be will
THE

n

COMMISSION

aprUdtt

___

°F fvbet

Wood,

Delivered to ordor in eny part of the city.
The former customers of Messrs. Sawyer & Whitney are reapeotiUly invited to give us a call.

—

Se*.

Feb,Ifl—dfcwtf

hade exclusively bt

Coal and Wood)

Old

partkdpntttn
r

Compares,

nov4tlfcf

____

KXCErXENT MED]CINE. It
Coughs,
TS"1
Cold, aad Whooplug Cougn, and all dise.se* of

Lelu.

f.

_lyiidti

will Issue
to be free alter
the
of six.
or ten Premluas at
tbe option of the insured, and at rates aa low aa
any
other Company The isent of Free PoUeiee renders
it at leas equal If not superior to the

Ho. 20 Preble Street, Portland, He.

that

DR. JONATHAN MOOR’S
Essence of Life,

j!

GOODS,

Mot. 1 sad 1 Pm Stmt Mitt*.
(Over H. J, Libby a Co.,)

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

AND

Also, Hard

Fall and Winter Clothing!

AND FURNISHING

CARRIAGES, THIS Conpu; Company.
Policies
payment
eight

Government 7 3-10 Loan.

;

CLOTHING!

BAIR- REGENERATOR

BEADY-MADE CL0THD3G

Plaruiall,

Susoeseor to J. F. Libby,
Manufacturer of

Everybody

lowing officers:—
Capt Celab M. Douohty, Pro. Mar. 1st District,
Portland.
Capt. N. Morrill,Pro Mar. 2d Dist., Auburn.
Capt, A. P. Davjb, Pro. Mar 3d Dist., Augusta.
Capt. E. Low, Pro. M*r. 4th Dist.. Ba->gor.
Capt. Wm. H. FooLBR,Pro. Mar 6th Diet. Belfast.
R M. LITTLKR,
Major V. R. C A A. P. M. General.
Augusta, Me., Dec. 18,1864.—decl6d&wtl

FALL AND WINTER

Carriage Manufactory.

onro

PiWIM HAIR REGENERATOR

lft— f he d ate of original entry into service;
2d—The rank on entry into service;
3d—Date and cause of discharge;
4th—Rank at time of discharge;
5th—Organization in which service was rendered
The application may be accompanied by testimonials from eommanders. When applications are favorably considered, the necessary instructions will be
sent to the applicant by mail o»telegraph. All in*
q nines ior in ormation to be addressed to the Adjutant General, Head-quarters 1st Corps.
Veterans will bo furnished with free transporta*
tion to Washington, by
applying to cither of the fol-

,

Coffee and Spieee put up fbr the trade, with any
address, in all variety of peokages, and warranted
as represented.
Coffee roasted and ground for the trade at short
aotiee.
UT AH goods entrusted at the owner's risk.

upon the secretions of the scarf akin of the
aoalp,giving life to the roots ol the hair and preventing it from falling off.
Acta

1ST T

COFFEE, SPICES,
SiUteratns dfc

E- HE.

Manoifcctarere sad Wholesale Dealers la

Okambero

Wholesale Uoalor in all kinds of

HAIR-REGENERATOR

remove

O-rTa.

J.

J. T. Lewis <&& Oo.,

DAV18.

ORIGINAL RS TABLISBMRNT.

Will sarelv restore gray hair to its original oolor
where a thorough trial is givAi it.

PERETIAN

BY AN &.

Ntu Cofee and Spice Mills, 18 and 16 Union street,
Portland, Me.

HAIR

Transportation

MoGILVEKY,

Cream Tartar,

PE R U VIA N

BOUNTIES*

SOLDIERS’

at

CAANT’S COEFEIS A UEIOE MILLS.

17—dim

—

They will

A

CO.,

Gray Hair Restored to Its Original Color,

A8 Soon as mustered in, and a farther bounty oi
$100 lor one year's enlistment, #200 for two years,
and #300 for th*eeyears; one-third being paid down
and the remainder in instalments. They will be oredited to the Districts where they or their lamilies are
domiciled, and will therefore receive the

ihubl

STOKER &

Metal&Copper Sheathing,

Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Hetal,
Spikes, Nails, fe.,

Greatest Wonder of the Age.

Special Bounty*

THE

Yellow

long sought lor.

General State Agents.

Three Tears!

OF

so

58 and 60 Middle St. Portland Ma,

Three Hundred Dollars!

ALL KINDS OF IRON BEDSTEADS
oheaper or better in the market. The best

Freight from the United State! for Canada,
will bo dot-iinod at Isla d Pond, nuless it is
NONE
ALL
materials and the most
of value

SATISFY

MANPFAETPRIIG DEPARTMENT!

E VER Y VETERAN WILL RECEIVE

the District of Maine, I hereby give
public notice that the following Libe s have been

Tucker’s Patent

CHEAP FOR CASH !

JOIKS ACO.,

Silver

CLOTHING

years,

to Mouitioxis from

~

The undersigned, owing to ulhealtb, having this
day sold his interestii the above to Joseph Johnson, the business will be conducted under the name
and style of Johnson & Cloyes Bro fibers, who are authorized to sottle all hills of the late firm.
A. DAVWJan24d2w

chine,

SUPERIORITY.

are

o«m-

—FOR—

the Hon. Ashur
PURSUANT
Ware, Judge of the United States District. Court,
A.
within and for

ary, 1866.

WOOll AND COAL

Blake,

Charles

FERN

td to Insert Artifleial Teeth on the <*Vuluaelte Baas *
and aUother methods known to the profession
Portland. May M. IMS.
,t

FI OUR & GRAIN DEALERS,
137 I’tuuneroial

„

Dr. I. H. heaj t>

hvh; pool, ikq.
Nov 11—dSm*

C.

IN OUB

ENLIST in this CORPS!

S. MARSHAL’S NOTICE.

se zurea were

And General Commissi?*

PERSON

ITS

Gen. Hancock.

All able-bodied men who have served two
and have been honorably discharged, may

United Statbb op America, \
District op Maine, bb.
j

Which

Ma

WILL

oot6 dtf

mandof

Francisco.

'have
quick dispatch, for freight ap1
plv to the Captain on Bosrd, or
SAMUEL MERRITT,
bagadahock House.
Bath, Jan 17,1865.Jan34d4w*

l

Brokers,

No. 1 Tower Building*

use.

EXAMINATION

Thjis

THE

ROBINSON. Agent.

The Clipper Barque "Oakaakd,” TOO
tone, T Batche'der, Commander, havking most of her oargo enraged, will

jun3ldl4d.

A Card.

repaired in

Instructions given on all kinds of Machines. All
kinds of Machines taken in oxchange for the Weed.
Also Machines to let by the week or month.

NICE lot of 11bw Buckwheat, Graham
Flour, OaTMbal, Hop Yeabt Cakes, and

eal;! by

any

in use. While many other good Machines have
been offered to the public, we have long felt the necessity of a Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of family Sewing, as well as Heavy
Tailering and Leather Work; and to meet this demand a large amount of labor and capital has been
in perfecting the Weed, which we unhealtaiingly claim to be the best Sewing Machine in the
world, and we Warrant every Machine to Give Perfect Satisfaction, for they have been tried and improved Dy eleven years of practical experience and
constructed upon true mechanical principles by skillful workmen, and every part is made of the beet
material, nicely adjusted and highly finished.
The Machines can be seen at the

San

in

OF

To Washington, where all enlistments are consummated, can te obtained of any Provost Marshal, if
the appplicant is a proper subject for enlistment.—
On arriving at Washington, veterans will be cared

now

For

Ship

Simplicity & Perfection Combined

For Sale

THE

O. W.

now

It is pronounced by the most profound expert; to
be

Stock and Tools of tho Pafnt Shop over Talbot’s Czrrizge Manulactorv, No 88 Federal Bt.
Feb 4—d8t*

Free

New Weed Sewing Machine,
all the recent improvements, possesses
WITH
points of excellence and acknowledged merit
which
it far in advance
other Machine

eom

[tat* Songey, Cooper f Co.)

__)uneldtf

EMPIRE!

kinds of work of any

REUBEN MERRILL,

LOCAL

NOTICE.

Weed

WILLIAM F. SONQLY & 00.,

I6 tfT Gage”*8’ j

Which has proved itself to be the best suited to all

bargain.
Enquire of FRANCIS B. HANSON, at Geo. H.
Babeoek's, Federal Street, or of ASA HANSON,

A

reepeotfully informed

of all kinds

dti

Add B*

jnnelSdtf

THE BEST!

THE

at
ABOUT

THE

WThe Cars from Portland every half bonr,
WINSLOW fc THAYER.
Westbrook, Oct. 10—dtf

Machines
on hand.
manner by

48 Commercial Wharf.

CALL AND EXAMINE

for at

Co, Ag’U.

KNIGHT,

Sewing Machine?

Wood for Sale.
eight acres of Pine Wood on the stump
Graves Hill, Westbrook, will be sold at a

fort of gneets.

place

Board at United State* Hotel.
novl6

JOULAMa*;,
k

ARE YOU IN WANT OF A

Houses to Heat.
tenement No 70 Green street; one tenement
oornerof Salem and Bra iket strees; and one
tenement in Jordan’s Court Enquire of the sub-

One, Two

MORRILL’S CORNER,
Ie*%om Portland, has been re-furnished and la
open for the reception of Company and PleasureParties. Every attention will be given to the com-

having friends in the Prisons of the
South, tbould they wi«h to Jorward any Boxes
of Articles of Necessity can bo do by following the
directions below.
Let every B->x or Barrel be properly strapped, the
name of the Person, Rank, Regiment, Company and
Prison, and the contents marked on each, plain.
“Perishable Food should not oe sent.”
Send to my care at Portland, and it wilj be 'orwarded a onoe to tho Agent of the Sanitary Commission at the tea rest point where the men are conGEO. R. DAVIS, State Agent,
fined.

jan27dlm

GET

departments. Th) stand is one ol the best in Portland, being snited to Family and Country -I ra >e.—
Apply at 146 Congress s trset.
rot34

bouse,

ol

OFFICE HO, 2 CLAPP’S BLOCK.
MAKKiiT SQUARE

lunn

Portland, May M-lMt.

SURGEON & PHYSICIAN,

Western and C

Apothecary Shop

Free

THAYER, Proprietors.

Tbe pnblio

D.,

S tree*.

Kuuuiom.Dm. Haoo s an d

are

known Honse, situated at

and Attorney tor tide Company, ie now prepared
to issue Folioiea on Insui able Property at current
rates.
|^*Portland Office, 166 Fore Street.

States Customs.

Portland, June 18,1864.

THE FIRST CORPS!

thoroughly ren_lovated, and sp.endidly furnished, regardss of expense.
Rooms to let by tbe day or week.
It will be kept on the

that this

M.

best manner.

and has been

AS

HtJNKiNS,

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,

moh35eodtf

This House Is now open to tbe Public,
having been leased by the subscriber for a

WINSLOW &

Portland Board qf Reference!:

A.

100,000sS*
SIMONTON

gned wishing to
of r^sldenco, will Bell his
THE
Stook, fee Xhe

head of Berlin Wharl.

ransi,

No. 176 MlddJ

Treenail*!.

FOR SALE.

—

1

DANFOKTH k CLIFFOBD,
No. Slime St.

rtAA BOLTS of “David Coraar k Son’s" Leith,
a sail-cloth of euporior
quality, just redirect lrom Liverpool, and for sale by
MouILVKR Y, RYAN * DAVI8,
161 Commercial St.
Sept 34th—dtf

corner

Jnnoltf

Spoon

St., Opp. Lancaster Hall,

term

S. C.

by

ceived

CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
;rooms, large stable and sheda—situated two
and one-half miles from Portland, and the
!finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a wa1 taring place and summer'boarders. For
partlcuiftrs enquire of
GEO. OWEN,
ap7 dtf101 Commercial Street, Portland.

Be-opened with New Furniture A Fixtures,

John B. Brown & Son, Hebbsy, Flbtohrr k Co.
John Lynch k Co.
H. J. Libby fc Co.
The undersigned baring been appointed Aqknt

ramo

popular hotel

PORTLAND, ME.

fl,304,188 40.

day dissolved by mutual consent.

a

Or,

Grotton House!

McClellan

Broadway.

out expense, to

11ST

VOBXBBLY KNOWN

Company

been

b"l

are

Center

for sale

AN
are

ST A

Clayed

Scotch Canvass.

dec29dtf

deoUdSm*

WT" Work exeonted ho every part of the State.

BBLS. Choice Appples, Just received and

oct21tf

Vaughan and Bracket streets and near the Congr ss
street Horse Cars, will be let on rea.-onaple terms;
ppssea- ion given Jan 2d. Inquire on the premia®?.

DENNIS, Proprietor.

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE

27 Exchange St., Portand.

norSOtf

QAI1
AVV/

CONVENIENT Dwelling House, furnished
Awith
genteel furniture, situated
the
of

0. D, HILLER,Proprietor.
r
deoMdtf’

WM. E. WARREN. President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Seorotary.

A

THE

A
the subscriber.

No. 144 Middle Street,
POBTLAND, MM.

AXSO,

story Store, near Falmouth Depot, formerly occupied by R. Merrill fe Co
Enquire of

HEW FUREITURE ft FIXTURES!

dr. s. c. ferhald,

SaBPMAfiWRU,

_

400 HpD8. Prime Sierra Morena Clayed Molasssale by
THOS. ASENCIO A CO.,
Custom House Wharf.
janlOtf

TITO

REOPENED!

Wo. 58 Exohsnge Street, Portland, He.

Apples.

FOB SALE.

A CARD.

PAPER hangings.

es, for

subscriber offers fo- sale his Farm on the
road between Sacaarappa and Gorham. It contains 64 acres of lam*, well divided into
tillage and
grass land. There is on tue farm, a oue story house,
carriage house, and barn 87 fjet Dy 60, with a good
collar und r it. It has a
good orchard, with aoout
300 young f uit trees.
JOHN id. ALI.EN,
Jan26eod3m
bacoarappa.

Exohenge st.
C. WOODMAN, Jr.

DAVIS^

Bookseller, Stationer,

Molasses.

1 07 HHDS. New Crop Clayed XelaesM, Just
-LC9 § landed from brig Casollian, lrojn Carde-

■

broker, 31
JAB 1 Z

■OHM

Fresco and Banner Painter, H^toDlrTc

nas.

pine

real estate

L.

0HA8. J.

Apples.

TONS Now Western Dried Apples,

New Crop

block of land, of about 73,000 acres
oi wood
oh the south side of the river St
in Canada East. It is interoeeaed by two
considerable rivers with eligible MU] sites.
Well
wofrded with every description of timber, such as
and sprooe in large quantities, and
maple,
birch, beech, tamarac and bass wot d to any amount.
H. T. MACHIN, Portland.
Enquire of
Portland, Feb. 1864.
feb36 eodtf

new

Wholesale and He tail.

IAQENTB,
N#«. M ulU.» Mi, gmi
Needles end ^rlmml**. el way. subtle.

Premium Paged Account Books.

Tons New Eastern Dried Apples,
For sale by
F. A. SMITH.
19 at 21 Silver street.
Jan23i4w

A SQUAREland,
Lawrence,

i-took is

WOODMAN. THUN * CO.,

Maine.

__iuueldtf

3

For Sale.

HALLOWELL HOUSE

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.

for

10

A

scriber,

IE7- Meals Cooked to Order at all hours.
lunoh every day at 11 o’olook.

INTERNATIONAL.

jan

Farm for
Depot in
formerly known
Dunn's

North Yarmouth
th® “Mo se Farm." Likewise
'h*8 8.ookand Farming tools.
The
Farm contains about 110 as: ee of good land, good
buildings &o. Those wishing to purchase are invited to oail and examine for thcmse.ves.
K. T. Dillingham.
East North Yarmouth, Jan 2d, 1866.
jau4eodtf

le 4tf

1 M®dicalExaminer..

JOHN W. HUNGER &
June 3,1864.—dtf.

Dried

The subscriber offers his
f bmbb*“b®t| sale
situa.ed

nnders

Sait,

Portland.

\

___janeldtl

Farm For Sale.

on

xaatR's
SEWING MACFINESI

A» u&nuracroBBB or

F. A. SMITH,
1# and 21 Silver st'set.

Jao23d4w

BUSINESS cards.

Woodbury Dana, [

150 Tabs Canada Butter.
lOO Bases Cheese.

janl3 eoddj-wtf

as

Cheese.

Co.

John A. S. Dana.)

For hale by

lage.

near

EMERY,

KEG,J Miohiftan

100

ONE

HOTELS.

65

JOSH E. DOW ft SON,

ASSETS

tl

a Gentleman, Wife and
Daughter, 8 yean
old, a good suit of rooms with board. Booms
furnished or unfurnished, for which liberal compensation will be paid. Address G. J., box 2204.
oot27tf
Portland, Oot. 26th-

Wm-H.Beers, Aetuary

Of New York, Office

Press Offloe.

Wanted.

MORRIS FRANKLIN, ISAAC C. KENDALL,
JOHN L NOGEBS,
NIXON,
JOHN MAIBS
DAVID DOWS,
DvMELS MiLLEB,
BUSsELL dart,
WM. H APPLETON,
WILLIAM BARTON,
WM C. DCSENBEBY, ROBERTB.COLLINS,
DUDLEY B FULLER,
JOHN E WILLIAMS,
WM. A. BOOTH,
HENRY K BOGe.RT,
THOMAS SMULL.
PresMorris Franklin,
Isaac, C- Kendall, Viet Pres.

113

F. D.

“H.

LOST.
the 15th between Deering Ball
a large i.,old Cross chased
The finder will meet wiib a liberal reward by leavLO WELL fc HENTEB’S,
ing It at
novl7dfExchange street.

TR U STB R 8.

Insurance

or as a

given. Address

S. G.

feb4d6t

Mutter and

Good buildings and not a
run ot a dote ,and upon It.
Said farm is situated in
Yarmouth, about one and half miles from the G. X
K. R. LepoL
Enquire of Charles Humphrey at Yarmouth Til-

Yarmouth, Jnn. 17,1-65.

Lather Dana,

Janl7 dimH ad of Long Wharf.

the

H. Beers Aotuary.
policies were issued,

“•D

Farm for Sale.
That superior A. 1 farm, reoently
owned and occupied by the late
Capt. Thaxter Prince, containing
_80 acres of g od land, 15 of which is

^.^nmwwood.

evening of
ONand I 'amorth
street,

Balance Sheet ol the Company, January
1, 1865.
#3,668,765 65
Assets, as above,
Disposed of as Follows:
Beserved for losses, due
|ub equent to Jan. 1,
1865,
67,241 45
Reserved for reported
losses, awaiting proofs,
fco,
49,500 CO
Reserved for special deposit for minor coll286 76
ar n,
Amount reserved for reinsurance on ail existing po'icies, (valuation
at 4 per centinterest)
2,482,955 32
Divid nds deolared prior
to 1869, uncalled for,
13,431 61
Beseived for:
dividends, 1850 to 1860,
196,271 17
fiiclusive.nowtobepaid
"Do. 1861 and 1862, now
to be paid,
143,837 24
Do 1863 (present value
84,644 61
at 4 per oent int)
Do. 1864 do. do. do.
139,217 73
De I860 dp. do. do.
812,647 09
Special reserved (surplus
213 673 57
not divided)

EM°.TT-

Book-koepor in a wholesale
Best of rererCopyist.
"

as

1862.
Certificates will be redeemed in cash, on and after
the first Monday in March next, on presentat on at
the Home office. Policies subject to Not s will be
credited with the Dividends on the settlement of

our

Overooat.

ASITUAIION
establishment,
once

88,068,766

next premium.
By order of the Board.
William
During the year 4,906 new

suite

ISAAC

A Furnished House to Let.

The Trustees have declared a Scrip Dividend of
Fifty Per Cent, upon a
participating Lite Policies, in force, which were issued twelve months prior to January 1,1866. Thev have directed ihe payment efihe Fifth and final insta ment of Twenty
phr cent, on dividends of 1860 to 1860 ioelusive, and
tho redemption in full of tho e declared in 1861 and

„„

Butter.
A n PACKAGES Prime Dairy Butter, for sale
J. F. WBEK8 g Oo„
4D by
J* i 7* Fore ,t.
fet>8d8w

the snnny side of Exchange street, about midway between Now City Hall and Post
Offloe,
to buy
good

place
An

Hhds Superior Muscovado Molasses,from
now landing from brigP. R. Curtis,
at Custom House Wharf.

Matanzes,

FOR SALE.

P. MOBBELL I CO., hare a good assortment at -Ur
deoMdtf
prices, 118 Eachangestreet.

136 15

has

CAVALRY

WILL pay thh cents per lb. for all Pamphlets
delivered ut the offloe oi the Portland Sugar Oo.,
Commercial and Maple sts.
J. M. BBOWN.
Jan21dtl

I

ON

2.372 63
105,624

•

corner

a

Iwiti

j

Dana &
Fish and

FEW

A

__

WANTED 1

63,246 38

Premiums on policies in
hands of agents, and iu
course of transmission,
Amount et other property belonging to the Co.

W. F. PHILLIPS,
EiT* Agents

I

FOUND.

178,718 07

1866,
Interest accrued to Jan.
1,1865,
Bents accrued to Jan 1,
1865,

DANFORTH &

Agent for the Stats of Maine.
wanted in every town in the State.

WANT, as soon as possible, 10,000 Cedar Poles,
25 feet in longcb, not lets than 6 inches at the
top end, exclusive of the bark, Bound and stia.ht:
to be peeled or Bhaved.
Proposals invited. Address
me at Portland or Boston.
J. 8. BED LOW,
Sup’t United States Telegraph Co.
Portland, Feb 1st, 1865.
feUd2w

ASSETS:

M. Ba*ta, Cashier.

fsb3dSt*

Cedar Poles Wanted.

20,286 78

88,668,766 66

Aid to

white.

leaving

on

O.

of them must be ccqusinted with the
business, and oompetcut to direct others.
Enquire from nine to ten in the morning at
W. F. PHILLIPS fc CO.,
Wholesale Druggists,
febCdtf
148 Middle st.

48,201 40

Quarterly and semi-annual premiums, due
subsequent to Jan
1,
f

Fire

and

warded

Wholesale Drug
young men, to work in
TWO
Store, to take the place of two that bare eulistel. One

Cash On hand and iu bank, 194,549 70
Invested ?n United States
stocks, cost,
1,829,290 68
(Market val 81 894,805 )
Invested in New York
52,661 60
oiry bank stocks, cost,
(Market val 868,226)
Invested in other stocks,
85,254 94
oosc,
(Market val 886,4r0)
Loans on demard, secured by U. 8. and other
201,870 00
stocks,
(Market val 8808,803)
Rial Estate,
149,060 04
Bonds and mortgages,
286,870 0j
Premium notes on existing policies, bearing inter, st,
1,008,801 60

of

purple

Meerschaum Pipe, shape of
in a case lined with
The finder will be suitably reit at Hakhis', opposite the F.
a

bead, partly colored,

a

Wauted Immediately.

167,722 17

Paid commissions and
agency *xpenses,
Paid for advertising and
Physicians’ lees,
Paid taxes, Internal Bevenue stamps acd Law

T.

BETWEEN
Monday evening,
Turk's

on

SALE.

MUSCOVADO MOLASSES.

Jan81dtf.

a

office expenses,

for he can know the gen

times the expense.

Woodford's Corner ard the city,

JOHN M.

The

at he cfflcu of
WABEEN BBO WN, Commercial »t.

same

BUSINESS CARDS.

NEW CROP

Ann s Land, BuildBridge, oontaiitog
ings good, Fences substantial Stonewall, young orchard, ohoice grafted Fruit. About 700 cords wood,
halt Oak and walnut. Also Farming tools, and to
cords dressing.
Terms rf payment made easy.
For particulars enquire of 8COTT DYER on the
Premises, or through Portland, p. o.

Lost.

1865.

82,658,687 92
Amount cf Assets January 1,1861,
Amount of Premiums,
Endowments, Annuities and Policy Fees rectived during 1864,
81*477,193 46
Amount of Interest reinceived and accrued,
cluding premium on
262,617 72-1,729,811 17
gold, *c.,

Paid
and

the

FOR

a

Lost.
leaving

MERCHANDISE.

Farm far Sale.
subscriber offers hli Farm, situated in Cape
THE
Elizabeth, about three and
half miles from
Portland
70

a

Commercial street, Friday, Feb 8d, a Sleigh
ONBobe.
The findor will he suitably rewarded by

lwfeb4*

Nos. 112 & 114 Broadway.

week

articles.

o‘

for two w.eka through tie
given.
Post Offloe, F. B. 8. Camp Berry.
;ebSc2w*

YORK

JANUARY 1,

three

family
persons, 2 Booms In quiFOB
et,respectable neighborhood. Satisfactory refAddress

erenc s

-#3,658,766

passes without a record of one or
children lejifig their lives by these dangerous

Sceroely

and

eral wants, and institute a more barmonioui
plan. Is this office so much inferior to tin
Land Agency, or the Secretary of State, tha
it can be dispensed with, without any detri
ment to the public good ? And are we to b<
terrified by the small salary that officer receives, and check the most effectual effort!
towards the establishment of a permanent
school system?
Is Maine to take the “backward track,” for
felting her high standing in this relation!
Massachusetts finds it for her interest to cm
ploy at leest four times the number of per
sons, at six or

and
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most ghastly oi these diseases is Necrosis, the decay of the lower jaw bone. Thirteen of these oases,
mostly young women, have been treated in the New
York hospitals, within a <ew months, what then
must be the aggregate of human suffering from these
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possible to find.
In the further “endeavor to disseminate the
information acquired, and to awaken a more

Wanted

OF THE

The examination, sifting, revising and arranging of the town reports is no inconsiderable labor; and the preparation of my own report, proper, involves a larger expenditure of
time than persons unacquainted with such labors might at first suppose. The remaining
time has been given to the constant correspondence already alluded to, and the other

fective laborer for the railroad interests in general interest in public education,” I have
this state, and put this question to him: Can made such use as I might of the public press;
communicating many articles upon educationwe consistently dispense with the Superinten
al topics to the “Maine Teacher” and various
deut of Common Schools? “Oh yes,” was
weekly juornals; thus hoping to reach and
his reply, “we must curtail, these war times, possibly to stimulate by means of the peD,
some
persons whom I could not reach by the
our taxes are so heavy, and save every needvoice.
less expense.” We said nothing farther, well living
it be policy to economize in this parWill
knowing that we should be obliged to clear
ticular office, because it requires a few hunaway from his brain a mass of railroad rubbish, before he could see the subject in its dred dollars to support it ? Is it safe to do
that will have a tendency to diminproper light. It is for the benefit of Buch men, anything
and others, who are ignorant of the necessity ish the interest in this direction ? We can
of such an office, that we would desire a space now see the effect of a free school system, as
I wo compare oar situation with that of the
in your columns. It has been said that the
dnlies of the Superintendent are few, and of South. It is Ignorance that has dragged her
little importance. Reference to the provis- down to her present debasement. Had knowlions of the law will convince any one that edge been more universally disseminated in
The following are her midst,we should not have had this bloody
such is not the case.
The great advantage we have over othwar.
most
the
important:
among
er States, accrues from this alone.
Shall we,
Sect. 63. The superintendent shall devote
then, discourage any efforts made to advance
his time to the improvement of common
this important department, and withdraw what
schools and the promotion of the general interests of education in this state. He shall
little support it now has in comparison to othcarefully investigate the operation of our ers ? Or Bhail we
preserve and cherish this
school laws; collect information in regard to
distinguishing characteristic of Republican
the arrangement of school districts, the location and construction of school houses, and
equality, to the security and honor of the
the use of the best school apparatus; consult
State and the
of the
?

ers.
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cupied,

great variety of topics, really requiring much
more time for preparation than it has been
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He's a tough custom**, and had jut uowd
against the amendment, being one of the fifteen whose nsmes wiH figure on the pages of
this day’s proceedings with an immortality
not to be coveted. So he ealls again—“three
cheers for the Old Constitution." But they
came with a hearty will. Glorious days bad
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The State

on

all rmur Pace.,

Agricultural College.

seen

seen

under the old Constitution—but

they have passed

away.

A new era has be-

it
gun. The brilliancy of the Constitution as
is to be, will eclipse all the splendor of It os it
and
was—and all the Copperheads North
its
lustre
tarnishing
not
succeed
iu
South will
by the faintest flicker of an expiring taper.
As a corollary to the veneration for the old
Constitution, Mr. Hersey called for cheers for
the venerable parchment as amended. And

A very able letter upon the general subject
so they went on. The sage Representatives
of Agricultural schools, from the pen of the
and Senators of the State were lost for the
Mum.
the
Board
of
of
Agriculture,
Secretary
of joy. The venerable
will be fouud iu another column. The Com- time in a delirium
Blair, when he felt the weeping embrace as
miesioners to consider the subject of location
he reached Richmond, wa9 not more fully
have reported in favor of accepting the propocarried away with the great event which looksition of Bowdoin College, which in brief is
this: The College to provide suitable build- ed to a successful result of his mission, than
were these “grave and reverend
seigniors,” as
ings, to purchase a suitable farm convenient
they pondered on this great day.
to the College building, to make the AgriculTuen came short speeches. Messrs. Weston,
tural College distinct from the Literary institution as tbe Maine Medical College now is, Webb, Blake and Peters of Bangor, Barker,
Williams and others, poured out their full
to allow it the benefit ol the library, chemical
Iabratories and lectures, the philosophical ap- hearts on the occasion, and the response with
a cent of cost to the
the patriotic men around, were unanimous
paratus &c., without
to appoint the majority of
and hearty, as the event celebrated was tranStato
the
State;
the Board ot Trustees, so that the control
scendency grand.
When voices were hoarse, and eyes unused
may be constantly safe against any overshadowing control or absorption from the College. to weep, were suffused with the touch that
In this way the State would not be called reaches them from the emotions of the heart,
the “Doxology” was called for, and “Praise
upon to raise one dqllar in money, and the
proceeds of the College land scrip would re- God from whom all blessings flow,” never
main a perpetual fund to pay the salaries of welled up from the soul of man, with more
zeal and unction, than it did at this moment.
the necessary professors and teachers and to
defray the other expenses of the school. Let It was iufectious. Some of the fifteen put in,
and were willing to praise God with their
our readers think ol this proposition iu the
light of the experience shed upon tbe general voices if not with their votes.
Thus has Maine helped to consummate the
subject by Mr. Flint’s letter, to which reference Is made above.
greatest political and moral event of the age.
The leading influence opposed to the accep- The curse that obscured the resplendant sun
of liberty in this land of liberty, is to be retance ot this proposition, under such restrictions as the wisdom of the Legislature might moved. America is to be in deed, what she
tee fit to impose, seem to favor what is known
has claimed to be in word, for nearly a centutsthe Orrington scheme. A gentleman has
ry. No longer shall history record this damnproposed to donate to the State a farm in Or- ing sin against us. No longer in Republican
rkigton, presumed to be very suitable In and America—the land of refuge—shall it be writof Itself, provided the College shall be located ten that it held within its bosom four millions
la that town; but the State or private munifi- of men and women and
children, whose bodies
cence will be obliged to erect tbe buildings,
might bo taken to the auction block, like so
to procure a library, philosophical apparatus,
many beeves, and sold to any task master
chemical iabratories, &c., and then the fear is
whose purse cauld
compass the numbers on
that the institution would not he self-sustain- his catalogue.
A free country for all who should flock to
ing, but be a constant pensioner upon the
State Treasury, and thus become disreputable it, but chains and clogs for millions of those
and Anally be regarded as a worthless burden. within it. God forgive this nation for cherThe location iu and of itself is a matter of ishing and crouching to this curse so
long.
no small consideration.
Brunswick is cenNow she has risen like a giant refreshed, and
trally situated, is in daily communication with is righting this infernal and long-perpetuated
all parts of the country by railroad, and has wrong.
Nothing in our history will ever asall tbe mail and telegraphic facilities of any tonish the
student, in future ages, like this
place in the State. On the contrary, Orring- aaiuuiiumg laci: mat mine i9tn century—the
ton Is six or eight miles east of
Bangor, has most liberal government lu the world—risen
neither railroad nor telegraph, and, we are in- out of
suffering and wrong—should have conformed, has only a weekly stage, and a mail sented to the enslavement ot men!
but once or twice a week. A reading room
Thank God it is over! Let the welkin ring.
•applied with daily papers would be an im- Following in this broad
wake, as sure as auropossible thing there.
ra follows the opening
will come Interdawn,
We will close this article with an extract nal
peace and quiet to this great land.
Its
from a recent leader in the Advertiser, writfoundations, sure and stable as the law of
ten by a gentleman who has himself offered
right, the country will grow and expand from
to donate to the State a farm and
buildings sea to sea, with no accursed volcano seething
for the establishment of tbe Agricultural Col- and
tossing beneath its fair surface. But with
lege, pleasantly situated in the neighboring liberty and equality—slavery forever overtown of Gorham. We mention this fact, as
whelmed and banished—it will go forth to conIt shows that in the view expressed in tbe exquer by its light and example, the love of the
tract below he divests himself of all selfish
good, Ihe imitation of the far-seeing, and the
considerations. The writer referred to, says : admiration of all who have faith in man to
It is perhaps quite certain, that the majority govern and advance himself in the scale of bewish is, for an independent institution. But,
Pelham
ing.
then It is asked, where are the funds to come

from, to erect the neoesaarg buildings, and to
provide the necessary philosophical, chem-

The Agricultural

ical and other apparatus ot such au institution ? From $50,000 to $75,000 of actual cash
means will be requisite tor these
purposes

alone, after acquiring the appropriated lands.
The whole Jund must be obtained by gift.—

And where is It to come from? Will the farmers ot the State subscribe it?
If so, let it
be done, with a pledge that the Government
fund shall follow such an endorsement.
But, the expectation of such a subscription
is wholly unwarranted by any experiment
with public spirit iu this State. Aud if so,
what does practical necessity teach? Certainly au affiliation of this government fund
with some already existing iustitution,
having
the agencies for instruction In several of the
requisite departments of knowledge. Bowdoln College offers such agencies already ma-

College.

The following able letter, addressed to President Woods, ot Bowdoin College, will be read
with Interest and profit by all who have the
beat good of the Agricultural
College at heart.
The writer, Hon. Chables L. Flint, is Secretary of the Mass. Board of Agriculture,
w.is

sent to

tion of

Europe to investigate the quesAgricultural Schools In that country,

Institution^

Glimpses

of the

Capital.

enterprises for
the advancement of learning. By it a far
higher range of talent and attainment can be
secured, because better compensated. By it
is the true

policy

of all great

the student has the aid of a wider range of
instruction at less expense to himself. The

advantages of concentration are so apparent
to every intelligent and reflecting mind that
I need not dwell upon them.
In regard to the location ef the Maine Agricultural College at Brunswick, my general
idea is that it should be somewhat removed
from the other college buildings, so that the
students would not necessarily be brought
much into direct contact with the undergradates of the College. I would have an experimental farm connected with it, a part of it,
perhaps around the buildings, to be laid oat
as a landscape garden, with
every variety of
tree and shrub native to New England, and all
the exotics that it might be possible to grow
upon it. Each tree or each group of similar
trees should be labelled with its systematic
and common names. This might also form a
part of a botanic garden and experimental

plot

where every

variety

of

grain

and grass

and agricultural plant should be properly cultivated. This is essential as a part and means
of instruction. Some acres would be required
for this purpose, perhaps not less than fifteen
or twenty. This, of course, could not be expected to pay. It would be a bill of expense,
but I should regard it as quite important in
connection with an Agricultural College.
Some little income might be derived from the
raising and sale of seeds, plants and trees in
the nurseries.

The main body of the farm ought to be so
fir as possible seif supporting,.but the idea of

farming
profit, for the first few years, at
least, should not be entertained, for the reason
for

wnuie estaDiisnmeni is 10 De
regarded as experimental to a large extent, where
students can see, at leaBt, how things are
commonly done, and how they should be done,
and where the best stock of all kinds should
be bred and kept as a sort of nursery from
which the farmers of the State can procure
the means of improving their own stock and
their own farms. This will require a large and
liberal outlay, especially at first, and it will in
the nattare of things be some time before it
ought to be expected to pay.

mat tue

The

student, it seems to me, should be encouraged to work on the farm at a reasonable
compensation, which would enable those who
needed it, to procure the means of defraying
the expenses of their education, under suitable regulations to prevent interference with
the main objects of the course.
I would have

for the
to

course

prize

a reasonable tuition
charged
of instruction.
We are all apt

most what we have to pay for.

Many
of the students could just as well pay as not,
and those who could not, would earn enough
by work on the farm to meet the requisite expenses. I should not look to this as a means
of supporting the institution, but it would be
the source ot some

income,

efiect on the minds of the

doubt,
young would,

no

and the
I

think, be beneficial.
The course could hardly be completed in
less than three years. It would take nearly
that to get even a respectable smattering of
the sciences necessary to be taught, like chem-

American press.

istry, botany, geology, and practical surveying
farm engineering, and without a good
or
knowledge of these essential branches it would

ducing

the

with a reasonable prospect of
success, that is
unless there were other and surely reliable
sources of income to be
depended upon in addiiion; and if it were attempted with

any-

Augusta, Feb. 8,1865.

But apart from this, and perhaps moro important, is the fact that concentration of effort

not be for the credit of the institution to send

pupils with the seal and sanction of its approval. The field of practical mathematics
alone would require a long and laborious
The veterinary surcourse of instruction.
geon would require a course of nearly three
years to impart a competent kn owledge of the
structure, anatomy and physiology of our doout

mestic animals and their treatment in health
and disease. Besides, no ordinary rotation of
crops would be less than three years, and
without going through at least one rotation,
no professor of Practical Agriculture would
feel that he had done justice to his pupils.

I

might go on indicating what, in my opinion, it is important that a full course in an Agricultural College should embrace, but my
phamphlet on the Agricultural Schools of Europe, will give some idea of the branches to
be pursued. In addition to the regular course,
I would have special courses for the winter
and spring months, somewhat similar to those
given at Hohenheim, as stated in the work referred to. This would meet tho wants of
such as could not avail themselves of the complete course.
It is true that when you consider the necessity of having a practical shepherd, capable
of lecturing upon all the details of keeping,
breeding and raising sheep, a practical herdsman capable of pointing out the best modes
of breeding and the management of stock, and
ail the other courses requisite to a full agricultural education, you make a rather formidab e array of requirements, yet, on the other
hand, you ore to consider that the credit of
the institution is at stake and tnat it should
aim at a high standard of education, and be
satisfied with nothing short of it. Unless you
can offer the means of a complete training in
what you undertake to teach, it is far better
both for farmers and mechanics, and the institution itself, that the whole thing should be
abandoned.

thing less than that, the institution would linger along with a sickly existence or take rank
tional amendment prohibiting
slavery, was
I have not yet alluded to the various workabove a respectable high school.
passed by both branches. The event was one scarcely
Why, look at it a moment. We, in this shops required as a means of instruction in
producing great joy and exhlliration. In the
State, for instance, have but 216,000 acres of mechanics, or to the workmen, some of whom,
Senate, after the morning business, Judge land
scrip, after deducting one-tenth ior the at least, should be capable of lecturing upon
Tenney reported the bill. It was immediatepurchase of a farm, and three-tenths
own specialities, and of Imparting pracapplied their
ly passed to be engrossed, by a vote of 28-all to the
Institateof Technology for
tical and useful instruction sufficient to comfor
provision
the Senators present—without
debate.
instruction in the Mechanic Arts—to form
ply with the Act of Congress. These could
a
In the House, the bill was passed to bo enpermanent fund or working capital of an
not be omitted, nor is it desirable that they
Aga
vow
of
103
to
16. The
acted, by
Speaker In ricultural College. None of this
should
be, but you see, they all Imply a long
has
scrip
declaring the vote, in his deep base tones—
sold, as yet, for over eighty-five cents per and elaborate training, and seem to indicate
susceptable of reaching about half a mile on
acre, and the average, after all is sold, will that three years is the least time that it would
a clearday—exclaimed,
“By this sublime act, not probably exceed
eighty cents. Even this is be possible to fix as the regular course, to say
Maine gives her ratification to the amendment
above the market price. This, you see, will nothing of some military training hiso
requirof the Constitution which drives forever from
give us, say about $170,000, or not over
$175,- ed by the Act of Congress.
the land the cursa of aiavery. Ood ideas the
The incomo to be derived from that
I will add that I think a respectable knowl8tate of Maine.”
fund could
not, under ordinary circumstances
edge of the two most important modern lanOn this announcement the jubilee
began. exceed ten thousand dollars at the
outside, guages, German and French, should be reBefore this, men were
glowing with exulta- and I doubt If we could calculate udou
its quired in the course of instructions, both betion. It beamed from every feature.
Every yielding over$8,000, net.
cause much of the most valuable
movement was that of pride and
agriculturalBut
joy.
Now many a common
school in this literature is to be found in them alone, and behigh
all
it
broke
bounds.
Cheers
now,
rose sponState, costs over ten thousand dollars a year. cause they are of so
great practical importaneously from all quarters. Order ceased But here, iu an isolated
Agricultural College, tance in any system of modern education
and the
gushing heart poured out its emotions you must have a large and
talented corps of whether special or general. If I required
without stint. Mr. Crosby called for three
professors, scientific men, with laboratories, any study of ancient
Cheers for the
languages it would be
Man.”
of
Then
earae
“Bights
philosophical apparatus, cabinets of mode|g
cheers for Abraham Lincoln—Gen. Grant—
professedly only so far as to enable the stusoils, minerals, grains, grasses, Ac., with bo- dent the more
the Union, and so on.
readily to understand the deritanic garden, extensive
grounds
vation of technical terms which must, of nejfcseph Chase, of Dover—an old Democrat and all the paraphernaliaexperimental
of a 'arge establishbe retained in botany an,d most of the
who has gone to seed
long ago; one of the ment. You see at a glance the utter absurdi- cessity,
sciences on which a respectable knoweldge of
fathers of the great party In its
pride and glo- ty of the thing. The income of our fund
scientific agriculture is based.
ry-but who hangs to the dead
remains as
would hardly supnort four professors, to say
If there are any other points on which any
though there were a shadow of its form
and
nothing of any other officers, employees and suggestions of mine can be of any service to
comeliness

Yesterday

the ratification of the Constitu-

left—he called out for three cheers
tor the "Oid
Union.” He thought to retard
the chariot
wheels, as they rolled on with joyful acclaim, by a flank
movement. But Joseph reckoned without his host. All
sprang
to their feet G.ve it
with a will savs Webb
The old Union was good
nntu
spoilt
And cheers were given, with
great heartiness
But Chase was not to be

’they

blocked

£0

it.'

easily’

‘

expenses.
llere Is an argument for concentration of
foices, if there were no other, and it seems to
me to be of so much
power that I am surpiised that
every sensible man cannot see it and
yield to ii as a case of necessity. It is the
only alternative in case of a small fund like
ours in
Massachumttr, and yours in Maine.
It is absolutely the only course that
prom-

ca^'

you, I shall be most happy to give'them.
Very cordially and truly
your obedient servant,
Chabi.es L. Flint,
Sec’y Mass., St. B’d of Agr.

Whenever the besom of public economy
shall be brought Into use among our British
friends across the water, it will make a clean
sweep of useless and overpaid officials.—
When wages in the agricultural parts of England, are only two dollars a week, taking an
average of receipts all the year round—there
being seasons in which out-door work Is almost wholly suspended—it
may be immagined
how miserably the masses crawl through life,
lit a condition little
higher than starvation
point. In most instances the field-laborer has
a wife and children to
support, and certainly
to provide rent as well as food and
clothing,
out of his miserable
earnings. This too, in
the midst of plenty,
elegance and luxuries
which would satisfy even the palled tastes of

pampered Sybarite. Snch utter poverty,
splendor and extravagance,
is peculiarly a European institution, and
would not be endured, indeed, it could not
exist in this countiy, where every honest man
a

amid the utmost

who desires to work can have it almost for
the asking, with wages the amount of which
would be considered fabulous by laborers,
each of whom has to support himself and family upon an average of thirty six cents a day.
The Inevitable order of events will bring
about a wholesome revolt against this condition of things in England, as it did in France
in 1789. The Revolution in the latter country arose rather from social than political
causes.
The peasantry were wretched, oppressed, ill paid, well nigh;desperate in their
hopeless poverty. The nobles were rapacious
contemptuous, and extravagant in their pride.
The many finally took courage, and threw off
the hard yoke of the oppressive and exacting
Few. That the Revolution did not materially improve the condition of the workers must
be admitted. Political Bchemers got in and
pulled the wires for personal advantage, which
was opposed to the general good, but the
haughty nobility were swept away, as by a
deluge, and though a new Aristocracy was
created and some of the exiled noblesse crept
back to their titles, feudality never did, and

the French know that it never can return.

The British aristocracy, consisting of wealth
well as rank, cannot be charged with exercising power over the masses which caused
the downfall of the privileged and titled classes in France.
In very many instances, they
are even very kind to them personally. But
the powerful Lords and Commons who compose the BHtish Legislature make the laws
under which taxes are levied and the public
money distributed. They would not be human if, having the power in their hands, they
did not legislate in favor of their own class
as

ana meir own

equal In England, falling

t axation

very unheaviest upon those
is

who can least afford to pay it, but its fruit, the
public revenue, is spent in a manner the best
suited to be of advantage to the wealthy classes.
Were it not so, could it ever happen that,

paying only twenty-six cents a day to each
private soldier in the British army, he having
to feed himself out of that miserable dole,
there yet should be over six hundred general
officers, on handsome pay, in that small army, being one gereral to every 365 soldiers ?
An Oriental proverb tells us: “The last
straw breaks the camel’s back.”

Much is
borne, up to a certain point, and then endurance ceases and discontent becomes practical. In England, when that point is reached,
the details of the public departments will be
overhauled, sinecures swept away, pensions
examined and adjusted, perquisites repudiated, needless offices abolished, and salaries

adapted to the quantity and quality of work
performed for them. This would be “most
tolerable and not to be endured.” The noble,
the landed estate man, the rich manufacturer,
the wealthy shipowner, the millionaire merchant, who desires to continue or to form a little dynasty of his own, by aid from the law of
primogeniture, (which gives extensive property to the oldest son, leavihg a pittance to
younger children,) calculates upon having the
cadets of his family quartered upon heavilytaxed John Bull, and would chafe terribiy
against any reduction of offices or salaries by
which their interests would be affected. Practically, the prospects of these cadets would be
limited, if office, which is held for life in England, were not open to them. It would be a
dreadful blow to the family pride, if any of
them sought to live by mere mechanical pursuits or by trade. The bar, the church, the
army, and navy are open to them, but it takes
money to enter these professions, whereas it
costs nothing to go into a Government office,
and, indeed, until lately it was not considered
necessary that, for this, their ability to read,
write, and cast accounts accurately, should be

tested, by examination, competing or not.
There were plenty of poor hard-working fellows, sons of tradesmen and shop-keepers,
who did the business of each office, leaving the
young gentlemen to figure as its ornamental
caryatides—imposing in appearance, but really supporting no burthen. Reduce the public establishments, and what would become of
these popinjays ? For our own part, we firmly believe that there is a decided revolutionary tendency in England,among the millions—
that the time is Tapidly approaching when the
Many in that country will refuse to submit
any longer to tne exclusive and usurping Few.
The refusal or neglect of the two powerful
parties, Whig and Tory, to grant such a reform as will really make the Lower House represent the Commons of England, is likely to
advance rather than retard the coming change.
The public mind in England is prepared for
that change, and, when it is made, it will probably be effected without damage to life or
property, for the ruling classes know of old
how great is the power of the many, when
once agitated by the conviction ol common
wrong.

_

Missouri and Maine.
These twin sisters—admitted to the Union
at the same time, and born of a compromise
between freedom and slavery, though not
without reluctance and conscious shame by
the former—these twin sisters have just voted
upon the constitutional amendment abolishing
slavery, and ratified the same, Koine unanimously by her Senate, and Missouri also unanimously, save two votes; while in the Maine
House there were fifteen votes against ratification, and only four votes against in the
House ot Representatives in Missouri; thus
showing that Maine has a larger pro-slavery
element in this blessed era of freedom than
is found in Missouri, so recently emerged from
the darkness of slavery.
It has been publicly proclaimed in certain
quarters within the past twenty-five years,
that the greatest obstacles to the overthrow
of slavery existed in the North, and the declaration has been denied in every possible
form. Convert the North—begin at Jerusalem—it has been alleged, and slavery would
soon cease.
The vote of Missouri and other
slave states, is it not confirmation strong of
the truth of the declaration ?
Northern
doughfaces have been far more unreasonable,
always, than Southern slaveholders; and in
all social arrangements, far less preferable as
companions.
The rebellion once crushed, and there will
soon be formed a bond of amity between
the
anti-slavery men of the North and former
slaveholders of the South which death alone
can sunder.
We predict that hereafter among
the warmest friends of freedom will be
the
former slaveholders of the South.
Thb Savannah Cotton.—The New York
Post says that Collector
Draper, who has been
in Savannah for the
past six weeks as special
cotton agent, met with a kind

reception from
people—the merchants, with but few exceptions, aiding him in the settlement of the
difficulties surrounding the labors he was required to perform.
the

The editor of the Westmoreland
(N. B.)
Times says a man there has been cured of
baldness by the use of Burnett’s Cocoaine.

interests,

tyMusio of the season sounds from light
oatarrh.—[Boston Herald.
k# The lady who fell in the street said it wm
very cruel for people to sayherinjury was slight
it
—

when

produced mortification.

^■Governor Blaisdell of Nevada is said to
have attained the
respectable height of six feet

and four inches.

§y Governor Low of California is fortunate
in the matter of salary; it is no less than $7,000
in gold.
ty Several well-executed counterfeit fiftydollar greenbacks have
lately appeared in Springfield, according to the Republican.
lyThe rebel Congress has passed a bill to
authorize the mailing of
newspapers to soldiers
in the field, free of postage.
Livingston is delivering publio addresses in England,
urging liberal contributions

for African missions.
«y The Emperor of Russia has ordered a
medal to be struck off to commemmorate the
suppression of the Polish rebellion of 1864.
Bf Hen. W. D. Snow, the newly-elected U.
8. senator from Arkansas, was in New York on

Saturday

his way to

on

Washington.

iy An Alabama paper asks, “Have we a
Bourbon among us T” And a Richmond
daily
replies, in a melancholy tone, “not a drop."
HP"The Concord Monitor reports that Gov.
Gilmore is .ast recovering from his severe illness.

jy Admiral Goldsborough is in Washington,
projecting the organization of the European

fleet, whioh he is to command.
iyThe rebel papers, since the return of the
peace commissioners,

all cry out lustily for war

—war.

Bf Authority has been granted to the Maine
National Bank, Bath, to commence business
with a capital of $100,000. B. C. Bailey, President, H. A. Duncan, Cashier.

tyHope our

friend of the

Bangor Whig is
jealousy. It is a bad spirit
which disallows a complimentary word to a
neighbor.
Bf The War Department still declines all
offers to recruit batteries of light artillery, as

not afflicted with

Gen. Grant does not wish any additions to that
branch of the servioe at present.
iyThe deepening of the summit reach of the
Welland Canal, to bring it down to the level of
Lake Erie, will probably be completed during
the summer of 186S.
iy Miss Lydia Colby, keeper of a boarding
house in Lowell, was accidentally killed Sunday

morning by felling down

the cellar stairs of her

house.

Bf A substitute broker in Albany, New York,
has returned $12,000 to the Provost Marshal
for ten men who ran away after being en-

listed.'

W lne latest Richmond papers announce the
return of the three rebel peace commissioners
and the explosion of all negotiations for peace.

They

urge

a

vigorous prosecution

of the war.

iy At the Washington Navy Yard, a series of
interesting experiments on steam and boilers are
being made, eondueted by officers detailed by
the Bureau of Steam Engineering.
.ty The U. S. screw-frigate Minnesota, 50
guns, Commodore Joseph Lanmon, from Fert
Fisher, has been ordered to the Kittery Navy
Yard for

repairs.
gyln medical literature there is just out a
curious book by a Dr. Chapman, on “Sea Sickness,” which the author thinks he can altogether
prevent by the application of ioe in water-proof
bags to tbe spine.
gy The alien law just passed by the Canadian
Parliament excludes from Canada all Southern
refugees who violate the right of asylum by or-

ganising aggressions

upon the territories and

peace of the United States.
ty According to the Richmond papers, Mr.
Wigfell, in the rebel House, in reply to the remark that

they

declared that he

nothing

were
was

not

fighting for slavery,
fighting for slavery and

elee.

gyA lot of land was sold on State street,
Boston, a few days since for $92.30 per square
foot.

A curious Broker

subsequently

—-1_Jias-S"

Paul Pryim tad Otai

OMJOJJTjLL AJTD aSLMCTXD,

British Governing Glasses,

is undertaken with so limited a foundation,
that they did not foresee the inevitable result
of debt and embaraasment and dwindling failure, or a constant reliance upon the bounty of
the State which is liable at any time to be
withheld.
I have seen so many cases of
hopeless embarrassment, arising from want of adequate
endowment of Agricultural Schools, both in
this country and in Europe, that I hope we
shall not be led into the same trap by any fanciful objections to a union of an Agricultural
College with other already well endorsed institutions. An Isolated establishment is ail
well enough in theory, but to build it up relpectably would require far greater wealth
than most of us are willing to admit.

and has written one of the best books
upon
the. subject, confessedly, ever Issued from the

This much by way of introfollowing:
Boston, Jan. 18, 2865.
Rev. Leonabd Woods, D. D. Pres,
of
tured.
Bowdoin College;
it aoes not follow that such affiliation is to
Deak 8ib:—In reply to your questions as
amount to an absorption ot the new
college to the location, plan of
In aud by any existing oue. The relation
organization, &c., of
may
be only conventional, and leaving each, in ail an Agricultural College, I would state that
matters of admluistration, police and courses of my views are given at considerable
length in
Instruction wholly Independent of the other. the extract from
my last Annual Report, upcn
Tne relation may be limited to a
exsimple
the Agricultural Schools of
Europe, a copy of
change of privileges—by which each aud both
Will oe strengthened and enlarged in its which I placed in your hands.
Much popular misconception has
•phere of usefulness. With the concessions
prevailed
which we uudeistand Bowdoin
College is will- In this State in regard to what we please to
to
make
from
Its first proposals to the
ing
term an Agricultural
College. To carry out
Governor’s Commissioners, all these results
may be obtained, and the absolute majority the ideas of many, otherwise very sensible
control of the whole Agricultural
College be men, we should make a Manual Labor School,
retaiued in the hands of Trustees appointed and teach
boys, or rather young men, of sevby the State. Besides the privileges of Bowenteen, eigeleen or twenty years of age, to
doiu College’s already existing
organization,
With library, medical and
philosophical ap- hold plow, and rake hay, as if they could not
paratus and appointments, that institution leam the same things better on the farm at
offers to donate a farm of 300 or 400
acres, fithome. We shall never get upon the right
tingly situated, and to erect tbe needful College buildings for the strictly Aer cultural track until we take broader views of the objects
and aims of an institution
College.
designed to teach
Wnat offer has been, or is probable to be
agriculture, and the sciences connected with
made, comparable with this offer? It answers
it.
the requirement substantially ol au
IndepenThe Plan for a school in Maine, which
dent Institution, with the
of
all
the
you
adjunct
great privileges of an already existing one.— submitted to me, appears to be comprehensive
It guarantees the State from all
of
and
necessity
complete. In thinking it over after ex““'“It yey'T appropriations to sustain the
amining it with care, I do not know that 1
Agricultural College. It ensures nn immedi
ate vigorous organization of the new
institu- could make any important suggestions other
tion on a pcale of
enlarged maturity, such as than those I made to you when vou were in
no other offer or
plan can begin to promise my office.
for years to come.
Rightly drafted into a
To establish an isolated
law, such an association of the old and new
independent Agriinstitutions would be less likely to
cultural College, that Is, a College removed
subjugate
the latter to the
than
to
former,
drown out from any other educational institution and
the former ultimately in the latter.
Bow- away irom
any great centre of population!
aoui College Is self
and
this offer
sustaining,
Would make the new
College self-sustaiulug would require a vastly larger sum than most
also from the start.
This, this is »he great people at first imagine. I do not think that
desideratum to be attained. An
independent anything less than half a million acres of the
aeirsustainlng State Agricultural (College, national land
script would justify the attempt
°ld’ "Bd ** purity oi a
new

Awn >*• miUtlfki* Pfttt

tee up MtUftotory results. Those who ut<
hot see It now, will wonder, If the enterprise

nOManitfMtifurkhi.mumn

The following we find In a respectable Jour,
nal:
Thb Pbjbident.—In a late discourse, Rev.
Mr Adams, or Philadelphia, spoke oi a call he
made on the President. He had appointed to
call at five in the mornlDg, and was in the
waiting-room at a quarter to five. “I asked
the usher,” said he, “if I could see Mr. Lincoln.” He said I could not then but could at
five. I then wa'ked to and fro for a few minutes, and hearing a voice as if in grave con-

servant,“who is talking
in the next room ?” “It is the President, Sir.”
“Is anybody with him?” “No, sir, he is reading the Bible.” “Is that his habit so early in
the morning?” “Yes, sir, he spends every
morning from four o’clock till five in reading
the Scriptures and praying.”
Rev. Mr. Adams was probably sold by a
sharp-set servant who felt justified in thus rewarding his impertinence. If he heard “a voice
as if In grave conversation,’’ he betrayed no
good breeding by Inquisitively pumping the
servant to find out “who was talking In the
next room.” It was simply none of his busiin another gentleness, and as a gentleman
man’s house, he should have been content to
remain in ignorance on a matter of so delicate
versation,!

character. But suppose it all to be true, and
that the President was, in accordance with
a

private
devotion, what right had an unknown listener
to go and publish the fact on the house-top, or
from his pulpit? We know not which most to
condemn, the Paul Pryism which would pump
his custom, improving an early hour in

the
a servant under- such circumstances,
cant which parades Mr. Lincoln’s private devotions before the world.
We mistrust, however, that the whole is a
mere sell; for though Mr. Lincoln is an incorruptibly honest man, and a man of deep, conscientious convictions, we dare say, he has often very frankly stated that he is not a religious man in the commonly received acceptation of that term. But whether he is or not,
or whether he reads his Bible regularly every
morning and prays or not, is a matter between
himself and his God. His devotions he is authorised to perform in secret,and when he has
entered bis closet and shut the door, to pray
to his Father who seeth in secret, none but an
impertinent intruder will place his ear to the
keyhole, or pump his servant, to find out what
is passing between him and the Father with
whom he is in private and confidential communication.
But there are some people who are fond of
telling of the pious acts of great men. A few
days since we had a report of Gen. Butler’s
“pious” exclamation when he heard of the
capture of Fort Fisher.
or

We would invite the attention of the Ladies
large Btock of French Thibet* which
Mr. T. Lucas at the New York Store, No, 126
Middle Street, is now offering at 60 per cent*
discount from former prices, and all other
Goods at the same proportion.
feb4eod3w

silver dollars will cover a foot square.
gy The City Council of Bath, on Tuesday
evening, voted to pay the following bounties
to fill the quota of the oity under the last call,
to wit: $350 for one year’s man; $450 for two

year’s men; $600 for three years’ men.
gy Experiments have been made to ascertain
the relative merits of ooal and petroleum
gas
for lighting the Government buildings at Ottawa,
Canada, and the deoision is in favor of coal
gas.

gy The Ohio Legislature has extended an invitation to the escaped journalists, Messrs. Riohardson, Browne and Davis, to address that body
on the condition of our prisoners at the South
and their personal experiences
among the

dover, Mass., have decided to build
and a

a

new church

subscription

has been started to raise the
Davis & Furber led off with the sum of
$20,000 and others have subscribed liberally.
An unknown friend has promised a new orean.
jy A single fact illustrates the estimation
placed upon the item oolumn in the Prut. An
exohange in a Bister city, makes up a similar
column headed “Homemade and Stolen Items.”
Of the only six leaded or “homemade” contained
;n oue of its weekly issues, five were copied ver-

funds.

batim from the Prut.
gy One of the Massachusetts soldiers serving

under Sherman, writes; “We are on the move
again; probably another of Gen. Shermans
retreat*. We are living better than we did at
Savannah; and it sweetens forage to Massachuse'ts men to know that it is taken from South

Carolina.”
I#" In the special dispatch from Augusta
published in the Prut yesterday morning, it
was said the vote on ratifying the
anti-slavey
amendment to the Constitution, in the Senate,
was “mainly in favor of it.”
It should have
been unanimoutly in favor of it.
The House
vote was

correctly reported,

103 yeas, IS nays.

adf Democracy has been understood to respect
the people;—their intelligence, their sovereignty
and their will;—and yet every man in Congress

with

one

exception, who voted against allowing

the people to pass judgment on the question of
slavery, claims to be a Democrat ! Heaven save
the mark- Democracy the conservator of human
bondage !

SPMCIAL

tW Carrier, of the Daily Prett art net aliened
tellpaptrt on l heir route,.

to

Read This.
S6 to 210 per day made by selling Dresser's
Prise Pao.egee. Agents Wanted.
L. DRESSER,
Address,
fobs dim*
Portland, Maine, Bon 122.
From

Dr. Kelley in Portland
Tuesday

and

Wednesday, February 14th and lfith,
Offioe, 214 Congress, eorner of

at Dr. E. B. Adam's

Pearl street.

ADVICE

FREE

To the stole,on diseases ottbe Langs, Llyer, Head,
Kinneys, Spleen, fco. Also nil affeotlons of the
Norves, Muscular and Glandular Syetem, fco.—all
Imparities of the Blood, as manifested by Pimples,
Ulcers,, Sores, Cancers, fco.
All of Kelley’s preparation* are to be had of Mr*.
Dr. Adame
fetSllw*

Hilton’s Insoluble Cement,
For wood, leather, crockery, ud other substance*
is the best aid to economy that the housekeeper can
hare
It is in liquid f>rm, and insoluble in water or
oil. It will adhere oily substanoes oomp etely. Twoounce bottle, with brush (family
package) 26 cents
each. Sold everywhere.
HILTON BROS. 6 Co., Proprietors, Providence,
R. I. On receipt of 60 coats, a
iamily package will
be sent by mail.
ieb7d8m

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP.
THIS oelehrated Toilet Soap, in suoh universal
demand, is made from the ohoiceat materials,
is mild and emollient in its nature,
frsgranti j
so anted and extremely beneficial in its act
upon
the skin. For Sale by all Druggists and
Fancy
Goods Dealers.
JanSldlyr.

PORTLAND

Photographic Q-allery
ALONZO 8. DAVIS, Proprietor,
80 Middle St-,

Portland,

Copying done in the beat manner

Me.

de«2ltf

Look, Look !
OOO Buff Envelopes Only
81.30,
AT DKESSEB’S OLD STAND,
98

Exchange 8t., above the Post Offioe.
feh8d4w*

ITCH, ITCH, ITCH I
Scratch I
Scratch!
Scratch I
WHEATONS

OINTMENT

Will Cara the Itch in 48 Hoars.
Also oures Salt Bhiuk. Ulci&s, Chilblaibs,
and sU
Eruptions of the Skin. Price CO oents. For
sale by ell Druggists.
By sending 60 oents to any Apothecary in Fortland, it will be forwarded by mail, free of Dostase
P«“*e.
to any part of the United States.
Wbbks fc Potter, Sole Agents,
170 Washington street, Boston.
Also for silo by

janJ8eod3m

end

eTlIstTiw"

"DRY UP FOR THE CATARRH.”
“Sympathy

these In affliotion makes it e duty
to slate that alter
suffering for thirty years from that
loathsome disease, Catabrh in the Head, and
gir.
on up all
hope of a oure, I heard of Dn. Wadsworth's ■ Dbt Ur,” and
procured a bottle of the
the medicine, from whioh I found immediate relief.
1 hare used in the last three months, three bottles
ol it, and am now comparatively well, and
doing
my usual work, and I oheerfUly recommend it to
ail afflicted in like manner.
Dated

with

Karlville, Sept 10,1861.
Abigail Babcock.”

B.

B. BA T, Druggist, Special Agent, Portland.

_JaulMfwSw
WAR REN’S

afterward -ailed into the back office by
who
“the firm” and generously presented with the
largest shinplaster known in our currencyThis is considered a case of excessive gen-

Middle at, Portland, Ma.

FOR BOOTS

AND

dsotldffwSm

PHYSIOLOGICAL
HAIR

REG

ENERATOR!
ITS XODVS

OPUAKSI:

Immediately beneath the sealp there are very
small bodies oalled Glands for more
commonly Roots
of the Hair. It is from these Glands that
every hair

penalty of Lynoh law.
Army and Navy Journal

one-half, he has put

us one

army ahead of the
enemy—a fatal superiority of pieoes on the board
of war. So soon as that terrible discovery was
made known to the Southern people, the cry for
terms began to burst forth.”
ty Bindley Murray,the great grammarian,was
an Ameriean by birth, and went to England in
middle life. He was an invalid and unable to
walk. Miss Martineau says of him,' that “hi*
sohool-books spread by tens of thousands over
both his native and hi* adopted country, and
the proceeds might have made him very rich.
But he thought he had enough already for his
simple tastes and moderate desires, and he gave
away to those who were in need the entire
porfits of his works. Thus, muoh as we have
learned from his books, we may learn something better from his life.”

»*oj

i.«3 D.8<^sa*8.lx8,'I881).

8

Great Trotting Conte-1.
Watches for $300 and $1000.

DAYS'”TROTTING,

THREE

8t* 68 Currency 7 Cloths
98|
,M g«W
United States Ten-Forties. .102

ON
200 United States Debt CerViileatA'I
FebV'' m
eaieeireo).**f
42.0 JO.do (Anal.
1.000 United States 6-30's...

.......do....lift
100.da.'.'.'."'1091
.do (small). HO*

4.000

1.000
6.001
2,600
6,OX)
38
40
2
10

14
9

Ogdensbnrg2d Mortgage Bonds..

Vermont Central H K 1st Mort. ;o
Bost n A New Fork Air Line K H Sixes 68
Eastern Ballrostd.101
Vermont nnd Canada Bailroad.lo4
BUI Mann aemring Company.136
Vermont and Massassacbasetts K R. 41
Old Colony and Fall River Railroad.114
Western Railroad.144

MARRIED.
Milton. N H, Feb 7, by Rev J Doldt, Mr John
Winslow Jones, of Portland, and Miss Addle E
noldt, daughter of the officiating clergyman, of M
(No cards.]
In Urtfton, Jan 31, by Isaac I York. Esq. Jonathan
P Welt and Lonisa Richardson, both of Upton, Me
In Bath, Fab 6, Sami U Luce and Miss Caroline E
Williams
U Bath, Ftb 6. William L White and Miss Mary A
MorrUl.
In Wisoasset, Jan 31, Robert Lambert and Miss

DIED.
_

In this olty, Feb 7, John P, son of Riohard S nnd
Ann P Sonmmsn, aged 8 years 5 months.
la Lancaster, N H, Fob 4. Mr John L Hsserve,
former y of Portland, aged f 9 years.
In Gorham, N H, Feb 7, Ksty Yo k, aged 4 years

6 months.

BT^Funoral

this

CAPISIC POND HOUSE.
Ihe race to be governed by the rule, of the track.
Second

Day—ftatoh for *.00. Best 2 in 8 to harness.
O. Fowler name,....b s.
.-Yeung Brandy,”
J. Nichols nimes.SorroTColt.

Third Dag—Match for *1.100. Eest 2 in 3 to harness.

Smith names.bm ...”Pu<an
W. Woodruff name, b m ...”Kesa B, hour
M. Savage name*, gg....-Aaron Babb.”.
H.

A.

ADMISSION TO THE TRACK 25 CTS.
Manager!.
3. P Whitcomb,
Feb 9—dtd

U.

30 years.
In 8tarks. Jan 16,
telie, aged 61 yeara.

Mrs Nancy, wife of Elijah Saw-

TEA AND SUGAR

GRAND MEN AN Boh Rod Bobin—C980 boxes
herring, 66 bbls pioktad flsb, to Dana fc Co

from Te* or ColToe
grounds
Ihe Handle Strainer

shown in the eutls used
for .trailing Nursery
and Fanoy
Custards, Starch Blaue Manre, Syrups, Jnlies. and
for eifting Sugar on Cakes, Pies, Ao
Tw, sizes of
tbe above goods, both plain and silver pla ed, and
for sala by the gross, dozen or single one at ib* man-

drinks,

ufacturer's prices,

AT LANE’S, 4 Free Street.

TO

FARMERS,
—AMD

SHIP
SAILING OP OCEAN STEAMERS.
non

FOR

SAILS.

Britannia.Glasgow.New
St

of Loudon...

Liverpool.New York... Jan

26

David.Liverpool.Portland.Jan 26

Australasian.Liverpool.New York...Jan28

Etna.Liverpool.New York.. .Feb 1
Feb 2
North American.. Liverpool.Portland

—

BUILDERS.

HHD8. SALT, slightly c.'am aged, niltablo
lor .'arming purpc?ei mad salting vessels.
DAWA * CO*
fiMM

21
Kangaroo.Liverpool.New York...Jan
York... Jan 26

City

iiia/r Shorxood’t

By

Tea and Joffoc Striluor.
It ii both oiuaxental
and ti ful, and easily
adjusted to Tea or t oflee Pot*.
O*’ • trial will eon vi u e
■ny one o! tlicir werth
You will find the bottom of Tour eup free

Feb 9—eodtm

IMPORTS.

•TBAHIB

W. Muacu

SAVE YOUK COFFEE

at 2j o’clk,
Church. Rela-

76 years.
in Saco, Jen 17, Emily J, daughter of Charles and
Mary Dearborn, aged 21 years 8 months.
InO:is8eld, Jan—, Rev Wm Davenport, aged 61
years 8 months
InConoord, Me, Jan 29, Bstsey B Felker, aged

Iriday,

Firtt Day—Pune of 960, open to all Horse, that
Three or more !o make
never trotted for money.
a field.
Pune or *25 forp-cing horses. Three or mere to
make a field.
S«sE-Entrance Fee Ten Per Cent. All bones to
bo entered previous to the 15 h at the

(Thorsday) afternoon,

from tbs Congress Street Methodist
tives and friends are invited to attend.
in Saco, Jan 28, Ellen, daughter of Wm Bridges,
aged 16 yearn.
In Mollis. Jan 24. Hattie E, daughter of Miles W
and Mary H Strout, aged 6 years II months
InLmeriok. Jan 30. Mra Susan, vrite or the late
John Burnham. Esq, aged 86 rears 8 months.
At Cape Neddiek, Deo 31, Mr Samuel Weloh, aged
88 rears.
In E'tot, Mra rrudenoe, wife of Wm Brooks, aged

and

Feb. 15, 16 and 17, 18«6.

In Wisoasset, Feb 6, James M BUnn and Miss Ann

Bailey.

Pond,

Wednesday, Thursday

Ellen Perkins.

In Wells, Jan 23. Capt Chat E Wears and Miss N
Mel visa 8 Storer. both of Cape Ncdlok.
In Brewer, Feb 4, Elijah Lane and Miss Almira L
Severance, both of Orrlngton.

ICE,

SIX MIL S3 FROM PORTLAS D.

In

A

THE

Duck

At

{Si

16000.de.

of Cork.New York.. Liverpool.Feb 11
Peruvian.Portland... .Liverpool.Feb 11
America.Now York..Bremen.Ftb 11
Havana.New York..Havana.Ftb 11
Costa Rica.New York. California.Ftb 13

City

10th

REG1MEKI l

oj-*”81®

foot

success*1

It is not a “Dye,” and will not stain a particle. It
will positively “Rbstobu Gbat Haik” in all oases
to
jta o-igiual oolor. It promotes a growth of new
hair in au oases on Bald Beads when the
glands or
roots ofthe hair are not completely disorganised.—
It preventa the hair from falling off, and removes all

dandruff, heat, humors and itehing from the scalp.
It keops the hair soft, moist and perfectly healty,and
gives It a glossy and beautiful appearanoe. It Is
highly perfumed, and as a dressing it has no superior. The "Regenerator” is warranted to produoe the
above resulte in all easea, if not the money to be
refunded. With It every “Gray Head" in New England oan be restored in lees than thirty days.

Price $1. per Bottle.
TEBBETTS BROTHERS,
Druggists ind Chemists, Proprietors, Manchester,
N

H

OBOROB o GOODWIN f CO., 88 Hanover
itreet, Boston. General Wholesale Agents
W.
Agent for Portland, Mains.

W^WHiTThn,

Office 229

NTEWfe

MARINE

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Wednesday.February

lando Nickerson.

with sal's split.
NEW YOKE. Feb 8-Ar,
Portland for Philadelphia.

soh Ida, Blake,

The San Franelsoo Price Current gives the camber
of arrivals from the Atlantic ports daring the year
1864, at 114. against 101 in 1868, and hare earned
•934,168 more la freight money. From New York
there have been t9 arrivals, averaging 147 days, me
best run being made by ship (teams, in 101 days.
From Boston there were 80 arrivals, a eraging 149
dsvs, the shortest being made by tbe Charger, in
106 days. From Baltimore, 8 ari ivals

DISASTERS.
Capt Jeaee, of brig Aauaada’e, at Holmes’ Hole
Irom St Thomas, reports, 80th alt in 1st 84 ion 73,
passed large quantities of boxes snd empty hhds.
Soh Nltrroa, of and from Bncksport for Boston,
went ashore near Herring Gat 26th ult, and will be t
total wreek. Cargo saved in s damaged oondi ion.
Ship Rose Steadier, Uatohias, which sailed from
Sen Franelsoo 1st alt for Port Angelos, wss towed
back 6th, having been in oollisioa, by which she

sprang foretopgallaat yard, jibboom, with all the
head gear; ttove bulwarks, carried away steering
gear; knooked tiis copper off the bow, and stove one
of the planks nsar the water; lest one anchor and
SI tathosae of chain.
Soh Minnehaha, from Baltimore for Caba, was
spoken 18th alt, 1st 38. Ion 70 86, having lost all her
•ails, and had one side of the boose stove in.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 36th. Mb Democrat, Gr g-

Pascagoula.

Below 37th. (hip BcuJ Adams. Chase, from N York,
(aground on the bar); barques Eva H Flak, Fisk, fin
do; Kami F Herriman, Herriman. from Boston;
brigs Fannie, Bonhoff, from Philadelphia; Moses
Rogers, Jones, from Now York; sob sunbeam, from
Belfast.

Cld 26th, barqne Chiet, Godfrey, Matamoras; 26th,
brig Lilia. Day, Sagna.
NEWBERN NC-SId Slat, soh W H Mailer, Randall. Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 6th, soh E Closson, Coombs, fm

Mayaguez.

Below 6th aoh Willie, Staples, from Sagna.
Ar 7th, barqne Cilfto-i, Gavett. Pernambuco; Paladin, Brown. New York; brig Starlight. MoDouuld
Halithx; Volant, Reed, New fork; soh Honest Abe.
C’onnry. New York.
Ar 7th, ach Rebecca C Lone. Winterport.
Below 7th, barqne Arlington, Bartlett, from Boston

PHILADELPHIA—Cld 4th, sch Sophia Wilson.
Nowell, Remedies.
Cld 6th. barque Lioda, Hewett, Cienfuegoe; sch
Clara, Corson, Bean'ort NO
At Delaware Breakwater 3d, barqae Annie Rim
ball, fm Philadelphia for New Orleans; brigs Frontier, from Havana; Emma, from Bt Thomas; Moses
Day, fm Port Royal 8C; Conoord, fm Beaufort NC;
Ida M Cumery, from ReyWe.t; Ida MoLeod. from
New Orleans, and John Welsh, from Port Royal 8Csobs Addie P Sampson, Mayflower, 8 A Hammond'
Gergie Deering, and others.
NEW YORK—Ar fltb,
ship Cornelias Grionell,
Spencer, London; barqne Ella Virginia Johnson,
Buenos Ayres; brigs Sarah Larien/Miller, Cartbm
Sarah, Norton, Matanoraa; Evelyn Ginn,
oKinnon, St Kitts; John Bernard. Jameson, Ma
tanzas; soba Oakes Amee. Edwards, Norfolk; Oliver
Bryan, Sleeper, Rockland.
Below flth, ship Alexander Marshall, Marshall, fm

Liverpool.

11th, brig Elisa Ann, Ayres. Miragoano 36 days;
•oh Addle P Sampson. Hatch, Boston.
Cld 7th, barqae Salma, Hewett. Port Spain; brigs
Eleanors Plummer, Plummer, Buhls; M M Wiliams, Kennedy, Matameru; schs Julia, coffln lor
Ponce; Mary D Haskell, Haskell, Boston; Sa ab
Wooi er, Lord, New Bedford.
Bid 6th. ship Uaze; barques Harvest Moon, and
Columbia; sen Osean Wava, and others.
WARREN—Sid 6th, barque Nellie Abbott, (new)
Jordan. New York, to load tor Sbanghae
NEWPORT—Sid fltb, sobs Bay State, Torrey. fm
Rockland for New York; Mary E Gage, Hopkins,
from Calais fordo; Damon, Pitcher, from Boston
for Fortress Monroe; Geo Henry, Cnrtls, from Portland for New York.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 4th, U S cutter J C Dobbin
Usher, Portland.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar flth.soh Porto Rico,Wentworth, New York lor Winterport.
_1 e pot* «'*;• harenev M P Kioh, Almoner, Union;
brigs Catharine Rogers, Croons, Hyperion. Allandale: fobs Pioneer, Hannle Westbrook, and T C
BOSTON—Cld 7th, barqne Warren White

fSaKSMteiijrv

Bab-
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on

Circular containing Terms, address
lebOdlw
Mi 48 1. G ritlNCr*.
Principal.
For
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—nan tbb

NEWPORT

—

arctesiike,
-MAPI

CANADA

FBOM--

BEAKS’

GREASE,

For the growth and lunrianoe of the hair.
Beware ofimitatlont:—observe the name and tlr! nature. Trade mark aeeured.
For sale by tbe Druggist*.
feb9dl m

Tow Boikt for Sale.
«jr***~a.

A good Tow Boat ofabrnt 70 tone
USaaiihi:burthen, in g o reroing order, will
.old io>* if appliud lor iaicuedmiely.
For norticuiarr enquire ot
E. M. PATTEN, No. 1* Exchang at.
Portland, Feb S, 1866 —dtmai26
he

Notice.

MRof the firm Tyler

18tJ5.
i be

admitted a member
ft Lamb, (Tom Janus* y let,

nex?day
Plat^’one ofthe^r^wlLn
■

ton

)

'r»nol«®o. (with

C *■»•. °,LnryAto?te7™Mh brt*
lhFHavI^r8ll,*I‘,,,rl* For<* State,
ro^viW? i1.',*1.01*' bri« Chtol™’ Warren,
™.n
H—•
foFi ttsS^1*'
JOlUI NB 81,t
Herriman,

u!t-

,cl1

febW2w*

Notice.
my wire, Lydia M. EVsey baa
WHEREAS
abandons 1 my bed end board, and the borne
whieh I hi

e provided for her. ail peiaocs are hereby cauti med against harboring or trusting her on
my aooount. a-1 (ball pav no bills contrasted by
h r efter this date.
WILLIAM P. HEnSEY.
Feb 9—dfwlw

WADiWORTH’8 “DRY UP” ieaoertain
DR.
remedy for Catarrh. Tlere is
mistake about
t.e
ibe
ro

‘Dry Up” has eared thoirends o cases,
tbe sale of ibe article ia oonstantly Ie creasing.
A word to the wise ie euBclcnt.
H. H. Hay, Druggist, Special

»’ d

Agent,

Fet9eodftew8w

Portland,

A

CITY OF PORTLAND.
la

the Tear One Thoueaad Might Hundred area

Sixty-Five.

An Ordinance amending an O) dinance entitled
"An Oroiuanoe establishing a
Sinking Fund"

Be it ordained by the Mayor,
Aldermen, and Common Council of the
City of Portland, in City Counoil assembled, as follows—

1—An Ordinance entitled "An Ord
SECTION
establishing Sinking Fund," asstd JuA. D
nance

a

t

8,
>861, tc hereby amended by insert:! g thew°r<ia'Not less than are per cent, of tee t ei
anisting City Debt" afttr the word • dotern-i a’ in tee
thirteenth lino of the second section of taid Ordinance, and by strising out the word "C, pita
in
ihe lMtUneot said seotlon, and
tnrerling the word
cip l,” so that tai. seeilon as rmanded than
retd as fb lows:
"SaoTtt k J —All balanees of
mnn'y nnappropriated renaming in tie Treasury at the end or
any a*
nenoial ytar; all excesses of Income „vcr the
original estimatediuoome; II balanees of
ap, ropriatioaa
original, or ty additions, remaining on tbe books of
the Auditor; all ree lpts tor premiums on
Cily Notee
issued; all retsiptsin money on aooonnt ot tbe sale
of :tny real es ale of any do crlption now
be'onglug
o> wbitib may hereafter
beloag to the city, ex entmir
tbe tale of bu ia ills in the Cemeteries ot the
cityall rjoelpt-on aooount of the
principal sum or any
s oeka. binds or notee tew owned, or
which may
hotoa tor bo owced by toe
city; and also of tbe anm al city tax such a tarn as the Cite Council
of each
year shall tit and detrrm.ne, not leea than tire per
ie it. of the then
existing city debt; sba'l tie andthe
same hereby la
appropriated to the payment or the
purohsee, of tbe principal ot the city debt
Approved, heb7,18f6
A True Copy, Atteet:
eb9-42w
J. M. HEATH, City Cierk.
Argos oopy.
Iy

—

CITY OF PORTLAND.
is hereby given, that it ia
of tbe City Council to lay out
NOTICE
fortbeuae ol
tbe

pnblioway

the Intention

a new

street

StSSsafSSSSSS^SSASIS

Standing Committee of *ha r-ir.
CoanoU on laying out
in
order of the Oity Counoil, passed on the-iTth

new'.treeu,

an

pu„u‘^cF?r

16th day of Feb at 2 o’olook in the
at
the plaoo of beginning, then and there
erocetd’ to
^
view and lay cut said new (treat
All persons interes ed will take notloe
and govern
themselves tea r.ingiy.
ttn<1'r °“r haoda ,hi®7,h
d*7 of Feb'r- *-

afternoon

the

t>

°im

Jaoob McLullax,
C. V. Boswokth
Wn. H. Stuart
C. K

Ladd,

JoH» 1), SNOWMAK

Wm’«■ *•«■«.

Feb 3—td

1
1

!
r

!

j

Committee
on

Laying

ont

New
«<»-'■-

notice.
the o'-rporaters caminD.u,r,i?n*d' tlir*e ofAot
to iuoo.-porate the
State**,!?
tut;*’1 MV*®’*
her-by no Ify the
ft?*® 0f Main® 0,1 Companv,raM,il1*
under said
int»ni°h T ?r,th,t*helir,t
February 16th, at 8
>1 8 d41ontbeThursday,
office of H. P. Deane, No 117
Mii’n1'
P.
Hid
lie street, for the toiouing purposes,
J° “oept said Act. measure •
20—To take ell n:

to orgi n I re mil

company according to Jaw.
3d—ro do and paifcrm acy badness that ma*
*
properly oome before tbe mooting.
Johh E. DoanniL
EurnAiwr Claub,
** ®*AN*'
Portland, Feb’y 8, 18 6.— et9tdia

Town

Fifteen

Scrip.
Thousand Dollars*,

CAPE BLUE A be
tii

TOWN
IS

SCRIP,

OFFERED FOR

SALE.

Apply to
0lk' Ald'*'

or

city,—beginnings!I

ssst'siaiiraft1
And <he Joint

Amosbury,

SPOKEN-

lie.

LOST.
FUR COLLAR—On Tuesday Evening. Tbe
floder sbnil be reward 00 its r:turn to owner No
64 Free street.
fet9d8lis•

Chiic<i.«*?oJtoid1*ror,C?rkHe,le'PO,“’
gold per

abyle of the Arm from tbia dote will be
1YLER, LAMB ft CO

Portland, Feb. 8,1866.

eeessry

*

foreign ports.
Yokohama Rot 80, barque Ida D Rorer* Mm-o
*
*'
house, for Ban Franck
Ar at Taloahnano Deo 30, baraue James l1r r. -i.
Corn. Boston (off River
crew "H
from aloft and was klllad
)
Enrnh*“’ *»

AaxCayes

BELLES

o,

kortret* Monroe; E G Buxton, Titcomb, Bath.

in

Piee 8treet.

d ng ml Day
Spring 8eeaion of tbia 1
THE
School, for Youag Ladle?, will open
February
ldch

from

At St Martins 16th alt, barque 8 W Holbrook, for
Boston.
Bid fm Cartoon 1st nit, soh Mary Patten, for Portland.

produce at Bit

City Building.

FDMUND LIBBY Is

fur TUI. TO KIBOHAXT’S KXCHAXOX.l
BALTIMORE, Fsb 7-Cld. brig Mtohnnio, Hntobinson, Cienlbegos.
Soh James o'Donshus, of Bangor, arrived to-day

ory,

in

now

imsiiTirt,

Nc. 52

8.

ARRIVED.
Steamer Montreal, Liacomb, Boston.
8ch Red Bobin, Blnnt. Grand Me an
Boh Mayflower, Foss St Qeoige (or Boston.
CLEARED.
Brig Charles Wesley, Ford, Cardenas—E Churohill A Co.
Soh Hattie Ross, Poland. Matansas—G S Hunt
Soh Ida L Howard, McDuffie, Philadelphia—Or-

Near

hose

THE
MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Thursday,.February 9.
San rises.7 06 I Length of days.10.20
Sun seta.6.26 I High water (a m)-10.03

Spear

Congress Street,

Feb9—d2w*

Morning Star.New York. .New Orleans .Feb 18
Golden Rule.New York. .California. ...Feb20
Australasian.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 22
Ocean uueen.New York. .California. ...Feb 23
North Amerioan. .Portland.. ..Liverpool.Feb26
Corsica..New York. .Havana, So.. .Feb27
Asia..Boston.Liverpool. .March 1

Bartlett.

-7

8ooner of later the hair
begins to tall
»»»r oases, if not arrested, will produoe
complete baldness.
To remedy this
pathological oondltion of the
glands, and create a new and healthy action,the
U<dr ^renerator has proved a per-

Lieut. Col. Ellis

for the 29th Maine Regiment,
136threernltlng
Corps, njar Petersburg.

Afrloa.Boston.Liverpool.Feb It
City of London... .New York. .Liverpool.Feb 18
St David.Portland_Liverpool.Ftb 14

Kr

DB. TEBBETTB'

gyA fiend in human form—a young man—
in Woodstock, Michigan, recently murdered his
wife while she was in the throes of childbirth,

jy The
says:
“Our own belief is that Sherman’s great campaign will be found to have out the gordian
knot of the war. By widely dividing his army,
and then whipping his adversary’s force with

20 211

::::::::::: :

Preserver, E'ta;

SHOES.

For sale at Mr. J. W. Maksbiuld’s Store, 174

erosity.

the extreme

.b

*.«».52:

Asia.Liverpool.Boston.Ftb 4
China.Liverpool.New York.. Feb 11
Canada.Liverpool.Boston.Feb 18

NOTICI8.

Water-Proof and Leather

and then killed his father and mother who oame
in just as he had perpetrated the deed. He threw
their bodies into the cellar, set fire to the house
and made his escape, but he was subsequently
arrested, made a full confession, and was lodged
in jail. He was barely saved by the officer from

.210 j

6.000 .do..

—

gyA store and safe, the latter containing
several thousand dollars, were found unlocked
in Hartford a few nights Bince, by a policeman,
was

16,oijo.do

to the

rebels.

gyThe Newburvport Herald says the Eastern Railroad is working well out of its difficulties into clear water and good timesIn the
last ten years it has paid a half million of its indebtedness and increased its property $250,000,
making it 750,000 letter off than then.
gy The Congregational society in North An-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

tl

IlOStOB Stock U*!.
SAM AT TBB Bnoxaaa' BoAnD, Fob. 8
6.000 American Geld.J1!

asked the

ascer-

tained, by aotual trial, that sixty-five Amerioan

Ml *t tk. Dali7 Prssa Oflaa.

E* N.
“Etf

PERRY, Town Treasurer,
At the Sheriff’s Offlce,
City Beliding.

'

PORTLAND AND VICINITT.

CLIFFORD, ESQ., COMMISSIOOTEB.
Henry E. Clark, arretted for piratlcally running off with schooner Blue Bell, who was beWM. H.

Vote Advertisement! To-Day.

Sport.
Thiatre—Drering Hall.
Thu Be lee of Newport.
Wadeworih'e "Dry Up.”
Grand

Commissioner last week, was again
brought before him yesterday. At the request
of the U. S. District Attorney the examination

Auction Sale—E.M.

N otiee.
T. Farmer*.
20tb Kogiment.
Lost

Bailey It Co

Patten'

continued to March 1st in order to allow
time to obtain evidence from Cuba. In default
of $5000 ball, the prisoner was committed.
Albert Ellis was also brought before the

Commissioner charged with running away
with fifty barrels of flour, part of the cargo of

Notice—Caution.

Notice*

TUo fallowing regulation* will be rigidly obaerved
by the Proprietor! of the Press ;
1. No paper* will be delivered by Carriers except
to those who have sabioribed at the office.
2. No Carrier will be allowod to sell papers on his
route, or toeolleot money from subscribers.
8 Carriers found guilty ef violating the foregoing
rulos they will be discharged.

the above mentioned schooner Bine Bell. The
examination was continued for the same reason as tho first mentioned cose, to March 1st,
and the prisoner, in default of $5000 bail, was
committed.
G. E. B. Jackson, U. 8. District Attorney,
for Government; M. M. Butler for respondents.

Twelfth Lecture M. L. A. Course.
The walking was bad and the weather unfavorable, bat a large and brilliant audience
assembled in City Hall last evening to bear the
able and elcquent Lecturer Dr. E. H. Chapin
of New York. He was introduced and received with loud demonstrations of applause.
The subject of Dr. Chapin’s lecture was
“The Old and the New.” That it was brilliant
and sparkling with gems of thought clothed in
eloquent language, no one will doubt who
heard him. Of all the places on earth, he said,
Rome combines the most objects of human interest. This city was the meeting of the ancient and modern civilizations and contains
the monuments of both. Over the dost of C®
sar rolls the drum-beat of
aspiring France.
Rome supplies a map of living contrasts and
teaches the relative nature of the Old and the
New. Old shapes assume new usages, but the
elements have not changed.
The passions that disturb out kind are pho
tograpbed on every century. On the most antique sculpture is carved every expression.
Cheating is as old as trade and Lying is as old
Judas still lurks in the camp

and Catallue enters the senate. Romance is
not dead and heroism and martyrdom are incidents of to-day. The Old and the New be-

long

to

thoughts and

events.

Nothing has

so

much thrown the present into contrast with
past ages as the discoveries which have been

made in every department of nature. The peculiarity which expressly lends to our time an
aspect of newness is the predominance of scientific method and thought everywhere, but
this does not interfere with the harmonious
operation of progress, and yet there Is room
for grave apprension.
The immense control min has obtained 1 n
the use of materials and forces cherishes a

tendency
absorbing materialism—an unmitigated outwardness of thought Integrity
is entangled with arithmetic, and loyalty rises
and falls with the gold market. Science has
dismissed forever the theory of chance. As
Agassiz has said, “modern science is the translation into human language of the Creator’s
thought.” The great periods of nature are beyond onr control. History places before os a
whole of which we form a part. Everywhere
correspoudiug characteristics produce corresto an

puuuiug

mveuiuiuB.

It must be remembered that the new comes
out of the old. The dog, moving about in a

circle when about to lie down imitates the
motion of an aboriginal dog who made his bed
in leaves. So men unconsciously retain a portion of the inheritance of the old. Humanity
cannot stand still any more than the earth on
which it abides. No essential good perishes
with the past; nor can evil permanently abide.
Wonderful is the chemistry by which falsehood
at last dissolves; not all at once, not by sheer
force of assault, but by a providential process
that no man can analyse or prevent.
The events of our day are continually astonishing us, and our predictions are continually proving failures. It is impossible to make
calculations when the laws and forces are unknown. We need the assurance that the impelling force is not blind necessity, but an
eternal and benevolent purpose. Only this assurance converts the events of history into
lessons of duty and trust
We Inhabit the new world, and very likely
our new world is nature’s old world.
We
build above the ashes of a race whose history
was none the less real because unrecorded.—
Free government is the problem involved in
our national existence.
Freedom is the according to every man the normal use of his
Whole nature, body, mind and soul. And

legitimate government

is

that which secures

this free action. American is not European
democracy, which flowers in revolutionary
cockades and lizzies in theoretical pyrotechnics. Our democracy is organized liberty. One
of the issues of the present contest is between

liberty and slavery. Slavery has been the
great bar to the smooth working of our great
mechanism. While rejoicing in State rights,
we should acknowledge sovereignty only in
the whole nation. We talk as if man made
nations. God makes them.
Our new problem is put to the old trial of
civil war. Poised as the issues of the war on
the issues our fathers bequeathed to us. Out
it changes must come, have already come.
What a significant abyss have these four years
or

opened between the old and thew! The war
has decided the soundness of our love for freedoom; imbued us with a new spirit; made us
a new people; lifted us out of selfishness; inflamed us with a new patriotism; contributed
martyrs to the nation; made politics serious
and sanctified the Fourth of July. It has exalted Young America. None of our heroes
will be nameless; every one of them is named
somewhere in prayer. Out of this crucible
of war, this chemistry of flame and blood
must emerge much that is new; and he trusted the old uuion, the old nation and the old

flag would emerge from it. HU summing up
was truly eloquent, and thrilled the audiAs was expected, the lecture was most
ence.
earnestly listened to, and most enthuslasticly

received.___
History of the Rebellion.—Mr. J. D.
Brown of Skowhegan, has the State Agency
for that great national work, “Victor’s History
of the Southern Rebellion.” The work can
sists of two large and elegant volumes, and a
third will be issued immediately after the advent of peace.
E. B. Averill,

Esq., of Piscataquis county,
eugaged by Mr. Brown to canvass
this city and vicinity for subscribers, and be
has been

has entered upon his work.

Enlistments.—Sixteen

from Bridgton presented themselves for enlistment upon
the quota of their own town yesterday, and
fifteen were accepted by the Board. They
are good, honest, Binart looking men, an honor
to the town, and it is said are from the best
families. They were presented by Thomas H.
Meade, Esq., our late County Treasurer, who
is the authorized agent of the town to fill its
men

quota, and who very justly feels some degree
of pride in presenting such men.
rung half an hour
yesterday noon, and a National salute was
fired in commemoration of the passage of the
The bells of the city

act

were

by the Legislature, assenting to the amend

ment of the Constitution of the United States

abolishing slavery.
Levee.—Don’t forget the Social Levee tc
come off this evening at City Hall. The ladles
of the Casco Street Society will be happy tc
welcome the whole city, and to render the en
tertainment

as

Portland

Daily Press,

pleasant as possible.

Theatbe.—“Waiting for the Verdict” an(
the “Irish Emigrant” drew a good house las :
evening, and were played with much accepta
Hon. The plays will be repeated, for tbo las 1
time, this evening.

THE RECENT MOVEMENT OF THE
ARMY.

Destruction of

Rebel Train.

a

REPULSE OF THE 5th CORPS
AT DABNEY'S MILL.
FEDERAL LOSSES-COLONEL TILDEN

__

WOUNDED.

United States District Court
FEBRUARY

as—politics.

TOTH*

was

BeUTUs.
City of Portland.
Dr. Kelley.
Save Tour CcITee.

Special

BY TELEGRAPH

fore the

Tow Boa' far Sale.
Notiee—Maine Oil Company.

Borne Inati u,e.
Auction Sale—Henry

7. 8- Oommtuionar*' Court.

In

TERM—WARE J. PRESIDING.

Admiralty—George Bree, libellant, vs.
Williams, mate of brig Wo Grande.

Robert

Alleged assault upon libellant on board said
brig on the high seas. After the testimony

for libellant was out the
hearing was continued to 3 o’clock Thursday afternoon for the
purpose ot allowing respondent to obtain testimony. E. & F. Fox proctors for libellant;
W. H. Clifford proctor for
respondent.

Supreme

Judioial Court.

JANUARY TERR—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.

Wednesday.—In the case of Freeman vs.
Thayer and als—the oyster and petroleum
case—Mr. Barnes concluded his argument for
the defense and was followed by Judge Fox
for plaintiff. The case was then given to the
jury by Judge Davis, and after an hour and a
half in consultation, they returned a verdict
for plaintiff—damages $615.15.
E. & F. Fox,
P. Barnes.
No. 415. President, Directors and Co. of
Casco Bank vs. Spragne Keene.

Assumpsit to recover payment of a note
signed by defendant, payable to C. F. Jordan,
for $2000, dated May 6, 1863, payable in six
months, and endorsed by said Jordan over to
plaintiffs. The defense is that the signature of
Keene to the note is a forgery. On trial.
Howard & Cleaves,
C. Record,

Potomac, ?
February 8. J
Tbe result of yesterday’s engagement appeared this morning in our advanced lines beyond Hatcher’s Run, tbe capture of about
200 prisoners, a train of wagons and mules
with their drivers, and considerable loss inHeadquarters

dicted

on

the rebels in killed and wounded.

The cavalry under Gen. Gregg captured thH
train at Dinwiddle Court House while on its
way to North Carolina for supplies. The trip
as the drivers say, sixteen days for its
accomplishment. From this place scouting
parties were sent out in different directions,
one oi which went up the Boydtown road,
where they found camps which had been deserted only a short time previous and where
they captured a few wagons of Pegrim’s di-

taking,

visions.

In me meantime the rebel cavalry stationed
at Bellfleld were ordered up to resist Gen.
Gregg’s advance, but their forces were not

regular fight
strong enough, consequently
took place. About 100 barrels of whiskey
were destroyed in the vicinity, but no army
stores were found at any place which our
no

troops had reached.
An order was found posted up at Dlnwiddie
Court House appealing to the people to come
forward and give all the supplies they could
possibly spare to the Government, as both the

and horses were suffering very much.
The loss in Gregg’s division was only two or
three daring the day. Capt Arrow Smith of
Gen. Gregg’s staff, had his leg badly bruised
by his horse falling on him.
In the engagement of the 2d corps yesterday at Hatcher’s Run the loss was about seventy altogether, while that of the enemy is
estimated at about 300.
men

E. & F. Fox.

Municipal Court,

Feb, 8.

BY TELEGRAPH
EVENING
Great

LATER.

10 P. M.—Quite a severe engagement took
place this afternoon between the 5th corps and

James Tobin, the hack driver’s case—for
obstructing the cross walk opposite St. Luke’s
Cburch—was before Court. In consequence
of an informality in the complaint, he was discharged. Evans & Putnam for the defense.
Margaret Smith was brought up for larceny
of a cloak from Albina W. Paine. The examination was continued to Thursday. Howard & Cleaves for the defense.

-TO

Army

THE-

PAPERS.

Fire in Philadelphia•

Philadelphia, Feb. 8.
A large fire commenced about 8 o’clock
this morning In the Coal Oil Works on 9th &
Federal Streets; about fifty dwellings are being consumed, occupying two squares on both
sides of 9th street, besides a few houses on
Wharton and Federal Streets.
/Second despatch.—Fifteen lives are reported lost. The streets at the time were flooded
with snow water and oil.
The oil ran along
the streets in full blast, setting fire to the lower portions of the dwellings, and
preventing
the escape of the inmates. Four children are
said to have perished in one house.
The fire originated in Blackburn and Co’s
sheds for storing refined oil in bond. 3000
bbls have been destroyed.
It was insured
mostly in New York. Forty-seven dwellings
mostly three story, were burned. Six bodies
have been recovered. Others are still missing.

The oil that escaped from the burning bar
rels poured into North street and down to
Federal filling the entire street with a lake
of fire and igniting the houses on both sides of
Norlh)street, lor two squares, and carrying devastation into Washington, Ellsworth and
Federal streets, both above and below 9th St.
Fully five squares of houses were on fire at
once.
The scene was one to make the stoutest heart quail. Men, women and children
were literally roasted alive in the streets.
Capt. Jos. H. Ware, five daughters and two
sons met with s sad misfortune.
They all
succeeded in getting into the street from their
houses, just as they left their beds, but found

themselves in a river of fire.
The family became scattered. Mrs. Ware
had her youngest child in her arms and was
endeavoring to escape, when she fell, and both
herself and child and another daughter 15
years of age were burned to death In the
street.
Capt. Ware and his sons escaped,
but the other three daughters are missing.—
One of the bodies recovered is supposed to
be that of James Gibbons. It is thought that
several other persons besides the six taken
out, have perished, and are still under the
ruins.
Successful Movements of Grant’s Army.
New Yobk, Feb. 8.

The Philadelphia Inquirer’s correspondent
says of Grant’s movement: The 6th and 9th
corps have been ordered to the front, but their
movements are contraband. Thus far, night
of the 5th, we have been very successful. The
fighting was mostly with musketry. By 7
o’clock in the evening ail was quiet.

the enemy on

Dabney’s

Mill

road,

west of

Hatcher’s Run, the result of which was not
favorable to us so far as the position is concerned, but the enemy paid dearly for the
ground he gained. It seems that about noon
the 3d division, 5th corps, advanced along a

road leading from the Duncan road toward
the Boydtown plank road, and at 2 o’clock had
reached and driven tbo rebels from Dabney’s
Mills, about two mites from Hatcher’s Run,
where they had errected breastworks, but
were quickly driven from them.
They however kept up a running fire from the woods
until 5 F. M., when they made a most determined stand along the line, evidently expecting to break through, and, if possible, cut off
the 3d division. The heaviest column came
up the Vaughan road, at the same time the attack in front was made, and part of the division being out of ammunition they commenced
giving way, and in a short time the whole line
fell back in considerable disorder until they
reached the breastworks erected by the 3d division of the 2d corps yesterday. There they
were rauiea ana

me retreat was cnecaea. me

3d division of the 6th corps had crossed the
run just previous, and part of them became
somewhat demoralized, but they soon rallied
and aided in driving the rebels back. The
wagons of ammunition were on their way to
the division when the stampede occurred, but
had got fast in a swamp and the tongue of one
of them broke.
When the men fell back, the
wagons were left outside the lines, and alF.
W.
Pernbly, the ordnance ofthough Capt.
fler of the division, did all in his power to save
them two wagons had to be abandoned, the
men setting fire to the covers before they left.
Shortly after an attack was made on the 2d
corps near the Armstrong House, on the Duncan road, but the rebels were repulsed with

loss.
The 5th corps are believed to.have lost from
300 to 500 men during the day, the others losing very few. The enemy’s loss is supposed
to be much heavier than ours, owing to the
fact that they were the attacking party, but
no correct statement can be given yet even of
our own' sees.
Gen. Meade was present on the field all day
but was not wounded as was at first reported.
Some of his staff had narrow escapes. Major
Pease’s horse was shot under him. The first
brigade of the 2d division of th 5th corps is
spoken of as having particularly distinguished
Brevet Brig. Gen.
itself during the fight.
Wintbrop is commander and had two horses
Gen.
Irwin Gregg,
shot under him.
Brig.
commanding a brigade of cavalry, was wounded in the ankle. Gen. Davis was also wounded
in the shoulder; Major Qumaineof Gregg’s
staff, was badly wounded in the foot; Col.
Bankhead of Gen. Warren’s staff, was wounded in the hand; Brevet Brig. Glen. Morrow,
commanding 3d brigade, 3d division,5thcorps,
was

wounded in the

shoulder; Capt. Croadrey,

Assistant Adjutant General on Gen. Baxter’s
was mortally wounded; Col. Tilden of
the 20th Maine Volunteers, was wounded in
the leg.
About 150 prisoners were taken, among
whom was Col. Allen of the 21th H. C. regiment, formerly an officer in 12th U. S. Regulars. The correspondent captured yesterday
was Mr. Trembly of the N. Y. Herald.
The
party of eavalry who captured him subse-

staff,

quently came in contact with our men in a
slight skirmish, during which the correspondent made his escape. Col. Herring of the
118th Pennsylvania Volunteers, was wounded
in the ankle.

Tuesday, Feb., 7.
Bead and assigned—An act giving further
remedies against executors and administrators;
to change the name of James N. Leavitt, and
to confer upon him the rights of inheritance;
to incorporate the English Spinning Roller
Co., ot Biddeford; to change the names of certain persons; to amend section 27, chapter 56
of the Revised Statutes in relation to the adoption of children; to authorize the construction
of a wharf in the town of Kitter;; to enable
the banks of the state to become banking as-

sociations under the laws of the United States.
Passed to he engrossed—Bn act to incorporate the Guilford Manufacturing Co.; to incorporate the Warren Manufacturing Co.; to
incorporate the Hargraves Woolen Co.; to
incorporate the Winnegance Mill Dam Co.; to
incorporate Star in the West, Lodge No. 85;
to ameud chapter 264 of the public laws of 1864,
entitled an act requiring the secretary of state
to furnish the Clerks of Courts in the several

Counties, a list of all persons commissioned
and qualified as Justices of the Peace and
Quorum, Trial Justices, and Notaries Public.
The bounty bill was called up and alter

debate was laid on the table.
The act to ratify the amendment to the
Constitution of the United States was passed—
Yeas 28 Nays none.
Act to incorporate the State of Maine Express Ce.,was taken from the table and passed
some

to be

engrossed.

HOUSE.

Mr. Crosby of Dexter, called up the order
introduced by him yesterday submitting a
question of the interpretation of a clause ol
Ar '. 4, section 4 of the Constitution of the
State.
After some debate, the order was indefinite-

ly postponed.
The act ratifying the amendment to the U.
S. Constitution, abolishing slavery came from
the Senate. The House passed it, in concurrence

by

following

vote of 103 yeas to 15 nays.
are the nays.
a

The

Nays.—Messrs. Baker, Bradbury, Burbank,
Jos. Chase, Hamilton,Higgius, Wm. Hill, Hobart, Howe, Lawler, 8. Lord, Payson, Shaw,
Sirois, Whitney .—15.
[The letter of our Augusta correspondent
gives a full account of what occurred in the
House on the passage of the act ]
Bead and assigned—Bn act to Incorporate
the Shaw and Clark Sewing Machine Co ; an
act to incorporote the Wiliams Fraternity; an
act to amend chapter 44 of the Revised Statutes relating to Hawkers and Pedlers (House
No. 24); an act additional to chapter 34 of the
Revised Statutes relating to Auctions and
Auctioneers (House No. 83); an act providing
lor the taxation of the property and stock ol
National Banks and Banking Associations in
the State of Maine (House No. 22.)
Passed to be engrossed—An act to authorize the Second Parish in Scar boro* to convej
its property to the Methodist Society of Scarboro’ ; an act to incorporate the officers ano
members of Eastern Frontier Lodge; an api
to incorporate the Baring Woolen Manufac
tory; resolve relating to the binding ofAcb
and Resolves of this State ;’an act to incorpo
rate the Aroostook County Agricultural So-

ciety.

Washington, Feb. 8.
The bill relating to poet laws was taken up
and considered.
The bill relating to post laws contains seventeen sections, and provides that letters lack-

of the Provost Marshal General-

Report of

Gen.

Grierson’s

Expedition-

Prisoners Sent from the Old Capitol Prison.

ing prepayment of only

one

rate of

by foreign vessels, the sea postage.
It prohibits vessels taking letters, which
have not been through the post office, unless
they are enclosed in stamped envelopes. Yearly advertisements for proposals to be printed

six weeks in from one to five
newspapers of
the State or territory where the mail service is
to be performed. It establishes free delivery
in every city containing 50,000
people, and
prepayment on drop letters to be One cent.

Mr. Collamore explained the bill. He said
it was not proposed to make newspaper publishers printing immense circulations prepay
with stamps, but it was probable the postmasters would order prepayment on sworn
statements from the subscription books.
A message was here received that the House
was ready to receive the Senate for joint convention to hear the certificates of election cf
President and Vice President read.
The Senate then marched to the Hall of the
House of representatives.
After their return from the House, the Senate agreed to the appointment of a joint committee to inform Mr. Lincoln of his election.
After a lengthy debate as to the matter of
an attack on the administration, Mr. Sumner’s
resolution calling for a report from the President of his Interview with the rebel peace

scope of the act of February last for enrolling
and calling out the national forces, nor does
he know of any privilege having been granted
to preachers of any denomination of professing Christians, which have been denied to

others.
The War Department has made public the
official report concerning Gen Grierson’s expedition which resulted in the complete interruption of the enemy’s communication by the
Mobile, Ohio, and Mississippi Central railroad.
About forty miles of each road is destroyed, in-

a large number of bridges, depots. &c.;
also four serviceable locomotives, and ten
were
which
undergoing repairs, about 100 cars,
a pile of driver and engine wheels: 700 hogs,
a large amount of corn and wheat, and 1000
stand of new arms at Egypt, in addition to
400 destroyed at Yerona, and burned 300
army wagons. Major Gen. Dana believes this
expedition is second to none in the war for
destruction to the enemy.
Gen. Burnside and Col. Mulford, commissioners of exchange, arrived here to-day.
The old Capitol Prison has been entirely
cleaned of rebel officers and men. Several
hundred guerrillas have been sent to Northern

cluding

yesterday for exchange.

It has been directed that in future no officer or enlisted man in our service shall be
committed to the old Capitol Prison, except
upon the order of the Secretary of War.
From Hilton Head and Savannah.

New Yobk, Feb. 8.
The steamer Grenada from Hilton Head an<J
Savannah 4th, has arrived.
The steamers Oriental and Matanzas sailed
the same day.
The Blackstone arrived at Hilton Headoi
the 3d.
The Grenada parsed the 6th off Hatteras
steamers Illinois, Atlantic, Alhambra, anc
others bound south.
Advices from Barbadoes 10th ult., say thi
weather was propitious for the crops, whict
were about to be reaped. The first sugai
would be shipped about the middle of February-

__

Rebel Prisoner» Refuse to be sent—Ratification of tlie Constitutional Amendment in

Colusibus. Ohio, 8.
Out of a detachment of 600 rebel prisoner!
at Camp Chase, ordered to be placed upon thi
exchange list, 260 voted to remain In prison.The rest will be sent forward.
The Ohio Legislature to-day ratified thi
constitutional amendment abolishing slavery
The vote in the House stood 68 to 12; in thi
Senate 25 to 4-

for the Pianos

HAVING

NEW YORK PIANO PORTE CO.,

*94 Ru«»on

STOVES, STOVES!

adopted.
Nothing particularly new

was

Your

involved in

journed.

Oil.

dent to furnish information relative to the
recent peace conference
A select committee was appointed to inquire
into the charges of corruption against the
commissioner of patents.
The Senate then entered, the members of
the House rising to receive them. The Vice
President took bis seat and presided over the
Convention of the two Houses. The Vice
President said it became his duty under the
Constitution toopjn the certificates of election
in the presence of the two Houses. The first
certificate opened was Maine, then New
Hampshire, then the others in order.
All the certificates having been read, Senator Cowan asked whether there were any further returns? if so, why they were not submitted to the joint Convention.
The Vice President replied that he had in
his possession certificates from Louisiana and
Tennessee, but they could not be laid before
the Convention, having been excluded by a

joint resolution adopted.

The result was then announced. President
Lincoln was then declared elected President,
and Mr, Johnson, Vice President for four
years from the 4th of March next.
The announcement was followed by applause in the galleries and on the floor. The
Houses then separated, the Senate retiring
to their own chamber, when the House ad-

journed.

Washington Correspondence.
New York, Feb. 8.
The Commercial’s Washington dispatch
states that Nicalay says the President is informed that the military operations are progressing favorably, and that reports of disaster are unfounded.
The Post’s dispatch says Secretary Fessenden will vacate the Treasuryship on the 3d of
March next.
Arrival of Rebel Guerrillas.

Boston, Feb. 8.
Eighty-seven rebel guerrillas, under guard
of twenty-seven soldiers, passed through the
city to-day for Fort WarreD. They looked
like ruffians, and were handcuffed in couples.

SOCIAL

Ladles of the Caeco street
THELevee
at
a

Q I T Y

a

true

LIVERPOOL SALT
1600
3300 Hhds

ARRIVE.

per

an28dlmis

“Southern

Nellie.”

ship ‘‘W. Libby.”
DANA A

CO.

Notice.
Poetlahd, Jan. 28,1866.
K certify that we have
thoroughly examiaed
the

“CROWN."
Either of tbe above pieces will be well worth the
price of admission. Tbe exercises w 11 be interspersed with seme Sne songs by the

QUARTETTE
And

Maohine Shop of the Portland Company
th re is no danger of aooident.
The only detect was in a few of toe floor timbers
of the third story.
T^b»sbeen remedied so as to be pe feotly safe
until the whole struomre can be made
doubly stiong
by new beams and oolumns which are in progress,
and will be oompJeted as soon as orao ic&ble.
Thofl. J, Sparrow,
Gro. Brook.

Portland Army Committee
THE

U. S. Christian Commission.
Chairman, T. R. Hayes, receives Stores atlie.Middlestreet.
Treasurer, Cyrns Sturdivant, rceei'es Money at 7*
Commercial street.
8e°retary, Henry H. Burgess, recedes Letters at
SO Commercial Btreet.
Andrew J. Chose,
Dr. W.
Johnson.
junel8dtf
JOHN F. ANDERSON,

nuts in abundanoe.

ihe Hall 25

To be obtained at Fonderson A
Ro lii s A Uoi'd'-. E H. hand’s,
t'e’s and at the doo-i.

and Civil

Engineer,

Tbkplb Strbb*.

teb7dtd

mechanic's Lyceum.
The next r gular Meeting of the LYCEUM
will bo held in the • ibrary Koon, of Meehan^jVios’ Assoc ation, Thursday Evening, Feb.?,
at 7| o’olock.
qubstion vox DiBcueeiou.
Resolv'd, that the most eff.-otua1 mode by which
to oheck the oppres.lv* power of Capital, is the association and combination of working men.
Mechanlos, whether members of the Association or
not are invited to attend and participate in the disonseion.
N. A. Fjbtsb,
)

Biohaxd Colb,
( Com.
J. B. THoasDixn )
Argot and Courier oopy.

Jebi— dtd

EDUCATIONAL.
FOR
TOPSHAM,

BOYS,

------

MAINE.

Spring Term oi this highly successful school
will
THE
March 16. For “Circular." Ac.,
Gommen e

plea°e adores. the principal.
feb7MWS6w
W. JOHNSON, M. A.

No.

Yarmouth

Term will comtr.nce Feb 18.
For
particulars address E. S. Hoyt, A. M Princi-

pal.

Spring

Music by Shaw’* ftuartette.

JACOB McLELLAN,
ISRAEL WASHBCBN.jr.,
JOHN LYNCH,
BENJ. KINGSBURY, jr.,
M. A. BLANCHARD,

Soo’y,

Term of Gorham Semi "ary will
THE Spring Tuesday,
Feb. Slat, 1866.
For
menoe on

Oranges!

5000 LEMONS!
For sale at

-Allen’s Fruit

Store,

ihll

particulars apply to the Principal, Wm G. Lord, A.
M., or to
JOHN A. STATESMAN,
febSitf
Sec’y ot Trustees.

COLLEGE.

taming full information

be had
applichtion to Frof O F. Brackett, M. D., Brunswick, Me or to he Secretary. Williamstown, Maes.
P. A. CHADBOURNE M. D
Secretary.
Brunswick, Me Feb 6 1866 fcb8ilw
cot

feb8dtd

MECHANICS’ HALL.
Ob Thu aday Evenings,

A

Comic, Fancy

Ln«

E. M. PATTEN,

ON

Portland Academy !

Brown’s Baby T endev. The Winter Term will
Begin Nov. i8.
and noiseless Spring Cradle, easiSchool is for both Hisses and Hatters,with
A lyVERTICAL
converted into
THIS
out regard to age
attainments.

And Mask

New York, Feb. 8.
Eight hundred and thirty bales of cotton,
sold to-day for. the benefit of the rebel prisoners, brought $350,000.
Sailing of

Steamship Cuba.
New York, Feb. 8.
The steamship Cuba sailed for Europe towith
in
$250,000
day,
specie.
the

The whole designed to relieve mothers, comfort
and amuse children.and save the exnenseof
a nurse
Its motion is perfectly
healthy and charming
Bend for

Circular.

a

JORDAN A WILDER191 Washington St., Boston.
Exclusive Agent Wanted for this vioinj»n21 2aw4w

Financial.

Philadelphia, Feb. 8.
Jay Cook, subscription agent, reports the
sales 7-30’s to-day at $354,600.
Mow York Market.
Nsw YosK.Fsb.8
Cotton—higher; sales 6'0 bales; middling upland

C. H. OSGOOD
DENTIST,

Ho. 8

Clapp * Block,

lour—sales 6.600 bbls; State and Western duli;
State » 80 @ 9 75; Bound Hoop Ohio 10 76® 11 70;
Western 9 86@9 96; Southern dull; sales600bb'sat
10 40(£1376; Canada dull;sales 860 bblsat9 66(£
11 tO.
Wheat—dull; sales trilling.

satisfaction,)ttneS0eodis&wly'64

Lard—4c lower; sales 1300 bbls

at

Butter—dnll; Ohio 82347.

Under-Shirts and Drawers,
great variety, by
CHARLES CUSTIS k CO.,
993 Congress Street, (Horton Block.)
In

19338J.

4800 boxes Havana at 30.
Molasses—dull.
N-val Stores-firm.

HAS MADE HIS

Tobacco—dull

Uverpool—quiet.

Anrual

Mock Market.
Naw You, Feb. 8.
£cccn<l Board.—Stooks betttr.
American Gold.Ill}
United States 6’s 1881
United States 6-20 registerred.108}

Beading.108}
Hold olosed at Gallager’s Evening Fxohange as

STOCKS^ BONDS.
Goverment 6s, 1881.
Government 7 3-10s.

Deposit,
AT

COLES WORTH!’S BOOKSTORE
No. 92
Feb 7-dlw

coupons.lid}

United 8tates 10-40 coupons.12
Cnton Company.811
Cumberland Coal Co. 46}
H jw York Central..112}
76*
Erie.,.
Hu Ison.1061

Exchange

St.

LANCASTER

HALL,

Oa which oooa>ion the Firemen and Military are
requested to appear in uniform.
Mr. Cnsti. an'
lady ot BdO'on, villa rive in our city Wednesday
Feb
and
wi.i
8,
be
at
K.
morning,
L. eobin-on’s
8sl on, under Lanoaater Ball, until the
night ol
the Ball, where ha viil supply a
who may wish,
with Fat cy and Character Dresses; aJs
*, Masks 1.1
a rcasoea'de price.
AH are Invited to oal’ and see
the splendid a sortmrnt of dresses which will Jar exworn
at a bill in tbisoi'y. Ladies
anythiDgever
°«e?
will please seTeot their dresses in the afternoon_
Gentlemen in the evening. The Hall on this occasion will be splendidly deoerated wt h Flags. Bunttag, Tran,par nt P In logs eto, by Mr Hu ison. the
artist rbe managers will spare no labor or ex venae
in making this tbe finest ball ever give, in onroiiy
Mnsio by Chandler’s Full Quadrille Band.
Tioke'■ admittinggintlemaa and two ladies (1
Gents single tiokets Ul
Ladies tingle tickets 60 ets
to all parts of the home
Tioke a ior sale at Paine'Moilo Store,
rosman A Co’s, J J
Gi bert, K L
»obin ion', under Lanoaater Ha.1 and
by the managers at tbe door.
Doors open at 7j—Danotag to oommenee at 81

a

ness

Education.

WM.

B.

WOOD Sc SO*.

8ale, in Pennsylvania, a tract of timber
'and, of about seven thousand acres. This land
if heavily covered with excellent
timber, in a location affording rare faciliti-,8 for sale and
trans-

—AT—

Feb. 1. 1865—feb6 2awdkw8w

!W

rapid

portation. Title indisputable.
A portion of the
purchase money can remain on bond and mortgage.
Address B„x 719 Philadelphia Post office, Pa.
Ftb 4—A2w

OF THE

BEST PATTERNS.

srtiole should be in every lamily.—
Dealers suppled on liberal teems. Manufactur-

THIS
ed
and

usefnl

so

d

by

J. R. LUNT & CO.,
Druggists. 108 Middle *t.

feb7dlw

Ocean

A

E. M.

Engine Co.,

No. 4,

Will oommenos their second

oonrso

Lancaster

Hall,

Real Estete for Sale.
sell at public autlon on the pronlses on
the 88th day ot February nest, a 11
o'clock, A, M the lol owing r al estate ol Owen

Martin, deceased, namely the «e emtnth u,e and
lot in t'-e rear of house No. 88 Monmnent, being ibe

same

4J^DR. C. KIMBALL

On

ot estate of Owen

Jan. 18—dtdw3w

I>

The Hall wUl be

Appropriately
1*0810

Decorated.

EDWARD Id. PATTEN,

Commission Merchant k Anctioneer
Hnn removed to the apaoloua a tore U
Bxohange Street, four doom below
Korohnnt’n Bxohnngo.
Will receive consignment* of Me'ihandise o.
every description, for pnblie or private sale. Sales
of Beal Estate, Vassals, Osrgoee, Stooks and Mar.
chandise solicited.
Cash advances made, with
prompt aalee aad returns.
mobll dly

PROSPECTUS FOR IMS.

published

Two Dollars

Fall daadrllle

Band.

**"

Foreman E. Honoxms, Aas'jtS. 8 Hanha»obd,
8eo C. O. Hiudlb,
E. D. Cam,
0. H Phillips,
B. A. Hall,
W. A.Taylob
tv Dancing to oommenoo at 8 e’olook.
Clothing checked free.
janlOeodtd

Proposals must be endorsed “Proposals for tarnishing Fresh Beef, Box 1622, Portland Post Office/'
The b'ds will be opened at the t mespeoifled, at my
offioe, No 292} Mor.on Blook, Congress street. Bid*
ders ate invited to be present
HENRY INMAN.
Capt.fc A.Q.M.fc A C.8.,U.S.A.
Feb 4—dtd

Payment of Androsooggin Jt

R Coupons.

THE

of

ACGURSIE
BEETHOVEN

House,

on

N. H.

Institution" are embraced in the American Chtin of Commercial
Colleges, and present unoquallod laellitiee lor imparting a practical
business education.

THESE

TOWN

Notice

to

HALL,

ME.

The Portland

IN

News of the Day, Latest Intelligence by Telegraph,
Congressional and Legislative Proof dings, a tail
Karine List, Portland Prices Current, oareiully prepared Review of the Market, Stock List Raw York
Kukets, Boston and New York Brokers' Board,

Brighton and Cambridge Cattle Markets, ha.
Enclose hi current money by mall, and a receipt
ft>r one year will ba returned.

Wednesdays

—IWWUAJi

CjT.__
M

801 Pulmonary Cotsumo.
l Hv9 I i%slsg
/ & on. Tbey are white, in form

suitable for
cradle as a pa*
jk
tiont ot three soore years and
smti
ten. Orator, and all who ov rrtax the vocal organs receive
ustant relief by their ose. Sold by all Druvgids.
Prepared by ■. M. Skinnrb, Chemist, 27 Tremont
street, Boston. H. H. HA T, cor FTee and Middle
■treats, supplying agents.
iep27 eodfceowfim

If.

A.

FOSTER dk

CO„

PUBLISHERS,
PORTLAND,

KB.

REMOVAL I

PARK.

increased expenditure- in fitting np
the Hkatirg Park, the managers deem it necessary to charge a small fee lor the admission of ladies
The price of Tiokets are aa loll owe
to

Season Tiokets,
Single Tiokets (for gentlemen)
Single Tiokels (for ladles)

gg 00
20

10
K. B.—Tbe Park is lighted np each evening; and
to
io open
the publ o every oay—Sundays exoepted,
when o-lt vely no skating will be allowed.
Or A White Pennant wilt b« displ-y.d on the
Ci y Bin dings whenever the Park is lu condition
for skating.
jn28d8w*

HORSES

Limerick, Tuesday, Feb. 14th, 1865,
Gorham, Wednesday, Feb. 15th,
Portland Thursday, Feb. 16th, and Friday, 17th, till 12 M,
At H. L. Tavlor’s Stable India street.
Horse* must be from 16 to lfi bands

good flssh.

Ugh, and in

E.E.SAVAGE.

Feb «—dtd

To Grocers.
good quality
salo at

46 tons register, 8
Bro kgville, ia
BUdeJOrd. in No
vember last, is wed found in anchors. chains and
rigginsr, a jd her sails are in good order, the^e being
over five ) undreu ya*ds of can &98 in her man sail.
She now lie- in tbe Pool at BHdeford.
For farther particulars apply to Mr. M
N. Rich,
at

re

Room, Portland,
Mr. FRANK

or

to

VfRRILL,

Blddet'ord, Mo

DR. W.W. DEMlivCr,

Medical Electrician
Has removed hia offloe from Clapp's Blook to

lurly Oftoiiti

8TKLET,

the Ciited Silks Intel, Theta hi

respectfully aanouaoe to the oltisena oi
Purtlaad and vicinity, that he has eermaaeatWOULD
looated in this

Washburn,Jr.,

H

of

Portland.

Maine, has consented to acoeptth* duties o'
General Agent of the Commi slon f r Maine end
"ooh **ent by authoritr of the

Commlssi.>aPOl“ted
ready

to furnish advioo to the friends
01 th« Commission’s work
throughout the S’ate.
All money contributed in Maine for the
use of the
Commission should be paid to Mr. Wa.hburu or to
pereona designated by Vim.
Hon, Mr. Washburn ii the sole agent recognised
by the Commission 'or Maine.

Boot & Shoe Manufactory,
—

Smith.,

MORTON BLOCK.
Congress Street.
(yAlso Agents for Brown’, r.tent Baby Tend-

city. During the too years we
hare been In this city, we nave cored some oi
the worst forms ot disease in persons who have triad
other farms of treatment In vain, and oaring patient! in so short a time that the qoeetion is often
asked, do they stay oared 1 To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, wo will
doctor the soeond tin- for nothing.
Dr. D. baa boon a practical electrician tor twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated physician
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases
In the form or nervous or sick headache; neuralgia
la the head, neck,or extremities; consumption,wheo
la the acute stages or where the lungs are not tolly
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, ao-olula, hi-,
diseases white swellings, spinal diseases, uorvati c
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted lira ha
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, dealnees, stammering or hesitancy oi speech, dyspepsia, indigeeHon, constipation and liver oomplainl, piles—we owe
every oase that oan be presented; asthma, bronchi,
tis. sbioturcc ot the chid, and ail terms of tamale

By Xlleotr lolty
The Bl-cumatic, the goaty, the lame and the laai
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elastic,
of youth; the heated brain u oooicd; the frost
ity
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed ; faintness converted to vigor, woaknese ta
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes oyouth are obliterated; the aocildcwfs of matwe ills
prevented; the calamitlea of old ago obviated, and
ax active elrsalatton maintained.

LADIES
Who have cold hands and feat ; weak atomaahs.
lame and weak backs; nervous and sink headache
dlsxlness and swimming In the head, with iadige*
tion and constipation of the bowels; pain la the side
*“4
lemoorrJasmm, (or whites); tailing o. (hr
eanoers; tumors, polypu, and
Ml that long train oi diseases will find in Eieolrlcity a sure means of care. For painfhl menstruation
too profuse menstruation, and all of those long line
•f troubles wtth young ladles. Kleetrioity is t certain
speoiflo, and will, In a short time, restore the auflern
to the vigor of health.’

TEETH! TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still contianee to Extract Teeth by Mints <•
ity without Pain. Ferrous having decayed tet r.
or stamp’they wish to have remo\ ed torreaettiia
he would give a polite Invitation -o call.
Superior electro Magnetic Machines for sale lor
family use with tborongh instructions.
Dr. D. -u accommodate a few patients with
board and treatment at his house.
Office hoars from 8 o't-l-eb a ■ *e ,**-H
from 1 to « r.
and 7to 9 In the Eveningnorm
Oousnitatloe Pros.

FOR

s- ea*itary Commi„i<m, 1
{.*•
Broadway. N. Y.. Dec. 20 1864 f

J. FOSTER JENKINS.
decSSdfew' 1
Gonorsl Secretary-

Onr Goods are all new and oarefulty selected
Were bought tor css*> when gold was at its lowest
figure, ami we mean to sell them as cheap as the
same quality oan be bought elsewhere.

JavSOdSw*

Advance.,

Saturdays,

SKATING

e

Worsted and Worsted Goods; Horn, Rubber, Amber and 8hell Combs; 8oap and
Perfamery; Brashes of various kinds
and quality; besides numerous
other new and desirable
articles.

er.

Tear in

Belle,

SanitaryU Commissi on.

Trimmings,

Pray &

a

Address,

1Y4 HUDDLE

febSeodid

Laoes, Edgings, Hankerchiefs, and White Good*.
Gloves and Hosiery, Hoop Skirts and Corsets,

a wafer and as
yffiof
40^ the infant in th®

pages, at |d

Ladies and Children.
Fare ior adults 26 cts;
obildren 16 ts.
J W. ROBINSON, Commander.
Parties oan arrange for a ride out of town by apto
plying the Commander.
Jan7dtf

Exchange News

Bloch,

of

Btcss

additional

The largest daily east of Boaton, largo eight ooluara

of

was

FANCY GOODSI

F. F. Paokabd,
Harvby Dillingham, I Ccmmitteee.
Wm S. Young,
J
feb3eod»w
Aubirn,Jan81,1866.
SKINNER’S POLMONALES
immediately relieve Coughs,
Cold*, Hoarseness I.osBot voioe
Bronohltis. Lassitude, TBirst,
and every symptom o the first

and

an

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

commencing this afternoon. Jan'y 7, for the benefit

*28

undersigned.

SVtiS,

-Stock

ben, cask in advance, we will send
fO;y gratia, for hie trouble.

atlo’olookr. x„

1868,

Congress Street,
new

large number or carefully prepared Orig-

rig. will leave her mooring, at the Elding
School, Booth street, for a cruise around town,

Sloop for S»ale.

PRAY A SMITH’S

A

a

inal Articles, Stories—original and selected, Poetry,
an extensive Army Corroepondeaeo. the Current

full

Bale the Sloop Sbhator,
West
F)R
feet draft,
rebuilt
keeled and overhauled at

AT

Morton

Tear In Advance.

Government In lta eon Slot with a giant reoallion,

oontaint

AMERRY SLEIGH RIDE!

AS
For

JUST OPENED

(SEALED Proposals will be received by the nnderO signed at tbe Elm House, in Auburn, Me., un-

—

f. b6d lw»

and assortment ol Groceries as
be found in Portland.
wholesale by
F. A. SMITH,
19 and 21 Silvor St.
Jan2884w

address

WORTHINGTON, WARNER A CO..
At either of theabore plaoea.
jao27sod6m

til 4

o’clock p. m„ of Monday. Feb 20’h, next., lor
materials, and doing all labor fug a
Town llail Building, to be looated on tbe sice of tbe
late Hall on Court street Plane and specifications
may be exatr iu.d attiie Eim House until tbe date
above named, aBd any information in reference
thereto may be obtained by addressing tbe Amhi
tect, Gridley J. F. Bryant, No4 Court stiect, Boston, Mass.
The rUbt to reject any or all bids received under
this notice is reserved by Ibe undersigned, il in their
Judgment the interests of the town tbey represent
require it.
Thepropesals are to be sealed, endorsed, “Proposals for New Town Hail,” and addressed to the

commence »t 8 o’clock.

oan

Builders !

supplyiDgall

Friday Evenings,

Of eaoh week.
OT Mu«ic by Moran’s Cotillon Band.
Good order maintained. T-cko’e 60 oents each
Door* open at 7 o’cl^cs.
evening. Lcdies lree

So^olarships good, for time unlimited, thorough*

References—Rev. Dr. Carruthers, Rev. Geo. L.

NETT

Assemblies wi 1 bo given at
HALL, opposite the Preble

and

Tneiday

Thursday

To any parson who will forward ten now aubeori-

Assemblies 1

Horses will be purehased at

Washington St., Boston, Hass.

Walker, Ur. £. Clark, Dr. Wm. Robinson, Capt CyJ mHeodtf
Sturdivant, £. Egginton.

V(

will pa" all Coupons attaohed
to Bonds of the second Mortgage or the Androscoggin R R. Co, that >e!l dee in 1861, with Intereat
to Feb 1. ig 6, on presentment at his offioe la Portland. He also pays Coupons of said Bonds that tad
due before, with interest to June 30,18»4,
JABEZ C. WOODMAN.
Tr. of Trustee* of ai Mortgage ofthe A. B. B. Co.
fib 2, 1866.
febtdfcwSw

undersigned

Social

a

every

It tbs largest political paper la New England.
Is In quarto form, givee am unwavering support to
the

BY

Tloketa for the coarse, inolading Ball. .S4 CO
Tieketa for Ball. 1 05
Single
*
44
44
tr
Aflembly_
Gallery Ticket..!!..!!..I! ].!! ] 26
Foraala by the Managers and at the door.
Af A If A GSRS:

College,

NEW HAMPSHIRE

entist,

Martin,

It

On which occasion

WANTED 1

Commeroial College,

No. 1351-2 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

said Marlin cf Patrick

GRAND

CAVALRY

the en'lre ohaia.
For Circular, no.,

property bought by

Gonol y. by deed recorded In B> gie’ry ot Deeds,
vol. 80S page 2'6
litle -opposed perfect.
WIlLIaM L. PUTNAM, Administrator

HALL I
Wednesday Evening, Feb 22nd,

OWING

PANE.

Concord,

CO. Auotloneers.

I8HALL
Saturday,

of

Danoes at

A

BAY STATE
228

Urn

PATTEN, AUCTIONKEE, 12 Exchange

The oonrso to consist of six assemblies on
Thursday
Evening, and

on

Proposals for Fresh Beef.

the right to reject any or
advantageous to tho Govern-

on

M arh 1, 1865.

Commercial

oou-

ftb8id

ly

For incidental expans.s of the school, etch 8tndent is
febl 8w8taw
onarged one dollar.

Crutches! Crutches !!

AUBURN,

of the contract
The A. C. S. re erves
all bids not oeemed
ment.

SCHOOL,

School Committees ire invPed to nee their influence
in s is* tin n* thin effor* to seoure
special training lor
cur public School teachers.
Young iad.e< and gent emen, desiring to avail
them sol v so the i&cilitics here
afforded, will please
apply, tor particular m o.mation, to the Principal,
Air- A. P. Kilsav. at Farming on.
TUITION

It may
from

Joamrit Hslm.

HENBT BAIT>

Managers—J. H. Barb.rick, J. B. Rsckleft, W.
B. Stinson, G. A. Hanson. C. Griffin.
Jan27td

AT F ARM Ilf O TOM.

FOR

Feb 8—dlw

Offiob OF TBS A. C. 8.. U.X. A, I
Portland, Maine, Feb’y 1st, 1806. )
EALED Proposals will be rece ved at this offi'e
until Monday, February 27,1866, at 12 M, tor the
supply of Freeh Beef to all the troops stationed at
the Camps and Forts in the
vioimty of Portland,
Maine, for one year (or snoh les time as the Commissary General shall direot). The Beef to be oi the
best quality in quarters, with tn equal proportion
of1 ore and hi no; necks, shanks and kidney tallow
to be exo uded.
Each bid mutt be accompanied by a or py oi tbis
advertisement, and the names of two responsible
persons, (residents of Portland) to enter into a > uffi
elent bon 1 as sureties for the laithful performance

ACADEMY I

NORTH BRIDGTON, MAINE.
3< ring Term will commence on Tuesday,
the 28th day of Feb instant. For farther inturmation apply to C. E. H lton, A. H.. Principal.'
THOMAS H. MEAD, ae„’y.

rus

FOB SALE BY

unit ladies
thorough Huai-

The Spaing 8kbsion will open

saved

WIT-L

men

Soiularsbips for fhll oou'se, comprising both theory and pract.oe, good in iw nty-nine Colleges, eon
siitating tne "International Chain,-’ time unlimited.
For fn'ther iniormation pleas, call at the Ollege,
or send for College Horn hlv and Speo mens ol Penmanship, enoloeiug let rttamp Address
BbYAwT, STBATION A GBAY,
jan27eodfc«8m
Pottlaud, He.

THE STATE NORMAL

wnum

be sold at public Auotlon on I he prem’ses,
on Monday th
18th Inst., at 8 o’o ock, r.
The Meeting House aad land ot tba First
n versalist ho.i-ty la Portl ind, tliaated on the corner of
and
Pfarl
in
Port
d.
al
streets,
Congress
There wi I also be sold at the tamo lime and plaoe.
the Organ, Carpets, Cu-bons. Curtains, and other
personal property in said Chnroh.
For particulars apply to—
W. Hisns,
Cnaatne P Kiastu.

oiook.

Dancing to

TIMBER LAND.

Also, Bed Chairs for Invalids.

Government 5-20s.
State of Maine Bonds.
Portland City Bonds.
Bath City Bonds.
Bangor City Bonds.
At. and St. L. R. R. Bonds.
A. & Ken. R. R. Bonds.
Maine Central R. R. Bonds.

Institution

Wednesday,

BPetroleum—lower.
to

Ho. 8 Clapp’* Blcck, Congres* St.

ifool m

Sugar-quiet; sales 18 hhds Huscovada at 184;

Freights

Business College,

THE

MEN’S

36 76*

Portland.

BRIOGTON

nWArtificial Teeth Inserted on Gold, Silver, and
Vulcanite base. All operations warranted to irive

Corn—quiet.

Oats—firmer; Canada 103.
Beef—'n fair request.
Fork—heavy; sales3000 bbls new mess at86 00®

Square,

PORTLAND.

88@86.
I*

Market

Pupils may be admitted at any time in the term.
For further particulars apply to
J. H. HANSON,
novl6d6m
871 Congress street.

offers to young
THIS
the b'St facilities lor obtain#

at Auction.

10 A M.. at oBoe. will

at

UNIVERSAUST C MRCH.

Ball!

Friday Evening, Feb’y 10, 1865,

or

Baby-Jumper, Baby-Horse, Baby-Walker, High Chair, Ottoman, or
Hobby Horse.

Saturday,Feb 11th.

be soil tor and oa aoo unt of
o-rn, lot of Damaged Leather,
auamer Potemao

a

Sale of Cotton.

AUCTlONElua.Ti Bxohange St.

Damaged Leather

Dress

—

Nos. IS & 15 Exohange st.

Furniture nt Auction.
Saturday, F»b 11. at 10 o’c cok A M at
Uo®*« No g Mecanlo S*ieet, Fumimre he.—
B-d*'ed,, Bureau-. Wash Stand., Sinks.
Dicing and toilet Tabes;
^°r*- Cautre, *n<1
Wo° *n W.re; St yes;
ere «ne Melapllie; 1 large
a!!
Ok™,
'■?i
8e* Cheat; one Expr .• Wavon: two
Baggy
Wagons; Whe-1 Barrows, lieu, ko Ao
fet»td
HEMBT BAlLV.Y u^U Ancfrs

Sale at Auction.

Grand

Chandler’a

con-

Circulars

Worat"d Gooda. Cotton, Tbr ad*. Collar* Klbbns,
Table aid Pocket Cu
lcry, Raze* Silver Plater Culoa, bpoona and Fork*, Wallets » or coo Bays,
Photograph Albums, Mir,.
Portable Dwk Work
Boxes, Brushes, bo pendert, hh*ar*. Jtwelr*. betasore, Windsor and Faney Soaps of everv 01 oriptlon.
Cologne 01*, Note Paper Euv.i, p«,, Che a with a
thou and other ar'iole*. A so a u o’clock an Invoice of Coat*. Pants and Vest ; aodoi bhtrta aad
D a were. 23 C sea toots, Slices and Barber,; 28
boxes Soaps; 8 b in Tobaooo, with a xasleyot
otu r good*. ,11 ot whloli will be found In good condition, and nun b« told.
May be a wn Friday alternocn
D-aler* are lnvlttd to attend this sale.
Feb. 9— d

( eN

ICvering Tiokets 76 eents.
Muetc by Raymond f Dimoad’s Full Quadrille Baud.
Marisisa-J G Authoine, F
Wormell, W 11
Cotlev, MTDun", WWKn ghts.
Tloketa oan be bad of the Managers. Assemblies
to begin at 81». u,
JaaHtt

EEPARTMEBT.

46 Annual Coar3« of Lectured in the Medio&l
Hchot 1 of Maine,will commence Feb 24,aud
THE
ticue ten weeks.
on

aad 3 1-8 P.

Washington's Birth flight i The Maine State Press,
I*

GORHAM SEMINARY.

MEDICAL

Committee.

A ASSEMBLY.#

AT

10 A. M

Lecture

SELECT

JAMES BATES,

or

)an24tf_

10, 1885,

Academy, On
Thursday Evening:, Jan. 12th.

YARMOUTH MAINE.

THE

Feb

Season Tiokets $12* Kv ntagTIoket.
Leetnre to commence at 71 o’clock.

o

Franklia Family School,

10,000

febSdSw

Sabine’s, Lewis,
Puringtnn A Lit-

Jk

BOWDOIN

Sweet Havana

Cent*,

HALL,

Friday Evening,

oom-

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
mehl7 dfcwtf

SUPPKE !

Baked Beans, Indian Pudding, and Twisted Dough-

__

Surveyor

CLUB,

choice Poem by ore of Portland's best youthThe JLevoe to olose with an

a

ful orator**.

W.
*04 that

07

Life!”

band ot vonng ladies dressed In white,
One prodne ion, entitled the
a

Tickets to

WINSLOW, Agent.

HHDS. per barque

picture of

KxobangTst

a re mp’ete araortmm’—
nslsting In part ot Bleached and Brow o ► bettings
end Shirting, aud
Flannels, C.oiba. Linen T,h.e
Cover. Napkins. Doyliei, Hosiery, Gloves. » ltia,

PHILADELPHIA.

To aid in the reduction of debt on their Churoh. ai
whio occasion tne
young ladies and geatlenen conn« cted w th the
Society will present in graphic term

Auetloneeis.

Stock of Dry and Fancy Goode,
Clothing. Boots, Oboes and
Rubbers at Auction.
Saturday, Feb. ll'h, at
ON X.,
without reserve,

Miss Anna E,
Dickinson,
OF

HAL L,

Buut k Co

E. M. PATTEN, AUCTION TttB, U

-*BY-

Soele'y will hold

Umkby

c

CITY
yn

LEVEE I

OLD PASHIOHED

Whintlow’s Machine Work,, No. 1 Mannf. Blook,
Union Street, Portland.

TO

adopted requesting the Presi-

Doors open at 7—oommenee at 8 o’elook.
dmiesion—Parqnette 60 ots; Reserved Seats 76
ctf; Gall.ry 26 ots.
Tiokets for sale at the nsnal plaoe> and at the door.
Box offloe open from 10 A. M. to 4 r. x.
febSdlt
a

and

CALL AND [EXAMINE.

J. L.

feb'itd

The seventh leoturo will be delivered in the

Emigrant.
John Mubsat.

Tix O’Bsien

a

Olmste ads Improved Patent Oiler.

HOUSE.

A motion was

Irish

Also bv

I have the ageney of

jan28d&w8w

Country,

PORTLAND SOLDIERS' HOME.

Thurtday Eve’ng, Feb. 9,1865,

Parlor Stoves.
The New Carpenter MoGregor.
The Meridian Cook.
The Parlor Gas Burner,
And various other patterns of Cook and Parlor
8toves, for City and Country use.
Dee 1—d8m

Save

State ot the

To conclude with the great comedy entitled the

171 and 173 Middle Street.

COME AND SEE
The oelebrated large oven P. P. Stermrt Cook

JOHN MURRAY.

ROBERT WOOD

Let \

to

C. H. STUART & CO.’S,

the discussion.

The bill in relation to the postal law was
again considered. The section requiring prepayment of postage on newspapers, and
periodicals was stricken out, and the bill passed.
The bill to establish a bridge over the Ohio
river at Louisville passed.
Mr. Wade called up the bill defining the
boundries of Nevada, which takes one degree
from the territory of Utah, and adds it to
Nevada.
Pending it consideration, the Senate ad-

WAITING FOR THE VERDICT.

Sleighs Mamoneg Kobe*, Ac.

lor lea

Lectures I

In nld of the

jaB80d2w

or

auction sales.

ON THE

N Y.,

Street,

Emry.

On Sale

Independent

f Pit*

Will bs presented tt. great MnstUon
dram, j» en-

I would call the attention cf the pnb'ic to the
superior quality of these instruments. The? are
equal to bteinways', Chickeiinga’, or those of any
otner noted manufacturer In this country or
Europe.
The company being composed of twenty of the
best workman that oouid be found in the first olaes
manufactories in New York, principally in Mr
Steinway s Factory, every part of their instruments
is done in lhe best
manner, and this enables tne
Company to furnish Pianos, which if equalled can
mot be tuipassod for
quality and power of tone,
easiness of notion and beauty.
Judges of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
oall at 844 Cumberland, head of Mechanic Street
any time during the day or evening, where two
Punos orator sue, end judge for themselves.
A good Bargain is warranted.
CH. J. SCHUMACHER, Agent for
N. Y. Piano Porte Co., 394 Hudson 8t., New York.
»
References—M. Hermann Rotzschmar. "

__Mr.

Managers,.Bid%ctU

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Thursday ETenhTgFeb.9,1865,

commissioners was

prisons within the past few days.

Nineteen rebel surgeons were ordered to be
sent from Fort Delaware to Fortress Monroe

D©s:eea and

received the agency
manufactured by the

postage

shall be lorwarded, the collection of unpaid
postage to be on delivery. Those wanting
more than one rate of postage to be returned
to the writers. After the Urst of Jan. 1866,
postage on newspapers and periodicals is to
be prepaid. It increases
compensation to
newspapers for printing lists of letters to two
cents. It authorizes the appointment of another special agent for the Pacific States and
territories, and two additional special agents
for the railway postal service. It authorizes
the Postmaster General to have the mails
transported by sea, paying therefore by American vessels the sea and inland
postage, and if

Washington, Feb. 8.

The Secretary of War in answer to a resolution of the House enclosed a statement of
the Provost Marshal General, that be knew no
instance where boards of enrollment have exempted preachers belonging tochurches whose
religious tenets do not bring them within the

entertainments
POMES [pul FORTES! DEERing hall*

PIA1

Bice—d^ll.

Statement

SENATE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

SENATE.

Whiskey—dull.

FROM WASHINGTONLegislature of Maine.

XXXVIII CONGRESS—Second Seaion.

REMOVAL!

A D.
T

THE FKOJIT.

nBBVElS,

visit the Army at the frnnt, snd be absent
and will take hi. fltttng
four
to !>« ab e to answer orders lor out-

s^e
WriJU

weeki.

fits o' clothing. military
the service to
for those in
land tt.

or

civil—a good opportunity
Older from heme,

______

Dissolution of Copurlncrshlp.

Til

K

copartnership heretofore existing under the

name

and style of

JOHN T. ROGERS <t Co.,
is this day dissolved by mu'ual oonsent. Ti.e afiairs
of the 1st© firm will be se tied by
CUdBLES B. ROGERS.
At the Old Stand, Ho 61 Commercial a rce*.
Febrne-y 1. 18tA-

f

VortLai,

Me.

b211m

k

removed from West Minot tre Mechanshall continue to man u act are all tbe
and
es, fo» Men's, WoPeFg«d B otwent
.that I have usually made
rn n's and Children's
at the forairpla^ forth© pa»t nine years; ball endeavor to make t for the interest of my former cusw uld Intomers to continue tteir pa rourge. snd
*
trade wi h
vito ail Maine Shoe Dealers to open a
.JOSEPH MERRILL.
me
Msohanio Falls, Ju 28, 1866 -|an263w
ic Fall*
HAVING
kind, of

Copartnership

lb o-Ice.

have thia
under
formed a
the stv'e of rtTLoan P rrxveee. as wh ,,l* le
nad retail dealers in Pho ograpkia Stock,
and Mirrors at

day

WE

o-par’re-ahle

Frames,

147 Middle street, Portland, Me.
Johw 8. FuLLxa.
CxAXLns W f t» vrxe.

January

28th, 1885.

janS.dkw*

arptr’s Monthly Mag a tint.

dad Of Ishmael Day.

Mills mis train connects at 6 20 r. *• •'“‘'M for
Ua *or and all stations east ot Kendall's Mills same
^ y pfllcyi
lieturning, the passenger train is dus in Portland
at 2 r. m.
I’ll S train takes passe* gers at Kendall’s
Mills .rom the train from Bangor at 8.10 A. M.
CoBKBCT ok Tiokkis are sold at
wick. Bate, and all otner stations between otier
w iok and Kenoali’s MUls, for Bangor nniali
of Keg.
stations on the Main® Central K. it. east

morning a daring band
d Into Maryland

er
r

—

the prosperous, peaceful farms
jnding terror and strange a arms,
The c.atter of hoofr and the clang of arms.
£

Portland and Kennebec R. R-Passenger Trains lesve Pertland daiflBPMlattly for Brunswick, Bath, Augusta, Ken.
At Kendall’s
touts ku. osowatgan, at 110 e m.

are comiug!” far and ue*r
fear,
Some pa ad, and cowered, and •ought to hide—
P“de—•
tome stood erect in heir
And women shuddered an® culldren cried.

“The rebels

TRUNK RAILWAY,
Of Oanada.

GRAND

On

will
kJlEraCsiroUis •“<},

emmS33

f

until

H.

and three had shed
Their snowy glories on IstamaePs head;
But though cheeks may wither and locks grow gray,
His fame shall be fresh and young alway
Honor be to old Ishmael Day!

”

will the widow’s tear glisten on his
no more will the orphan*shudder to
meet him, aud no more will the tax-gatherer,
like a wet ghost, sit down before him. Come,
all ye who only love life for the gold that is in
It, come and look down into the earth hole
where Velvet Toes lies coffined and still!
Does there come to you in the eddies of the
solt wind, a single “God bless him 1” and when
the grave diggers have heaped him with -dirt,
What shall his epitaph be ?”
more

Catarrh!

PORTLAND, SACO A PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.
W’NTBB

the secret ambush qf this
and ext rminates it, root and

K)f every variety, style and ooet,

adelphia,

Phil-

Europe.

and in

duis uxcepied) as follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A. M. and
P. M.
Leave Boston tor Portland at 7.80 A. M. and

P. M.

2.30

we

oan

class, ofibr greater inducements to persons of either large or small means,
than any the world ha, ever known, not even ex.
Snob investments,

BilUHeiula Ruled and Cut in the Neat*

I '.

offer superior inducements to

Petroleum Stocks.

eat Manner.

as a

eeptingthe

f

g

Silver Mines of Mexico ft So. America.

Railroad, and other Corporation Work, done
with promptness and fidelity.
INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OF LADING,
TIME TABLES, and all sorts of LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, at short notice.

The oost of obtaining this Oil .is so comparatively

stations.

daily.
FRANCIS CHARE, Supt.
ocSl edtf
Portland, Nov. 4,1884.

A

Fat up in

Bronzed

superior style.

and

Colored

Labels,

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fanoy Dealers
got np in the beet style of the art.

WUl yield an inoome,
than

POSTERS,

Boston

Shop-bills,

Prolam-

Day.
all expanses, of more

over

among into lec ual

Many wells are now yielding from ?6 to 76. and
several have reaehed over 1000 barrels, while one,
(the Noble WeU, on Oil Creek, Penn.,) hae yielded
no lees than

New England Screw Steamship Go

terrible
branch,

moet. bBtina1? and
s.
No form qf Catarrh or noise in the head can resist
its penetrating po wer
Dr. Condole hat now spent a lifetime battling
with this fell disease. His triumph is complete.
Dr. Goodale’s Catarrh Remedy is a harmless
liquid, inhaled from the palm of the hand
Dr. R. Go dale is known throughout th* cotmfry,
as the author of the onU True
ot Catarrh
ever pnbli'hed.
Where its Orivin—What its Kavaof re at men t—end Rapid Cure in all its
onus.
Dr. Qnoddle's Pamphlet on Catabrh sh« uld be
read by ewry one. It c in be obtained at our nearest agney, or by sending a postage stamp to our of-

violenttyp

theory

?es—Mode

office
NORTON & Co., Sole Agents. 75 Bleeoker street.
New York.
Pr ce 81 Sold by H. H. HAY,
jnne2 64-dIy

Bottle.

FOR THE

The srlendid and

—4^.-

the Wells.

WiLLAan.and
Capt.Ssebwood,will

until nirther notioe, rnn as follows:
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock P. M.
These vessels are fitted up w th fine accommodations tor passengers, maki.gthis the moet speedy,
safe and comfortable route for travellers between
Now York and Maine. Passage 88.00, inoludinc
Fare and State Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and. from Montreal Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
r

St.John.

Shippers

requested to send their freight to the
early as 8 P. M. on the day that they

are

steamers ns
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY fc FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL fc CO., No. S3 Weet Street,

New York.
Deo. 6, 1863.

dtf

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go,
Carrying the Canadian and United States Mails.
PASSENGERS BOOKED

Londonderry and Liverpool.
Beturn Tickets Bran ted at Beduoed Bates.
The steamship PERUVIAN, Capt.
Ballan'ine, will soil from this port for
or Liverpool on 8 ATURDAY, the 11th

™-^■February, immediately after the arrival of the train of the previous day from Montreal
to Londonderry and Liverpool—
Cabin (aooording to accommodations) 866 to 880.

HAIR!

Passage

It is highly per turned—makes the hair dark,
soft, globby and bkmjtiful, disposing it to remain in any desired position.
Stops the Hair from

Steerage,

HUGH k ANDREW ALLAN,
6 G.T. B. R. Passenger Depot.

growth and keefg the

■o&l^i dean and cool.

Co., Bole Agents,
75 Bleeoker at., N. Y.

Sold by H H. Hay k Co, Portland, Me.
june2 64 dly

$30.

Payable in Gold orite equivalent.
For lreight or passage applv to

To! be succeeded
the 11th February.

by the Steamship

READ THE FOLLOWING REMARKABLE CERTIFICATES.

Petroleum and Coal Stocks will be sold at the BroBoards of New York and Philadelphia at
the regular rates oi commission.
kers’

Cure

THE STEAMERS

W. Harvsy, M. D. & Practical Chemist.
Aflvr several years ot close study and experiment,
I have perfected my Chemical Ikhalatioks,
which have already commerced, acd are sure to revolutionize the old systems of practice. The celebraM, D. and David

B. Stack, M. D., foretold to the word in 1856 what
I have now accomplished.
Hear what they then'
said in regard to that fatal and prevalent dieease,
ConsoMmon: “The belief that people never oan
recover from a consumption we consider to be superstitious and absurd. There is no moro difficulty in
the healing a tubercle in the luugs, then ot the healing of a scrofulous tubercle Ln any olh r part of the
bcdy, provided tho lungs and general health are not
too much prostrated. Nordo we despair of the d s:ovcovery of reme lies whfch shall yet reach and 6ut>
dae tliis hitherto fatal disease, and render it ss curable as the fever and ague or the syphilis. We believe
the remedy for this disease will come in the form of
a gas or vapor, which shall be breathed into the
lungs, and ope ate locally upon the ulceration,thereby reaching the seat of tie disorder. New gases
wl!l probably oe discovered, and essent al improvements made in the administration of those
wh}gh are
alreadv known/' Where there is sufficient vitality
left In the physical system to
procure action, £ can
always, with my Ch. mical Inhalations, restore the
patient to Health, and in a vevy short.
My Chemical lnhaiatlou<* are to mors
speedy and effioaciout
in the treatment o
consumption than the Ciiomioal
l halations which I prepare lor all of the
following
diseases, vfz:—

Dyspepsia, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Palpitation
Paralysis, Epilepsy, CaUrrh, E,option,, Asthma!
Bronohiiis, Sera ala. Liver Complaints, Devons!

from whatever cause, Difficult
Breathing, gap
Ery iDelas, Memorial Diseases, Kidney Com
plaiuts, Syphil s, Fcmi'.e Woakntsj of all kinds, Involuntary S.minal Emissions, or Weakness of tie
Genital Organs, and in faot oil diseases req->idng a
purification of the b o id. I havj a special treatment
for all diseases ol the Soa p, wbioh never fails; Dandruff entirely and effectually removed in one week’s
time by my Ch m oal Preparation. My Inhalations
are nail o any other ever gtvon for remedial
por, csss, and oan be obtained only at tho offices which 1
An office will be eitabtlehed in
have established.
•Tory city in this State.
ness

K cum,

j, J

City,

Lewiston and Montreal,
Will, nntil further notioe,

.tW"

rnn

as

^gSigS^it-foUows:
Leave

**^~*H*’

Atlantio Wharf, Portland,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at7 o’clock P. M.,und India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o’ciook P. M.
Fare in Cabin.83.00.
Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any am ;unt exceeding 860 in value, and t tat personal, unless notioe is given and pa d for at the rate

every

of one passenger for every 86:0 additional value.
Feb. 18,1863.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

Steam to and From the Old Country,
The well-known favorite Clyde-built

Iron

steamers of the Anchor Linb of

8W*Wbtuptf,“MlB«BN!A,” “CALEDONIA," “BRITANNIA" and “United Ji inqdom," are ntex>ded to sail
fortnightly to and Dam New York, currying passengers to and ironi

Dublin, Waterford,

Londonderry

Thos*

Liverpool, Glasgow, Belfast,
Cork, Limerick, Galway or
steamers were built specially

Atlantic trad*, are divided into water and
airtight compartmert ts.
Bales of Passage.
From New York to any ofthe above place: Cabins,
812) and $100; steer nge $46, payable in American
lor <ho

ourrency.
To New York from any ot the above
places: Cabins, $65 and $60; storage, $26 payable in gold or
equivalent in American currency.
These who wish to «end for their friends can bay
tio etsat these ratef fn-mthe Agents.
FBANCIS UACDONALD A CO
f Bowling Green. New York.
jan9d4m

NEW PEBFUME
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

PI&iftH1!
.■uogjgBro

_

Powder.
,,

Canal Btr et,

tgp* Beware of Counterfeits.
for Phalon*8— Take, no other•
Sold by druggists generally.
d« 17d8m
Axle

Boarding.
booms, furnished
at 77

boards, s accommodated,

The Portland

oall special attention to the following
companies now being organized In this city, viz:
We would

Daily Press,

Capital,

ter

$300,000

...

$33,000 reserved

for

all contained within the great Ohio Oil Belt, over
seven hundred acreB of which is in Fun Simple

President,—Chablis 8. Whitbhoosb.

Treasurer,—Charles Smith.
Secretary,—Chamlbc M Pbibcb.
Attorney,—Josiah Rutter, *sq.
Managing Agent,—F, A. WlLDna.

Consequently

THE MAINE STATE

PRESS,

largest paper in New England, eight pages, is
published every Wednesday, containing all the
news by mail and telegraph, important
reading
matter. Marine List, Market Beperts, Ao., of the
Daily Press, at the following prloes, vis:—
The

W, Parmenter,
Johnson Bean,
Geo. E. Smith.
J.

Single copy, ene year, Invariably
In ndrnnce...82.00
N. A. FOSTER & Co., Proprietor*.
Portland Jane 1, 1864.

New Nnsland

U.

8.

or America. >
District or Mains, bs.
)
TJURSUANT ts Monitions from ths Hon. Ashur
A Ware, Judge of the United States Distriot
Court, for the District of Maine, I hereby give
public notice that the following Libels and Informations have been filed in said Court, viz:—
A Libel against Four Barrels or Molabsbb;
seized by the Collector of toe District of Portland
and Falmonth, on the fifieen'h day of November
last past at Portland in said District.

Libel

against onb

Trunk

containing five

CIGARS)

Two HUNDRED

TWENTY

POUNDS

OF

Gunpowder ; One hundbbd bixty-pive pounds
op Sugar; Eight Barrels or Mol-bsks; onb
Barbel op Sug r; seized by the Collectorol the
District of Portland and Falmonth, on the seventh
day of January instant, at Portland in said Distriot.
An
tea,

Information against

thir.erh

unfurnished
Transient
Free street.
or

f#b2dlw'

January instant
A Libel against Two Barrels and Six Bags of
Suuab, seized by the Collector of the D strict of
Portland and Falmonth, on ths sixteenth day of
Jannarv instant, at Portland. In said District.
Which seizures were for breaches of the law* ol
the United States, as is more particularly set forth
in said Libels and Informations; that a hearing and
trial will be had tcereon.at Portland insaid District,
ON the First Tuesday qf February next, where any
persons interested therein, may appear and show
cause if any can be shown, wherefore the samcshould not be decreed forfeit and disposed of according to law.
Dated st Portland this twenty-fourth day of January
1 A. D., 1866.
F. A. QUINBY.
U. 8. Deputy Marshal, Dist. of Maine.
14djan24

SPECIAL NOTICE.
4

Brown’s Metaphysioal Discovery.

Catarrh— Sc rofula.
William Ellery, of 76 Central Avenue,
Chelsea, do oertify that I have been a great sufferer
all my life fr ;m Catarrh ana Scrofula of t*e worst
kind. At the eg of two years, the disease began to

I,

violent form. All my life it hai kept me
in bondage. I have had hundreds of ulcerated
throats; 1 would have seven in a winter. I had great
pain and dizziness in my bead, with many other ai'ments. Last winter the Scrolula broke out under
my chin and run to tuch an extent that 1 thought
my life would run out, as no doctor could cure me.
One tola mo it would take three years to stop the
running. I cann 11 11 the suffering endured in body
and mind. Most providentially I was advised to go
and see Mrs. M G. Brown. I did so. In the beginlast, 1 obtained her Metaphysical Disning of
covery, an a used it faih ally. The happy and glorious results are, that lam delivered from all mv diseases. My Catarrh is gone, my dizziness and headache aro gone. I feel as free from Scrofula and its
effects as any being in the world. In two weeks after I began to use the Medieine the running sore un
der my chin had ceased; in less than a raon h I found
myself a cured woman It it now nearly six months
since, and 1 have had no return ofdiseas?*. My throat,
Whi h always troubled me with ulcerations, is entirely cured. Every exposure used to give me cold;
no# I do rot take cold at all. I feql stronger and
better than at any period ot my life. I bad wind
on my stomach; that is all gone.' I can feel the Discovery searching through my system. !»y circuittion was always Dad; now it if good. I am getting
much heavier and strongor I am sixty-dve years
old. I want all the world to know of my great deliverance irom Catarrh and Scrofula, and also from
the grave where I expected soon to go.
Mrs. WILLIAM EllERY, 76, Central Avenue,
Chelsea, where I can be seen.
assume a

Subscription Price, $5,00.
Working Capital, $25,000,
President—E. C. BATES, Esq.
Treasurer—JAMES H. CLAPP, Esq.

May

DIRECTORS,
Franklin Haven, Jr.,
William Lincoln,
D. M. Yeomans,
E. C. Bates.

R. W.

Sears,'

F. E. Smith,
J. H. Clapp,

Subscription Books are still open at office for a
limited number ot shares, which ean be seeuredby
prompt application.

;

v

*

The inducements to invest which are offered bv the

properties of this Company, and the well known
oharaoter of its managers, Billy entitle it to the
conlldenbe of the publio.

one may obtain information in regard to
friends supposed to be in Hospitals at or near

THE

Boston and

IPetroleum

Sound

Venango

of local, sudden,
In all
tacks of disease, a box of the

Company,

We offer

as "A No. 1.”
Although not producing
preeent, the prospeet at least eqaals that of the
Colombia Oil Company, of Pittsburg, at the time ot
organization, whioh has paid on (in original tut scriptan of 82000 a net profit of $54,500 in two years, and

metaphysical

at

continues to pay in the

same

application

at

ter.

oar

Aobnt Ind. Belief Dbtt.,
tf. B. Christian Com., Washington, D. C.
Amy inquiries regarding Wends at or near City
Point, Va„ may be
addrsmed
H. C. Houghton.
Agent, Ind. Relief Dept.,
V. 8. Christian Com
City Point, Fa.
Prompt answers will b. ,)Ten to all inqnirios dirooted as above.
TH08. H. BA TBS,
Oom- *• * C‘A'
nov6d8m

offioe, pen onally

or

Discovery

mbs. M. G. RUOWN’g

Poor

Stock

STATE

Exchange,
ST.j

BOSTON.

Bichard’s

Bye

Water 1

Will make the weakest eyee strong—removing all
inllama tion and humor. kvory one ahonld nee it. ae

it prove* the prevention of disease

NO

diphtheria

Can oome where It is need; be wise, and educate vo«
children to bathe their eyee daily with “Poor Blobard'efiye Water.”

Bottte,
Price P*r
“
'*
*<

!

large.»1,00
26
etnaU..

Mrs, M. G* Brown’s

“Scalp Renovator.”

for renewing the scalp, increasing and
strengthening the hair.
•Price per Bottle, Si.
Well known

T. C. LOMBABD.
J. C. GOBE, Jr.
J. A. MENDUM,
Formerly of the Eagle Bank.
Janlf Bawtas

tr The above celebrated Medicines

total

indisposition

to tliOG©

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General Debility
of the whole System,
refusing its subjects a particle of nonrishment or
hearty food, without paying the penalty in the moat
agonizing distress, and oftentimes complete prostraoi
tion. To meet thu terrible ravages of this worst
all diseases, we have prepared

"COES DYSPEPSIA CORE"
.ft!

and we pledge our reputation upon
when we say it will

Positively

our

....

statement,

not in a year—not in a month—nor in a week—but
you shall see its beneficial influence at once. InuUdw
diately, and the day you take it. To you who hays
lived tor years upon Graham Bread and plain diet,
who dare not eat any thing the least-wise heartjj—
first, because the Doctor nas ordered the plainest
food, and secondly for fear the distress it causes—
rising and souring on your stomach, wesay sit down
to your dinner, oat as hearty a meal as you wist),
and as soon as the food begins to distress yon, fallow it by a single teaapoonful of
’

aro

to

be bad

of H. H. 11av, oor. Middle and free eta, and Drug«ovl7 HMdWfSfewly
gist. generally.

enquired

8

DYSPEPSIA CURE
AXI> IT WILL

Believe Tou Instantaneously.
thus enabling you, by hearty eating, and the uao oi
the cure alter «ach meal, (as often ae the food dietresses yen, or sears on your stomach,) yon will get
in a very few days so that you can do without the
medicine, eucapt occasionally, and by the time the
first bottle is need up, we will guarantee you free
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat, digest and enjoy
as hearty a breakiast as yon ever sit down to in y oar
healthiest hours, and we will forfeit to you the price
of the bottle, upon your showing that our statement

A very

already

Compound.

Dr Nichols of Northfleld Vt. says:
“I find the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious
not only in coughs and other pulmonic affections, but
also in affections of the kidneys, debility oi the stomach
and other kindred Organs.”
Kev. J, K. Chase of Kumney, N. H.,writes:
“I have for years regarded your White Pine Compound
1 can truly say I regard it as
as an in valuable remedy.
1 have
even more efficacious and valuable than ever.
for
a cold, and it works charmthe
just taken
Compound

The medioino is powerful but harmless, and whilst
a single teaepoonfcl will at onoe relieve the dyspen
tio sufferer, th« whole bottle would not materially
injure him, as it is entirely vegetable and contains
Ail classes oi disease that have their orino opiates.
gin in a disordered stomach and bowels, are dispelled in the sums instantaneous way, ty the use of

COE’S DYSPEPSIA CURE I
■.

,

tuubgtff
Sickness

Fever and Ague, Side-Headache,

at

ingly.”

I
the

Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Paine
in Stomach or Bowels, dysentery, Vomiting, a feeling of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,

j j

will sot and cannot exist where the cure is used.It removes the disease oy removing the cause, ncl
like Alooholic Bitters whioh oover up your bad feeli
lugs for a few moments by their exhilarating effect!.
Beware of such remedies or beverages, but in theii
place use a remedy that will restore the diseased
functions to their normal condition, and set in motion the entire human mechanism in perfect harmony, and upon principles synonymous with well
defined physelogioal laws. That suob will be the effect of

Immediately

and Instantaneously, we pledge our
word as men ofhonor—our reputation as Pharmaceutists—our favorable acquaintance with|the people ss
proprietors of the World-renowned "Coe’s Cough
to our directions,
Balsam," if it Is used
which may be found with each bottle.
We add below some Testimonials from our neighbors and townsmen, to whiob we ask your oarehil

according

HOYT.
Bradford, N.H., Sept, 1860.
D*. Poland.—In the fed of 1867, I took a very violent cold-which brought on a very severe cough, pain iu
side and lungs, and raising blood. I was also very badly
afflicted,. with that troublesome disease—the Kteney
Complaint. For the three years past I have been very
much troubled with my throat and lungs, choking up
and raising an immense sight, with a bad cough after
raising blood; I felt that my time here must be short unless I soon got relief, In the spring I was induced to try
your White Pine Compound, though my faith in it was
small. But to my astonishment, before I had taken two
bottles, my cough was better, the kidney trouble a’ao,
and I could rest nights without choking up aud|rah-mg so
much. I have taken nearly three bottles, and am feeling
FROM JAMES J.

From the Pastor of the Methodist B. Church, Madnon, Conn.
I have used Coe's Dyspepsia Cure in my fbmily,
and oan willingly testify to ite value aa a medicine.
HUSKY Gidmabd. Pastor M. K. Church.
Uadison, Conn., June 80th, 1864.

■

A Voice from home through our City Papers.
New Haven, Conn., June 18, 1864.
Messrs. Bditors.-—Allow mo, through your columns, to acknowledge my gratitude tor the benefit 1
have reoeived from the use of Coe's Dyspepsia Cure.
Although 1 was a great sufferer from Dyspepsia,
the first dose gave instant relief, and one ounce hie
enabled me to eat anything 1 please, without pain.
I have now stopped using the medicine, as I no
Pauuba Lykai.
longer need it.

like a well
1 would
of it.

Madison, Conn.. June 80,1864.
From the benefit derived by the use of Coo’s Dyspepsia Cure in my family, 1 am prepared to say that
I never intend to be without it and advise aU who
are afflioted with Dyspepsia to try it.
Philamdib Lewis.

FROM STEPHEN BARTLETT.
Bradford, N. H., July, 1860.
Dr. Poland.—I had been afiicted with Kidney Complaint for a long time, and bad a bad cough of ten years’
standing, which caused me to spit blood quite frequently. No one of my acquaintances expected I wou. d get
But two bcttlcs of your White Ptne
my health again.
Compound have cured me of both the cough and kidney
complaints.
I would also state that a lady, a neighbor of ours, was
so badly afflicted with a cough that she fat
up only long
enough to have her bed made, and we all thought she was
going in a quick consumption. She took only one bottle
of your Compound, and it cured her. She is just os

Mr. Coe .-—The bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure you
gave me has hacked up your statement concerning
it. I havo only used half a bottle, and can eat pine
apple short oake or anything else, without trouble.
It acts like a charm. The relief it affords it instan
taneous.
Jabb A. Lowbuy.
New Huven, June 18,1864.

well

Those who know my constitution, whut mv oondltlon has been for the last thirty years, will believe
with me that a medicine that will reach my case, will
reaoh almost any one.
Coe’e Dyspepsia Cure has
enabled me to eat anything I please, and it is very
seldom 1 now have to use the medioine. It relieved
mo in an instant when I was in great pain.
My
whole system is being strengthened by its use.
Auu E. Baoqott.

WHITE PIN! COMPOUND FOR DIABETES.

purging

produoad

New Haven, July llth, 18M.
Having been troubled with the
oight or twelve months. 1 have
Dyspepsia for
taken the usual klndsof medicines, which have done
I saw your advertisement of a medime no good.
oine to oure the Dyspepsia. I have tried it, and
found it to he ths medicine. The first 16 drops (the
7th of June.) that I took, relieved me in one minute
I fiave taken it three or four times, but have had nc
distressing feeling in my stomaoh since taking the
first 16 drops, although before, I oould not eat a

New Haven, June llth, 18M
Mb. Cob—Dear Me <—The bottle of Dyspepsia
Medioine I-reuoived from yon, gave instantaneoui
relief. I only used it when my food distressed me.
It was about like taking two doses to-day. one to.
morrow, then every other day, Increasing the quantity ol tood and decreasing the medicine.until 1 was
enabled to eat without taking anything at all. My
oase was an extreme one, having suffered for tevei
years. I now oonslder myself cured, and by using
only one bottle of medicine In the ipaoe of two
months. The dose was a teaapoonful.
£un 8. ALLIS.
city and oountry, every-

Sold by Druggists
where.
Price $1.00 per Bottle.
Orders by mall, from either dealers or consumers
promptly attended to.
C. 6. CLARK A CO.

fPkoletale Druggists, Hew Have*, Co**.,
Proprietors.
Boldin Portland by W. F. Phillips, H. H. Has
and all otbar dealers,
marehModlyM

soil-abuse,

skill

suuioient assurance of his

and

suo-

CAUTION 10 THE PUBLIC..
Every Intelligent and thinking person must know
remedies handed cut lor general use should
their afficaoy established by well tested experence in the hands of a
regularly eduoated phyai.

;hat
lave

:lan, whose preparatory studies tits him lor ail the
lutiea he must ttuldtl; yo the country is flooded with
joor nostrums and cure-alls,
purporting to be the
lost in the world, which are not
only useless, but always injurious, lbs unit rtunate should Lo pariio1LAB in (electing his physician, ai it is a lamentable
ret Inconuovenable fact, that many syphilitie
mtien's are made mieet able with ruined constitutions
>y maltreatment irom inexperienced phys cieusin
general practice; for it la a point generally conceded
>y the best syphilugraphcrs, that tho study and management of these complaints should engross th
ehole time of those who would be competent ind
nocessful in their treatment and cure. Tbe inexicrienced general piaotitioner, having neither oplortunity nor time to make himseli acquainted with
heir pathology, commonly pursues one system f
restiueui, in most
of that

oases

antiquated

i«e
<

imry.

making

an

indiscriminate

and dangerous weapon, Her-

HAVE CONPID1NCE.
All who have committed an evooesofanykind
vhether it be the solitary vice of vouth, or the sting
ngrebuke ol misplaced contideuceinmatureryeart

a

}

SEEK BOB AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
rhe Pains and Aohes, and Lassitude and Nut us
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, ate
tho Barometer to tbewhole system.
Do not wait or tho consummation that is sure to follow. do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of boauty
and Complexion.
,pr
BOW MANT THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.
Young u'n troubled with emissions in sleep,a
iomplaint gen* rally tho result of a bad babitia
youth, tnated soientifloally, and a porfect cure war

ranted or
Hardly

no

charge made.

day passes bat wo are consulted by one
with the above disease, some of
and emaciated as thongb they
tad the consumption, and by their friends supposed
to have it. All snob cases yield to tbe proper and
only correct ocurae ef treatment, and in a short time
tre made to rejoice in perfoot health.
a

or more young man
whom arc as weak

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for. Ciu examining urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
mikishhne, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die ofthia
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

SECOND STAGS OP SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in soch cases, and a
lull and hoalthy restoration of tbe urinary organs.
Persons who oannot personally consult tbe Dr.,

can do so by writing in a plain manner a description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately
All
strictly confidential and will
be returned if desired.
DB. J. B. HUGHES,
Address,
No. 8. Tomplo St., looruer of Middle] Portland.
HT Send Stamp lor oiroular,

eorrespondanoe

dec tic medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DR HUGHES
particularly invite* ail Ladles who
need a medical

adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 6
Temple Street, whioh they will find ai ranged tor
their espooial accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Electic Renovating Medicines are an rivaled in eflioaoy and superior virtue In regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
oet tain ol producing relielin a rhort time.

LADIES will find it invalnabie in all cases ot obstructions after all other remedies have t een tried la
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least Injurious to the health, and may bo taxes
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the oeuntry with full directions
DR. HUGHES.
by addressing
Mo. f Temple Street, corner ef Middle, Portland.

N. B.—Ladies desiring may oonsnltoneof their
A

own sex.
anoe.

lady of experience

inconstant attendJanl 1885 d*wy

Elixir!

Elixir

DR. WUIOHT’8

REJUVENATING ELIXIR!
OR, ESSENCE OF LIFE.
i

ti.

1

J'

PmxpABED FROM Potn VsuSTSBLt EXTBACTS
oosTAinxa

KOTHiwe

ihjceioub to ths

ROST DKL10ATX.

TIIHE Rejuvenating Elixir Is the result oi modern
discoveries in the vegetable kingdom, being as
entirely now and abstract method of onre, irrespective of all the old and worn-out systems.
This medicine has been tested by the most eminent medical men of the day, and by thempronounced to be ono ol the greatest medical discoveries ef
the age.

Ono bottle will car* General Debility.
A few doso* oure Hysterics is females.
One bottle cares Palpitation of the Heart.
A few doses restore the organs of generation.
From one to three bottles restores the manlinefi
and full vigor of youth.
A few doses restore the appetite.
Three bottles oure the worst case of Impoteney.
A few doses oure the low-spiritod.
One bottle restores mental power.
A few doses bring the rose to the cheek.
This medlotne restores to manly vigor and robs
health the poor, debilitated, worn-down, and de
pairing devotee of sensual pleasure.
The listless, enorvated youth, the overtasked men
of bueineM.theviotim of nervous depression, the
adividual suffering from general debility, or from
weakness of a stags
organ^ will all find immediate
and permanent relief by the use of this Elixir or Essence of Ufe.
Price 88 per bottle, or three bottles for
85, and
f rewarded by Express, on reoolpt of money, to any
address.
Bold by all Druggists everywhere.

Important testimony

desire

—

was.

from severe pain.—You sold me a bottle of the
White Pine Compound, and before I had taken twothirds of the contents of one bottle, my pain had all left
me.
Though I have been afflicted with that comp'aint a
long time, 1 have not had a return cf it since, and have
for many months past enjoyed excellent hea th.

New Haven, June 38th, 18M.

some

she

fully

Im ortant to Traveler*.
While journeying on the oars, my stomaoh beoame badly deranged, oansing severe pain in my
head. Had it been on the water it would hart
been colled sea-sickness. A lady sitting by me,
knowing my condition, reaohed ont abottie saying,
“take a swallow.” I did so, and in less than five
minutes my trouble was ended. The medicine was
“Coe’s Dyspepsia Core,” and from the effect it bad
upon the Stomaoh, and what I have learned of 11
since, 1 think it must be an excellent remedy foi
Sea-slokness and Dyspepsia.
HEfl. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, Jane 30th, ISM.

GEO. L. DBASE.

now as ever

FROM B. F. AIKEN.
Goffstown, March 14,1860.
DR. Poland.—I wish to bear testimony to the value of
your White Pine Compound. You will remember how
feeble I was at the time I called on you in July last. My
chief complaint was inflamation qf the kidneys. In
addition toother disagreeable symptoms, I suffered dread-

New Haven, June 29,1864.

Messrs. C. G. Clark A Co.—Gentlemen:—1
to make known the almost instantaneous effects ol
‘Coe's Dyspepsia Cure," in cases of cholera morbue.
I had been for twenty four hoars
at the
stomach and bowels, every fifteen minutes. I went
into your drug store to procure some brandy, as 1
had always been told that it was a good remedy lot
Dysentery. My pallid faoe and my weakness at
onoe attracted tfie attention ol the clerk
inebarg*,
and he asked me at once “what is the matter f” ]
replied: “I have been fortwentry-fonr hours vomiting and purging, and I am unahlo to stand or walk,
from weakness and this deadly sickness at mv stomaoh o mpleteiy prostrates me." He
a bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure, saying, “take a large
swallow of that; It isnow 11 o’oloak; taken another
1
after dinner.'’
From the moment 1 took that first dose of the
medioine my aioknest at stomach was gone— its effect
was instantaneous. In an hoar I eat
my dinnor with
as goed a relish as ever
hungry man partook, (as 1
was well cleared out of food.) and fallowed
by a
toaspoonfhl of care. I have not suffered a parade
of inconvenienoe since I took the remedy.
Its action was so wonderful and so Immediate,
that I oonld hardly believe the evidences of my owi
senses, and 1 desire to pnbliely make known these
facts, that the whole world may avail themselves oi
its nse. Like bread, it thould find a place in every
one’s houso, and I believe that no one should gc
away from nemo without a bottle of it in his pocket
or where it could bo quickly mado available.

man.

add, that my father's fiunily is Inclined to consumption, my father, mother, and two sisters having died

01

osa.

ever yet been made by the proprietor to
introduce it into the Army; aud yet it has often been purchased by friends of soldiers, tc send in packtges, and
ordered by officers and soldiers, and large quantities have
been forwarded by express,

TESTIMONIALS.

In

urnishing

'forfoK has

attention.

Mu. Co*—Fir.

Hon. P. H. Sweetser of Seuth Reading, writes
“Ha* ing long known something of the valuable medicinal properties of the White Pine, I was prepaied, on
seeiDg an advertisement of your White Pine Compound,
to give the medicine atrial.
It has been used by members of my fiunily, for several years, for colds and coughs,
and in some cases, of serious kidney difficulties, with
excellent results. Several of our friends have also received much benefit from the Compound. We intend to
keep it always on hand.”
Kev. H. D. Qoge of West Randolph, Vt., who is a
physician, says:
“I find it (the Compound) an excellent medicine in

kidney diseases.”
Says Mr. S. Boody, of the 14th regiment Massachusetts
Heavy Artillery, at Fort Ti ill aghast:
“The White l ine Compound effected a cure where a
fellow was considered In a critical consumption by all
who knew him. I can folly substantiate this by men In
this Company who thought it folly for him to make a trial
of it. In colds or coughs, men leave the care of the
surgeon, where treatment can be had for nothing, and
try the White Pine Compound.”
COL. GOULD,
Formerly Major of the 13th Regt. M. V. (that Veteran
a
in
to S. Dean, Esq., of Stoneham,
letter
Regiment!)
speaks in the highest praise of the White Pi^e Comand
pound,
expresses a wish that it might be sent to
the soldiers. His opinion is based on personal knowl-

COES DYSPEPSIA CURE,

Truly yours,

TESTIMONIALS.
Urge number ot important testimonials have
received from Physicians, Clergymen,

been

Apothecaries, and, indeed, from all classes in society,
speaking in the most flattering terms of the White Pine

is not oorreot.

..

terrible vice

employed

Core the Worst of Yon,

O O E

levotuig hit entire “fthe
time to that pai ticular branoh ol
he medical profession, he feels warranted in Guab.btbkimo A Curb in all Casks, whether ol
long
landing or recently coniraoted, entirely removing
he dregs ol disease from the
and making a
erfeotand PERMANENT CURB.
He would eall the attention ol tho afflicted to the
Bet of his long standing and well earned
reputation,

have been many severe oases in Boston

id to the originator, where relief in very severe cases has
been experienced in one hour and a cure effected in
twenty-four hours.
There is a very natural reason for this. The bark, and
jveu the leaves, or '‘needles,” of White Fine contain
the
sniinent medicinal qualities The Indians
bark of White Pine in treating diseases long before the
settlement of America by Europeans. One instance continuing this may here be given.
dames Cartier, a bo d French mariner, as early as 1534,
sailed along the northern coast of North America, and
Aral the first* tamong discoverers to enter the River St.
Lawrence. On his return down the river, he found Ids
men sadly afflicted and disabled by what bailors call the
uituprey. Its ravages were fatal, and the survivors were
scarcely able to bury the dead Some of the Indians
along the shore were likewise attacked by the same disease, but Cartier observed that they soon recovered. He
about their mode of treattherefore earnestly
ment, and they pointed eut to him a tree, tho bark and
leaves of which they used in decoction, with signal success.
Cartier tried the same remedy, and had the gratification of seeing all of bis crew wbo were afflicted rapidly
improving. This tree was the Wrhite Pine.
A wash of the bark, steeped in water, is exceedingly
useful in reducing inflamatlon and cleansing old sores.
In fine, the virtues of White Pine Bark are known everywhere, and this, doubtless is one grand reason why the
White Pine Compound was so favorably received at the
first.
The past year has given a great opportunity to tost the
virtues of the White Pine Compound. It hss been an
unusual time for Colds and Coughs, and very large
quantities of the White Pine Compound have been sold
It speaks well for the
and used with the happiest effects
Medicine, that the people living where it Is prepared
are high in its praise.

Street.

can be oonaulted privately, andnvith
utmost conndenco
the afflicted, at all
daily, and from 8 a m. toby» T. x
addresses thoss who are suffering under tha
SliraJSS1 disease, whether arising from

a

meal, and sometimes no more than three or four
mcuthfulis without distressing me.
J. F. WOODBUFF.
BespeotfuUy,

CELEBRATED

by let-

°

and

Temple

ours

oough,but

to
strong and aotive; renders tne stomaoh powerless
digest the food, and has for its attendants,

ft

he

!

Some time in 1866, an individual, who purchased
botile lor a hard cough, was not only cured of the
also ot a severe kidney complaint, of ten
years endurat.ee. This bo*ng truly a discovery,
the faot was mentioned to u skill ml physician, who
replied, in substance that, the bark of white
pine was one of the best diuretion known, provided
its astnngency could be counteracted, lithe other
articles entering into the oompeund would efl't-ct
this, a fortune was in the medicine. The fortune has
not yet been reached; baLthe hundreds of cures oflooted by ti e compound, in the m»et aggravated
cases of Kidney diseases, including Diabetes, prove
it to be a wonderlul medicine for such ailments. A
large number of physicians now employ it, or reoommend it lor such use.
But while the White Pine Compound is so useful in
Kidney inflam&tion, it is also a wonderful curative iu all
throat and lung diseases. Itsoqui kly and sooth ngly
that hoarseness and soreuess are re* I lay s inflamatlon,
moved as if by magic. Numerous cases have been report-

MEDICAL ROOMS,

No.

time.

One of the IWify-dee.

ratio.

Lombard & Gore’s

99

unexpected at-

than the Best Physician in
Quicker and Safer
Land. EC^Let the wise always k*ep a Box in
their house.

P. 8.—Parties remmittiag Binds to us will
ase
send by express,
except when drafts csz be obtained,
in which ease we will bear the
charges of forwarding. In this manner they can obtain reliable receipts.

Petroleum

or

is
the

Fall Information will be furnished in regard to
the above and all other Companie s in the market,
open

Advice!

cases

NY

Washington, by addressing

Mrs

chests or

seized by the Colleotor of the Distriot of Ha
ohias, on the tenth day of Deoember last past, at
M&ehiss, In said District.
An Information aganst Fiyi bigots Casks
op Brandy; Onnhalp barrel op
Brandy; One
half Brrbl op Wine; Three barrels
op
Spirits, seized bv the Collector of the Distriot of
Portland and Falmouth, at Portland in said District,

A*,

month,

Number of Shares, $90,000

Car-

riage Harnesses, seized by the collector. f the District of Portland and Falmonth, on the twenty ninth
day of November last past, at Portland in said District.
A Libel against Thiktt-two Huhdked Cigars
seized by the Collector oi the Distriot of Portland
and Falmonth, on the thirty-first day of Deoember
last pa«t,at Portland In said District.
A Libel against There Barbels or Molasses
and Ohe Demijohn or W I. Rum seized by the
Collector of the Di. trict of Portland and Falmonth
on the fourth day of Jannsry instant, at Portland,
in said Distriot.
iZi/ibel against Eleven thousand seven hundred

Metaphysical

yielding a net profit of *1450

Capital Stock, $4*50,000.

United States

A

CO.,

equal to over 3 per oent. per month on their capital;
and this yield is steadily on the increase. Whoever
invests in this property will be riohly rewarded.—
Those connected with it are of the highest standing*

Marshal’s notice.

of Twenty

—

daily, or more than

dtf

G. Brown's office

June 12th, 18?4.
I, Johh A. Nbwoomb, of Quincy, do oertify that
I have been entirely deaf in my left ear tor twenty
years, and for the past six years my right ear has
been so deaf that I could not bear conversation or
public speaking of any kind. I could not hear the
church bells ring, while I was sitting in the church.
I have also been troubled for a number of years with
a very sore throat, so that I was obliged to give up
singing in ohurch, for I had lost my voice. 1 had
great trouble in my head—terrible noises almost to
craziness. My head felt numb and stupid, and was
a source of constant trouble tome.
1 tried every remedy that could bs thought of.—
I went to aurists; but as they wasted to use instruments, I would have no hing to do With them
About one month sinoe I obtained Mrs. Brown’s
Discovery, and used it according to
the directions on the bottles. And thertBul' is, that
of
both ears is perfectly restored, sc
the fearing
that I oan beams well as any man. The great trouble
is
bead
in my
entirely gone. My head fbels perfectly oasv and at rest. My throat, which wa so diseasand I have recovered my voice
cured;
ed, is entirely
again. I would not take one thousand dollars tor
1
have
received
in the use of Mrs. M. G
the benefit

THE

Per

I went to Mrs. M-

Remarkable Cure of Deafness
Years Standing.

by letter.

$40,000

to

obtained her metaphysical Discovery, on Satinst. I applied it at four o’clock in
the afternoon. The result was that Neuralgia subsided—aimost immediately I felt relief. 1 slept well
without any poultices, as before, and at the time of
giving this oertilicatt, ’he 21st inst., 1 consider myself delivered of my diseoee, and recommend the
Metaphysical Discovery to all who are suffering.

the interests of the stockholders are in the hands of
Full information
able and competent managers.
will be given on application at our office, in person

are now

gratitude

and

Bocks for Subscription are open nt our office. Onat the subly 3300 shares are offered to the public,
eeription price of SiO each, and ire wou'd advise
to offer a
the
Stock
prompt ayplication, believing
Five wtlls are now
good and secure investment
and
this
of
on
the
bored
Company,
properties
being

Whose lands

my

urday the 10th

Dlreotorn.

PETROLEUM

acknowledge

JVevralgta.

Ten hundred and ninety-six (1096) Acres of the very best Oil Lands.

or

so, 1 must

Certificate of Mrs. J. P. Litoh, oi Charlestown.—
March 16, 1864.
This is to oartify that nine months ago 1 was attacked with Neuralgia in th most violent form.—
Several physicians were applied to, who did all they
oould to relieve me but to no purpose. Every patent medicine and remedy that could be found were
applied without effect My face was pouliioeu and
bandaged in order to find relief. Since the Neuralgia attack d me I lost twenty-seven pounds of lleBh.
In this state a friend of mine recommended me to
Metaphysioal riisoovery, as
try Mrs. M. G Brown’shis
of very bad e>es, which
it had cured a friend of
had baffled the skill oi the most eminent physicians.

This Company is organized under the General
laws of Massachusetts. The progsrty consists of—

C. S. Whitehonse,
Charles Smith,
Bridge,

doing

Cfttirrh.

Working Capital.

James P.

Standing.

sage to her head is clear. I cheerfully recommend
the Metaphysical Discovery to all who suffer from

$10

Par Value of Shares

Yean'

God for inclining me to tuis great remedy for that
dreadful disease—Catarih. 1 believe my daughter
never would have beeu cured had i not found this
mediclno. It must have been sent of God to the
people to rid them of the horrible diseises that take
hoi u of them. My daughter’s Catarrh is entirely
broken up, her sense ol smell has returned, the pas-

PETROLEUM OIL 00.

The largest daily paper east of Boston, and having
a larger circulation than all the other dailies in tbs
oity combined, is published at the Offioe in Fox
Blook, 891-9 Exchange Street, every morning—
Sunday exoepted, at $8,00 per snnnm.

the ee'-en'h day of January iostant.
An Information against One Horse, one Pong
Sleigh; one Robe, one Uorse-blanke> ; one
Harness; one Halter; Ten Bottles op Bran
dy, and ONE KEG UP Spirits seized by the Collector of the Distriot of Portlsnd and Falmouth, at
Portland in said Distriot, on the fourteenth day of

A Most Exquisite, Delicate and Fragrant Perfume, Distilled from the
Kmc and Beautiful Flower from
which it tnltew its name.
Manufactured only by PHALON & SOM.

°F
SUITS
with board,

Engines for motive power, and is furnished with
Improved and oostly Tresses—Cylinder and Platen—
from the most celebrated makers. We have in constant use one of HOE’S LABOR CYLINDER
PRESSES, oapableof throwing off 8500‘Sheets
ajt hour ; one of Adam’s Power Presses—the best
book press in the world; Adam’s and Potter’s Piss!
Machine Job Presses; Buggies’ superior Card Pres ;
Adams’ and Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Presses, and all the machinery neoeesary for a well
appointed office.
The Daily Press Job Offloe is believed to be as well
furnished as any similar establishment in the State.
Those sending order from the oountry may rely on
reoeiving prompt attention.
We execute all orders in the shortestpossibletlme
and in the neatest and best manner.
We will do all kinds of printing as well and as
promptly, and as oheap as any other establishment
In the City, County or State.
All orders for Job Printing must be directed te
the Daily Press Job Office, Bo. 82} Exchange street,
Portland, Me.
The Job Office is under the personal supervision
of the senior proprietor, who is the CITY PBINTEB, and is himself an experienced practical workman, and employs only well-skilled meohanlos in
this department of his work.

on

CONSni/TATiOW FKRE.
Ton ean call and receive a fail explanation.
idT"Office 2tl Congress St., Portland, Me.

I asa preparing a mo dic'd work, which wiiibe bem
eflclal to the worldcontain! ,ig all particulars in regard to the diseases I treat with my special mode of
treatment, When pobuhed, duo notice will be given.
Ko.iable Physicians wanted to established offices with my mode of treatment in the cities
throughout this and other States.
Testimonials of tho sneotts of my treatment can
be teen at my office. Office hours from 9 to
12 M.
and from 2 to 6 P. M.
Sellable Medical references freely furnished
to
thoea who may with It, as I am no traveling Lumleb4IT3tf

Improved Calorie

dtf

Portland and Boston Line.
Forest

of Soper’

qf Catarrh of Ten

I, Mb. William Dobhbllt. corner of Dexter
and D streets. South Bo-ton, do oertily that my
daughter has been suffering from Catarrh for the
past ten years. She lost the sens of smell, and had
no passage hrough her nostrils during that time.—
Every remedy was resorted to, without receiving
any relief.
Seeing Mrs. M. G Brown's Me aphyaioal Discovery advertised. I concluded to try it. Af-

-on

Portland, Nov. 31,1864.

W orld I

Printing Offloe has one

Meta-

to unborn generations.
There are many wuo do not believe In Phrenology
because they are not abstruse thinkers. Phr nology
Is begotten, born, and sustained by immutable foies.

Receipts and Certificates will be forwarded in exand
change for available funds, without ohurge;

death
Dyspepsia is not only the sure forerunner oi well
It has
but the companion of a miserable life.
more
persons,
been called the nation’s scourge; for
both old and young, male and female, Buffer from its
combined. It
ravages, than from all other ailments
robs the whole system of its vigor and energy, give*
once
weariness

I ‘RIYATE

Individual, who was a fleeted with an lnflimmation
This inof the throat. A cure was effected by it.
duced others to apply for the same remedy, and
tvery one using it received a great benefit, 1 he article, however, went without a name till November
following,whea it was called White Pine Compound.
During that month it wus advertised for the first

Balsam."

man;

In giving the above extraots from my Phrs ological Chart, I do so having a two fold object in view.
First, Because I do not wish to be classed with
QuaokB or Humbug-, who have experimented on the
suflering mass e till the blood of those slain by
Qnackery, pouring Medieiue down the throat, and
Instruments, would float all the navies in the world.
Secondly, I wish to appear be for. the world in my
true oolors, ’or if rightly understood, I may be enabled through m Met.physical Discovery to save
thousands of valuablell.es from an untimely grave,
and prevent di ease from being left as an inhumane*

BOSTON

fast Steamships

were a

Casuallty, locality. Cotstructivensss,
physical power, Imitation and Mirthfulness.

Persons desiring iniormntion can roly upon reand
ceiving nn unbiassed aooount of tbs standing
prospects of the various eompanies on the market.

LINE.

Capt
^JsSSr, CHESAPEAKE,
FRANCONIA.

REYNOLD^fCRINOLA

ft CASKS Cautie Boda,
#0 63 Ti roee Biaaohing Powd.r>
Landing from Steamship IW" „,’,d , r Sgle
LEatUE fc GOhE,
Feb
•». 1,
1 1865.
1865
3w*
3w

And plain printing of every description. Also,
Buie and figure work, executed neatly, and on
terms that cannot foil to satisfy.

you wish you

from

3000 BTdIs, 3?er Day
at

men.

when your lite falls back into the domestio channel,
y,n are oontented as awoman; but have ever felta
desire for more intellectual elbow room.
Yon have a good memory of tacts and principles
bat the strength oi your intellect lies in the reasoning department; and \ our reasoning power comes

Annum.

Per

$23,000

Worth $30,000

Notes of Invitation, Visiting Carets, Lists of Danoss, eta., etc., of every variety and cost,
furnished at short notloe.

Hand-bills,

THB

Prepared by the Proprietors of "Coe's Cough

sorrow.

Yon have strong social feelings—are capable of
loving as a friend, wile and mother: and if properly
mated, tcoially, weald leei at home in the domestic
oirole.
In oharaoter and disposition yon are pre-eminently womanly. Xu your Intellect and tendency to reason and plans y ou are decidedly masculine—whan

Well Producing Only Ten Bar
rels per

Weddincr G ards,

LARGE

and a

Single

Stmou, Report!, and ill kiedi of Ptmphleti,

1.80

Loave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. H. and
6.00 P. M.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way

Freight trains leave Portland and

We believe

all persons wishing to invest in

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

THE DAILY PRESS

It removes all the wretched svmptoms of this
loa bsome malady, and aver e consumption.
It c'eans the head, deodorises the breath, and alfords the must grateful relif.
It alleviates more agony and silent suffering than
tongue can tell.
I is noted jor curing the most hopeless cases,
t!»atevery known means f iled in.
It cures Hay, Rose a*d Periodic Catarrh, of th'

69

Cards,

ABRANGBMBNTB,

Commencing Nov. 7th, 1884.
Passenger trains will leave the Sts*
Maw”’Rianstion. foot ot Canal street daily, (Snn-

Jt

penetrates

Business and Professional

Boston.

SEMI-WEEKLY

The Acme of Perfection!

he

York,

in New

Commission,

on

small that

STEAMBOATS.

▲ED MODE 09 TKKATMUNT 11

Bleaching

Fancy Types

and Sell Oil and Coal Stocks

ines, Circulars,

CATARRH REMEDY,

Caustic Soda and

Buy

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKSi

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and re
timing is due in Portland at 1P. M.
Stages conneot with trains at principal stations,
daily for most of the towns North and East of this
line*
0. M. HORSE, Supt,
deoil
Waterville, November, 1883.

Wxua, September 1, 1883.

a

respects you have the organization of your
lather, your uteliect espee ally. There is not more
than one person in ten thousand of cither sex eo
strongly mol nod to reason logically. Yen are willing to stand by logical facts and to follow out the
plan or purpose to its legitimate conclusion, judging
*
of its merits or demerit- accordingly.
You appreciate Philosophy, and such persons as
have a philosophical torn of mind.
You relish wit, and readily perceive the ridioolous;
and it yon cannot oarry the argument by direct logjo yon use the “Reductio ad Absurdum/’ and show
tbe unsoundnese oftbo opposite proposition by dlacloting its weakness.
Yon are capable o‘ ma ting groat discoveries; yon
You could not folhave the power of invention.
low in the footsteps oi others, although with your
large imi.ation yon are capable oi auapting yonrsell
to the forms and usages of society. Yon are not inclined to adopt 9 her peoples’ thoughts.
Yon have large Ideality and Constructivesess,
which g'ves imagination and originality; yon are
never better satisfied than when poring over some
new problem, or foilowingout some faint hint into
its legi imate and logical results. You are tond of
the beautiful and tbe new, and are inclined to make
combinations of words, ideas and things, and not
easily puzzled witn complications. You have a faculty for unravelling oapses. Your Spi itnality is
'targe,- which elevates your mind into the unseen amf
unknown. You promise yourself only so much hap-’
piness or sueoess as you really work out; tor tbe rest
yon trust to Providence.
l'our love of apt robation isso large that yon wish
the good will and favorable opinion of everybody;
you want all to give you a hearty and generous reeption.
You oannot bears frown; a smile is sunshine tc
your soul, while a brown is, to you, a blight, a storm

Boston,

And our oolleotion of

Book and

THERE

Kidney Diteaaes

BODHU AT BIB

OAH BB

and vioinity cured by the Whitt Pint Compound, which oan bo referred to, and hundreds of
jaaes of Kidney compiA.nts. cured entirely by
taking
the White Fine Compound, having been reported
by druggists.
Among all the popular modioines c flared for tale,
do ono seems to nave gained favor like the White
Pine Compound, 'ibis Meuicine was flrot made as
lately as tne spring of 1855, and then merely for one

CHART,

strong constitution,large brain,and
vitality enough to sust&iu it. Yon are organized for
health, end long life, having descended from a substantial, healthy; vigorous and long lived stock; in

STREETj

STATE

machinery,

Of evory description executed in the beet style.

Trains leave Portland,Grand Trank
-Station, lor Lewiston and Anbnrn, at
7.40 a .ii7and 1.26 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.26 P. H.
Rbturmno—Leave Lewiston at 8.20 A. M and
arrive in Portland at 8.80 A. M. Leave Bangor at
and arrive in Portland at 2.16 P. M.
7.801 A. M
Both these trains conneot at Portland with trains fbr

OR. R. GOODALE'S

Physicians, George Capron,

69

k

many

nov7

niiiii.iN.iR~i

threshold,

ted

By

iowLKB

BB. J. B. HUGHES

And all

STOMACH AND BOWELS

BROWN’S

PHRENOLOGICAL

proved

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

The following from the Troy News is Josh
Billings’ tribute to Old Velvet Toes, deceased,
freed from the disfiguration of bad spelling.
How many cities, towns, and villages have
their old Velvet Toes, into whose “earth
holes” honest poverty will look without a tear
of regret.
Old Velvet Toes has shaved his last note. No

To the

Monday, Nov. 7,1884,
daily, (Sundays except-

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Florence Percy.

Norton A

run

BAILEY, Superintendent.

—

Rs

eftor

luither

Portland, Nov. 7,1864.

Seventy winters

Failing Out—promotes

Our Establishment is furnished with til the ap-

G.

M.

You have

notice, as follows:
UP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for South Paris and Lewiston at7.40
A. M. Also Island Pond, connecting there with
trains for Montreal and the West, at 1.26 P. M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Leave South Paris at 6.45 A. M., and Island Pond
at 6.60 A.M.

ed)

But caring not for Ibe stern command,
He drew the ha Uards with daring hand;
Ping! went the rifle-ball—down he came
Under the flag he tried to shame—
Old Ishmael Day took careful aim!

a

EXCHANGE!

Will bear fhvorable comparison with any establishment in the oity.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 860 in value, and that persoual. unless notice is given, and paid for ah the rate
of one passenger for every 8500 additional value.
C. J. BKYDGEd, Managing Director.

Tribute to "Old Velvet Toes

[MRS.

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING!.

modern

Indigestion!

ALL

Diseases

!18

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

the hated sign
Floating free from old ishmael’s line—
“Lower that rag!” was their wrathful cry.
“Never!'’ rung Ishmael Day’s rep'y;
“Fire, if it please you—I can but die!’’

AMD

Pemberton Square, Boston.
410 Arch Street, Philadelphia,
46 Bond Streett New Yotk.
EXTRACTS FROM

Every description of

—

seen

23 Cents

6.80 and 8.40

5le,

Proudly, b eadily up it flew,
tsorgeous with crimson, and white, and blue!
Bis withered hand, a he sho'jk It freer,
May have trembled, but not with fear,
Wlhi e, shouting, the rebels drew more near.

Only

as

and

OF

PDTBDIE1 AND (DAI STOCK

PM, POLAND'S
Popular Remedy
Colds, Coughs, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Croup, and Whooping
Cough.
Cures
Grravel,

For

PRICE SO.OO.

THE BEST STYLE OF THE AST,

Baco River, at 8.00 A. M. and

The2.00P. M. train out and the 8.40 A. M. train
Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attaohed.
Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Mirotn', Brownfleld, Frjeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Juckson, Limington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. fl.
At Buxton Center, for West Buxton, Bonney EaSouth Limington. Limington, Limeriok, Neweld, Parsoneheld, aud Ossipee.
At Saccarappa, tor South Windham, Etat Standisn, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Tuesdays,
Thursday and Saturdays.
DAN. CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oot 31,1884.dtf

And Ishmael Day, his brave head bare,
hi* white locks tossed by the morning air,
Fear ess of danger, or death, or scars,
Went out to raise, by the farm-yard bars,
The dear old flag of the Stripes and Stars.

IT
disease,
foever.

for Portland,

into

and prey,
Flushed with triumph, and wine,
Isbmael Day ;
They neared the dwelling of
and
old,
A sturdy v Uran, gray
With heart of a patriot, firm and bold,
Strong and siead-ast— unbribed, unsold.

A Perfect Cure for

and after November 1st, 1884,
will leave as follows, until fur-

On

r-Kjatasasan

jjUffnuMHtraimi

ther uulice:
Leave tiaco River
A. M., and 8.40 P. M.
Leave Portland for
2.00 and 6.80 P. H.

ends;

cry—

Boston,

Attention la respectfully invited to our unrivalled
facilities for exeouting in

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Dyspepsia

Metaphysical Discovery!!!

#

MEDICAL.

mite pise COIPOOI,
The Great

The World’* Groat Bemedy

Mrs. M. G. BROWN’S

PORTLAND, ME.

YORK A CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

Could traitors trust to a traitor’
Llt.le they favored friend or foe,
But gaih- red the catt e the farms across.
sc .rnful toasFlinging ba;k, with a
can bear the loss!
“Ifye vnfrieuA* ye

One with a loud defiant laugh,
Left his comrades and ucared the staff.
"Do «!” came the fearless patriot’s
“Dare to lower that flag, and die!
One must bleed for it—you or I!”

Exchange St.,

_

ill 'Mil

COE'S Mi

Discharges from the Ear, Catarrh,
Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Asthma,
Serofum, Consumption, Bronchial
UJfeoticus, Throat Difficulties, Diseased Eves, Loss
ifthe Hair, Dyspepsia, Enlargement of the Liver,
yisaie s of the Kidueye,.Constipation,Gravel,Piles,
paralysis, with all and every disease which infests
he human body, cured effectually by

LOMBARD & GORE,

’81—dec22tf_Supt.

No!

They had

821-2

as

•* 7 A- M. dimlly, and
a*F eight1"TrainM.leaves Portland
EDWIN NOYKa

But others—vipers in human form,
Sting! g the bosom that kept them warm—
Welc ined with triumph the thievish band.
Hurried to cff*r the friendiy f und,
As the rebels rod© into Maryland.

Halt!”

Proprietors,

is due at 8 P.
Deo 19,

**r,?f*

11

Noises in the Bead,

NATIOW!

THE

lUi,

DEAFNESS,

N. A. FOSTER & CO.,

Forton by
KAUBBfrom Portland “dbam*
d'laaoooH Bangor
by Fox Block,
wiU be male the
Hlis route

Rang the tidings of dread and

PETROLEUM!

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,

Brjias-

to

PRESS,

CALORIC POWER

Freeport,Bruns,

Freeh from the South, where the hungry pine,
They ate like Pharaoh's »Urv.ng kine;
They swept the land jikt de ouring surge,
And left their path, to its furthest ve.ge,
Bare as the track of the locust-scourge.

Made them merry with food and wine.
Clad them in garments rich and fine.
For rags and hunger to make amends;
Flattered them praised them, with *a!fi*h
“Leave us ecathleas, for we are friend!.

THE DAILY

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

MEDICAl*

PETROLEUM.

MISCELLANEOUS.

RAILROADS.

1

from Asa Goodhue, Esq., of Bow,
New Hampshire.
For sixteen years or more 1 have suffered much at in'
terrain, from what at first was called kidney complaints,
but a year ago last December 1 fell sick, and my attending physicians pronounced my disease Diabetes. The
prostration of my system was so great, and of so
long continuanco that neither relatives, neighbors nor
physicians expected that I could possibly live through
the spring. The same was my own opinion.
Near the last of March. 1859. being well acquainted
with Dr J. W. Poland, I mlt inclined to test the value of
his White Pine Compound, as the article was highly
reccommended for inflamation of the kidneys. A bottle
of it wae procured, and immediately af.er commencing its
use 1 began to amend.
My strength gradually returned,
the severe pains subsided, and in the fall was able to
attend to considerable business. I believe Dr. Poland’s
White Pine Compound, under God, has been the means of
my recovery thus fkr.
To say that,I ever expect to have perfect health again,
Is out of the question atmya^e, (64 ) But thi« I will
say, that while I use the Compound, my health is very
comfortable When I have relinquished its use, the severe
pains have returned, and all the disagreeable symptoms
of my disease. But a return to the use of the
Compound
has produced immediate relief.
the
which I haye beeen takmoathl,
IngTnis medlciW; 1 have used not quite five bottles In
a word, let me say to all afflicted with
similar complaints
to mine, try Dr. Poland’s White Pine

DB. W. B. MEBWIN & Co..
SOLE PROPRIETORS,
No. 58Liberty-st.,New fork.

CHEROKEE

PILLS

SUGAR COATED.
FEMALE REGULATOR,

HEALTH

PRE6EKVER,

CERTAIN AND SAKE,

Compound.

ASA GOODHUE.

White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
our columns, is not
only as to its name inviting, but is a
highly approved medicine. Dr. J W. Poland, the inventor, has the confidence of the many who know him, a
confidence which he enjoyed while iaboriog usefrilly maIlls experience as a
nyyears as a Baptist minister.
sufferer led him to make experiments which issued in his
medical discovery .—Boston Watchman and t.e factor
The Editor of the Manchester Daily and Wetkly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus writes of the

Compound:

“The White Pine Compound is advertised at much
length in our columns, and we are happy to learn that
the demand for i is inert as ng beyond all previous ex
ptetations It is the very best medicine for coughs and
colds that we know of, and no family that has once used
it will ever be without it. We speak from our own knowledge that it is sure to kill a Cold, and pleasant as sure.
The greatest inventions come by accident, and it is singular that the White Pine Compound nude for Colds and
Coughs, should prove to be the greatest remedy for kidBut so it is. We cannot doubt
ney difficulties kuown
it, .so many testimonials come to u- from well-known
men.
Besides, the character of Dr Poandissuch, that

we know that he will not countenance what is
wrong
For years a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find
remedies for his ailments, with a delioate
conrumptive
look, standing with one foot upon the grave, he made the
discovery which has saved himself and called out from
hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials
possible.
We have known Dr. Poland for
years, and never knew a
more conscientious, honest,
upngbt man, apd are g sd to
believe
that w©
whatever he says about his White
Pine Compound.

■Jet©

The

White Pine Compound,

For the removal of Obstructions, and the
Insurant
Cl Regularity in the
Recurrence of the
Monthly Periods.

They cure or obviatethoae numerous
tha.
spring from irregularity, by removing the
rregala?
118611.
Ity

They

ENGLAND

They care Green Sickness (Chlorosis).
They onro Nervous and Spinal Abortions, pains h
back and lowor pans of the
body, Hairiness,
Fatigue on slight exertion, Palpitation ol the Dear*
Fjownees of Spirits, Hysteria, Sick
Headache, Gid.
diuess, etc., eto. In a word, by removing thelrreg.
olarity, they removethe cause, and with itAti. the
eilbets that spring from it.
Composed of simpleregetable extracts, they ecn.
tain nothing deleterious to
any oonstitutiou, bow.
over

delicato— their funotiob being to soba.m,te

strength lor weakneaj, which, when properly used,
they nevor fail to do.
Ali letters
seeking Information or advloo will te
promptly, freely end discreetly answered.
Full

directions eooompany each box.
Price SI per box, or six boxes fox as.
Sent by mail, free of postage, on
reooipt o| r,(04
Sold by all rospeetable Druggists.
Dr.

W. H. M EH WIN *
Co..
SOLE

BOTANIC

DEPOT,
No. 106 Hanover Street, Boston
Under the

S oppressod,Excessive and PaimuiMca*

the

GEORGE W SWETT, M-D., Proprietor.
Will*, mai.utictured In future at the
NEW

care

straatioo.

euptnieian

feMsodfceowlr

of

A

REV. J. W. POLAND, M. D.
DE iWETT will attend to the business department,
to whom all ordera ahoold he addreseed.

eod8m—wlttme.

York.

H*a

PHOTOGRAPH MOOMSj
■

Sold bj wholesale and retail dealer* In medicine
elsewhere.
H. H. HAT, WHOLESALE AGENT FOB PORTLAND.
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